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Introduction

The AO’s reputation for excellence began 60 years ago. Since then, 
it has continued to grow and develop, thanks to the dedication of our 
AO community. 
Change is in the AO’s DNA. Now, by building the AO brand, we  
further support our community in their work to deliver the best patient 
outcomes.

AO trains more than 54,000 participants annually in over 
800 courses.
More than 500,000 surgeons and 150,000 operating  
room personnel (ORP) from more than 124 countries have  
attended AO courses.
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1.1 
Brand positioning
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Brand positioning 
Where we come from

In 1958, the AO founders shared 
one goal. They wanted to 
change the world of orthopedic 
surgery in order to transform 
patient care and outcomes. 
What they achieved changed 
peoples’ lives forever.

This was how the AO began. As the AO grew, it became 
known worldwide as synonymous with excellence in education, 
innovation, and research. The AO has always been at the 
forefront in its fields. Now is the time for the AO to embrace a 
new look and feel for its brand, ensuring that it is responsive 
to current and future demands.
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Brand positioning
What the AO stands for

The AO is all about development  
and growth. It is a global  
community of experts in a  
diverse range of fields,  
all dedicated to improving  
patient care.

Learning is at the core of the AO experience:
– learning to improve the way surgery is practiced
– learning how to respond better to patient needs
–  learning to improve the materials, technologies, and  

approaches used in surgery and post-operative care
– learning from each other and the best.

The AO as a brand also learns and develops.
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Brand positioning 
What guides the brand

Our brand values are based on one simple, strong statement:   
Transforming Surgery—Changing Lives. 
These values are at the core of the AO brand in all its visual 
and written expressions.

Our brand values reflect the  
standards that are at the heart of the 
AO community.
When we communicate, we do so in  
an evidence-based way, supporting  
our key values of excellence and  
transparency, and reinforcing our  
trusted relationship with all our  
audiences.
Our open-mindedness, focus on  
innovation, and endless appetite for 
crossing frontiers mean we can  
continuously redefine the level of  
treatment, training, and knowledge 
development.
We work with passion and camaraderie, 
and are inclusive in how we build  
relationships.

Excellence
maintaining the high-
est standards as we 
strive for continuous 

improvement

Transparency
sharing knowledge, 

building competencies, 
and communicating 
openly and honestly

Innovative
the core of the AO, 
a world-leader in 

innovation

Inclusive
respecting each  

other’s differences 
and our own  

diversity

Open-  
mindedness

able to hear  
different views, new  

perspectives

Crossing  
frontiers

at the forefront of 
disruptive and radical 

thinking

Evidence- 
based

we communicate 
clearly, based on 

facts

Passion
for all that we do

Camaraderie
a welcoming and  

supportive community 
of experts in diverse 

fields
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1.2 
Brand architecture
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Brand architecture 
Master brand strategy

The AO is strong: as a community,  
as an organization, and as a  
brand. To support this and make  
communications more effective, 
the AO has adopted a strong brand  
architechture strategy: the AO as  
a master brand.

The AO master brand is the overarching brand that serves  
as the main anchoring point under which all services or  
products are based. A master brand strategy is one of the 
key performance drivers in brand strategy. It shall link all  
activities, initiatives, and offerings with AO’s brand promise 
and the brand values.
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Brand architecture 
Master brand logo

The new AO logo is the essential  
visual expression of the AO  
mission and its brand values.

The AO logo exemplifies the power of our  
global community, our open-mindedness, and 
connectivity. It responds to the next generation  
of surgeons and their needs in education,  
networking, and research.
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Power brands Flagship brand 

Master brand Personalized master brand

Foundation brand

Business pillars, 
community pillars

Endorsement labels

The AO brand architecture defines the brand categories the AO uses, 
the relationship between sub-brands and the AO master brand,  
and the allocation of entities and services to these categories.

AO Technical Commission

AO/OTA Classification

AO Access

Service/product offerings
Division/unit offerings

InstitutesDivisional regions and  
countries/country clusters

 
Cross-divisional/unit offerings

Brand architecture 
System

Clinical divisions  
and units

Competency-Based
          Curriculum

approved
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Power brand
–  Presenting entities that build and fuel  

the relationship with the AO brand  
(clinical divisions, units, and institutes).

–  Is visually represented by the power 
brand logo extension which appears 
under the AO logo. For clinical divi-
sions and units, the name is in capital 
letters. For institutes, the names use 
title case.

Flagship brand
–  Presenting entities 

that contribute to the 
strength of the AO 
brand (limited to five 
key offerings).

–  Is visually represented 
by the flagship brand 
logo extension which 
combines the AO logo 
extension  with the 
name of the flagship 
brand written in capital 
letters to the right of 
the AO logo.

Business and community pillars
–  Covering all legal or informal entities, which belong to the AO and are not power brands or service/product offerings.
–  The pillar descriptor (name) is written in the AO typeface (Suisse Int’l) in black without any visual additions or changes.
–  The AO logo is used separately and distinctly from the pillar descriptor or the legal or organization name. 
–  Pillars do not carry the logo in their name but may use the AO acronym written in the same type size used with significant  

distance from placement of the logo, so as not to confuse with the power or flagship brands.
–  Priority activities that run across the organization and that have senior (Presidential and AO FB) approval/endorsement, and which 

do not otherwise have a location in the branding hierarchy, can and should have AO and a capital letter. 
This means we write AO Access and AO Sports but not AO Technology Transfer – as that is already under AO ITC.

Foundation brand 
–  Presenting the  

organization that  
founded and owns  
the AO. It is a unique 
category and reserved 
exclusively for the  
AO Foundation. 

–  Is visually represented 
by the foundation 
brand logo extension 
which combines the 
AO logo with the AO 
Foundation name 
written in capital letters 
to the right of the AO 
logo.

Power brand regions and countries
–  Used by entities that represent the  

power brands in defined regions or  
countries.

–  Differentiation by region or countries 
and adding a descriptor is reserved for 
power brands only.

–  Power brand regional, country-wide or 
country clusters differentiation is visually 
represented by the power brand logo 
extension supplemented by a descriptor 
in lighter title case (Suisse Int’l regular).

Service/product offerings
–  Used by power brands for divisional/ 

unit offerings or by the master brand 
cross-divisional/unit offerings. 

–  Highlighting offerings in this way is 
reserved for the AO master brand and 
divisional/unit power brands only. 

–  Service/product offerings are visually 
represented by the brand logo  
supplemented by an offering descriptor.

–  For the visual separation a vertical divider 
line is placed between the brand logo 
and the offering descriptor.

–  Differentiated offerings can be  
highlighted by maximal one additional 
descriptor layer.

Master brand
– Symbolizes everything the AO (as a brand) stands for and all benefits it provides. 
– Is visually represented by the AO logo.

Endorsement label
–  Representing a mark of quality, presitge evoked  

by an endorsement of the AO brand.
–  The design of an endorsement label needs to 

comply with the relevant guidelines.

Personalized master brand
– myAO is the personalized digital expression of the AO master brand.  
– The myAO platform is AOs’ signature master brand offering.

AO brand architecture categories are clearly defined, including  
about how they relate to the master brand.

Brand architecture 
System
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Master brand 
The master brand exists in only 
one version. It represents the 
entire AO. It is used in situations 
where no flagship or master 
brand stands behind the branded 
item or in relation to business 
and community pillars.

Power brands 
Only the clinical divisions and 
the institutes have the right to 
use the AO logo in a brand-like  
way.

Flagship brands 
The right to use the master brand 
as an brand-like extension of  
a name is limited to a maximum 
of five services, offerings or 
entities. They are approved by 
the AO Foundation Board.

Foundation brand 
It represents the organization 
that founded and owns the AO.  
It is a unique category and  
reserved exclusively for the  
AO Foundation.

Business pillars and 
community pillars
All other organizations, items, 
services, offerings, initiatives, 
apply the master brand logo 
solely to convey their relationship 
with the brand. They may not 
connect their name directly with 
the logo, unless associated  
with a power brand.

Brand architecture 
Rules

A set of simple principles define the connection between the  
master brand and the brand categories.
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Brand architecture 
Dual branding and co-branding logic

If the AO brand appears in connection with other organizations  
(ie, DPS) or if two AO entities appear together (ie, AO Trauma and  
AO Recon), a set of principles need to be applied in order to strengthen 
and protect the AO master brand.

1. Dual branding
Example: Two or more entities stand behind an 
offering or activity (ie, AO Trauma and AO Recon 
co-host a course).

2. Co-branding
Example: An AO entity decides to provide a service 
or sponsor an intiative or event together with an  
external organization.

Principle
Both brands apply the 
principle of a business 
pillar. 
The AO master brand is 
the only logo used.

Options
AO leads the initiative 
 
 

AO shares leadership  
of the initiative
 
AO joins the initiative

Application
Names in normal type  
plus AO master brand or 
flagship brand logo.
1.  Brands of same  

category:  
alphabetical order

2.  Brand of different  
categories:  
hierarchical order 

Application
AO logo appears  
dominantly, additional 
endorsement “supported 
by AO” wanted
AO logo appears at least 
in the same size as the 
partner logo
AO master brand logo is 
part of the logo overview 
display showing the logos 
of all supporters 

For co-branding examples please consult 
chapter 2: Basic elements → Logo  
→ Dual branding and co-branding
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Brand architecture 
Acronyms and established terms

The AO name is an acronym  
itself. And like many other  
organizations, we use acronyms.  
Therefore, the AO needs to be 
strengthened by applying simple 
rules if it is to be used as part of  
an acronym.

We always put a space between the AO and the descriptor  
(eg, AO Spine, AO TC, AO Davos Courses). 
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1.3 
Brand management
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Brand management 
Basic principles

To make the AO master brand 
as strong and effective as  
possible, we have established a 
brand management process to 
review brand-related decisions 
that will need to be taken in  
the future.

This process will be led by the Communications & Events  
department and covers all possible questions or issues  
related to the AO brand portfolio and architecture. This  
process is binding for all AO entities and employees, officers, 
and faculty. It is equally binding for external vendors where 
they are involved in strategic or design work on the AO brand.
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1.4 
Tone of voice
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Tone of voice 
Key messages of the AO brand

Transforming Surgery— 
Changing Lives
This is the key message  
connecting everything we do, 
think, and say.

The AO tone of voice reflects the expertise and  
professionalism of AO people, communicating information  
in a spirit of camaraderie. 
Inspiring, diverse, and inclusive, the AO community works  
together to enhance their surgical skills and advance the  
treatment of trauma and musculoskeletal disorders.
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Tone of voice 
Communication goals

The AO promotes excellence 
through high-quality education, 
innovation, and research, and 
connects with a global network 
using streamlined, straightforward  
communications that are  
accessible to all.

AO communications should always:
– reflect AO values
– recognize the diversity of the AO community
– respond to the needs of the AO community
– represent AO activities as a whole
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Tone of voice 
Guiding principles

AO branded communications 
represent the best of the AO. 
They shall be characterized  
by a simple and short set of 
guiding principles. 

AO communications
– adhere to the AO’s core values
– can be adapted for each audience
– are responsive to regional needs
–  are scalable to ensure they can be accessed in large pieces 

and small sections depending on audience 
–  need and location
–  relay information in a way that is understandable to all

Download additional  
guidelines: 
– Tone of voice
– Editorial style guide
– Hints and tips for writers
– AO scientific terms
– Writing for the web 
 
brand.aofoundation.org
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2 
Basic elements
2.1 Brand basics
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2.1 
Brand basics
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Brand basics 
The AO brand world

An iconic brand:
The new brand design combines emotional drive and 
scientific rationality. The approach to the logo and  
layout deliver an appearance that is compelling in both 
digital and analog formats.

EVENT PROGRAM

Home to  
trauma and  
orthopedics

AO Trauma masters course—
Current concepts—
lower extremity I
Proximal Femur–Tibial Pilon–Tibial Plateau

December 1—6, 2019  
Davos, Switzerland

Lecture room:  
Aspen 1

AO Foundation

Who we are

What we do

Our community

Our services & resources

Our coures & events

FAQ

Jobs

Contact

Imprint

Data privacy

Products & Services Quick links Membership

Connect

AO Surgery Reference

AO Trauma STaRT

AO/OTA Classifications

AO Video Hub

AO LMS

Become a member

AO recognizes 
Daisuke Sakai, MD, PhD, 
at eCM conference

Berton Rahn Research Award

Lorem Ipsum
Reference

Lorem Ipsum

Fusce vehicula dolor 
arcu, sit amet blandit 
dolor mollis nec. 

Full story

AO Foundation
Community
Member privileges ›
Fellowship programs ›
Faculty programs ›

Fusce vehicula dolor 
arcu, sit amet blandit 
dolor mollis nec. 

Education

Body text 14 pt  tempor quam, 
et lacinia sapien. Insetetur 

sadipscing.

Advance patient care through 
innovative orthopedic research and 

development.

Research innovation Clinical evidence
 Development 

innovation
A research division and a full 

service contract research 
organization.

Learn more ›

Visit ARI Visit AO CID Visit AO TK System Visit AO TK Systems

What we do

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consetetur sadipscing elitr, sed 

diam nonumy eirmod.

Publications
Body text 14 pt  tempor quam, 
et lacini. Insetetur sadipscing

 sed diam nonumy eirmod tempor.

Our services and resources

Surgical decisio made easy with 
literature evaluated and prepared for 

quick reference. 

AO Surgery Reference AO Approved Solutions Online learning
Body text 14 pt  tempor quam, 

et lacinia sapien. Insetetur sadi 
nonumy eirmod tempor.

New operation techniques, implants 
and instruments  the medical of 

independent surgeons.

Find all services and resources ›

Visit AO Surgery Reference Visit AO Approved Solutions Explore e-learning Discover all publications

Go to global network

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy eirmod tempor invidunt ut labore et dolore magna 
aliquyam erat, sed diam voluptua. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy.

Who we are

Lorem ipsum sid is a medically 
guided, not-for-profit organization 

led by an group of surgeons.

Contact
Lorem ipsum sid is a medically 

guided, not-for-profit organization 
led by an group of surgeons.

Career
Lorem ipsum sid is a medically 

guided, not-for-profit organization 
led by an group of surgeons.

Global network
The AO Foundation is a medically 
guided, not-for-profit organization 

led by an group of surgeons.

About AO

Learn more ›

Learn more about AO Explore career Contact us

Our courses and events

Body text 14 pt  tempor quam, 
et lacinia sapien. Insetetur 

 sed diam nonumy eirmod tempor.

Programs
Body text 14 pt  tempor quam, 

lorem et lacinia sapien. 
 sed diam nonumy eirmod tempor.

Congresses
Body text 14 pt  tempor quam, 

et lacinia sapien. Insetetur 
sadipscing sed diam noumy.

Events
AO Foundation provides over XX 

educational opportunities and 
courses to more than XX worldwide.

Courses

Learn more ›

Discover AO Courses Discover AO Events Discover AO Congresses Discover AO Programs

Learn more ›

AO active members AO faculty members AO educational events AO fellowships and grants

200K 9K 830+ xx+

Discover AO Trauma Discover AO Spine Discover AO CMF Discover AO VET Discover AO Recon Discover AO 

Our community
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy eirmod tempor invidunt ut 

labore et dolore magna aliquyam erat, sed diam voluptua. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur 
sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy.

What would you like to find today?

Our courses and eventsOur services and resourcesOur communityWhat we doWho we are Login

Find educational material, publications, cases, events and more … | All categories

Q
ui

ck
 lin

ks

News app
Community Development

AO Spine

aospine.org

Se
rv

ic
es

Login
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Intuitive 
People are at the heart of our design 
approach. Everything we do and 
create is about providing an intuitive 
experience, whatever the medium.

Functional 
No frills. Our design is driven by  
clarity and functionality. The various 
different design components allow  
us to address all content needs and 
apply the best solutions.

Flexible 
Our design is open and agile. By using 
principles rather than strict rules,  
we are able to meet the full range 
of current, changing, and emerging 
needs.

Balanced 
Bold and confident: The unique brand 
design differentiates itself thanks to 
the careful combination of various 
components.

Brand basics 
Design principles

The AO brand design is intuitive, functional, flexible,  
and balanced: Four key principles steer the design  
decision process.

Attended and completed

AO Davos Courses

As
International faculty

Date/location

December 5–10, 2019, Davos, Switzerland 

Course chairperson(s)

First name last name; First name last name

Manabu Ito

Chairperson, AO Spine Asia Pacifi c

Shanmuganathan Rajasekaran

Chairperson, AO Spine International

Robert McGuire

AO Foundation President 

AO Spine member community certifi cate

  Dr Eve Miller

This certifi cate pertains only to the participant’s completion of the educational activity and does not 

in any way at est to the profi  ciency of the participant’s clinical or surgical expertise.

Membership
certificate
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AaOo
Suisse Int’l 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 
0123456789  
@&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ

AaOo
Suisse Works 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW 

abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 

0123456789 @&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ

AaOo
Arial 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 

0123456@& €$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ 

Brand examples

Brand basics 
Look and feel: A general overview

Logo

Colors

Typography
EVENT PROGRAM

AO Spine courses

December 8—11, 2019  
Davos, Switzerland

Lecture room:  
Sanada 1

Introduction level 
course on endoscopy

Advanced level 
course on endoscopy

Advanced level course  
on micro-decompression  
and percutaneous  
fixation

Advanced level course  
on complex cervical 
problems

Advancing 
spine care 
worldwideWelcome 

Joaquin

SURGERY 
REFERENCE

Contributors course certifi cate

Sergei Taggesell Fischer
Attended and completed
2018 AO Trauma Course – Basic Principles of Fracture Management, 
Davos, Switzerland

As
Chairperson

Date/location
December 5–10, 2019, Davos, Switzerland 

First name last name
Chairperson

Robert McGuire
AO Foundation President 

This certifi cate pertains only to the participant’s completion of the educational activity and does not 
in any way at est to the profi  ciency of the participant’s clinical or surgical expertise.

Certificate

News app
Community Development

AO Spine

aospine.org

Se
rv

ic
es

Login

Hello. 
We’re working on  
something new …
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2.2 
Logo
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AO logo

Logo extension AO logo Logo extension

Regional descriptor

The master brand

The initialism AO forms the AO master 
brand and is the main application.  
Its soft, curved form represents the 
fact that people are at the heart of  
the AO, and the connected letters 
represent the community mindset.

Modular system
One system fits all: All sub-brands 
follow the same principle. The names  
of the power and flagship brands, 
regions of clinical divisions and  
community pillars are placed on  
the left or below the master brand, 
depending on the category. 

Minimum size
In general, every AO logo should be 
readable. The height of the master 
brand in combination with a word
mark should be no less than 4 mm. 
The minimum height of the single 
master brand is 3 mm. 

Logo sizes
The sizes refer to the height of the AO 
master brand.

Master brand = AO logo

Modular system

Vertical orientation Horizontal orientation

Minimum height of the  
AO master brand 
= 3 mm

Minimum height of brands in 
combination with a word mark  
= 4 mm

Logo 
Logo system 

0,75

North America

North America
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AO Technical Commission

Logo 
Logo versions

Organized complexity

The brand architecture is structured 
as follows: The master brand is on the 
first level; all sub-brands are arranged  
with the appropriate extension or 
descriptor next to or below the master 
brand. 

Master brand = AO logo

Power brand logo:
AO logo with extension

Regions of clinical divisions: 
AO logo with extension and regional 
descriptor

Flagship brand and foundation brand 
logos: 
AO logo with extension

Business and community pillars: 
word mark no higher than one-third of 
the height of the master brand

File naming: digital
ao_blue_rgb.png
ao_white_rgb.png
ao_black_rgb.png
ao_blue_rgb.svg
ao_white_rgb.svg
ao_black_rgb.svg

File naming: print
ao_blue_cmyk.eps
ao_blue_solid.eps
ao_black_cmyk.eps
ao_white_cmyk.eps

File naming: office
ao_blue_rgb.emf
ao_black_rgb.emf

North America

Download brand assets 
brand.aofoundation.org
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Logo 
File naming

File naming structure

The file names of the entire AO logo 
park are based on a consistent and 
unambigous system.

ao_trauma_north_america_blue_rgb.svg
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

1. 
First level 
 
master brand 
– ao_ 
 
Personalized  
master brand 
– myao_ 

2. 
Second level 
 
Foundation brand 
– foundation_ 
 
Flagship brands 
– davos_courses_ 
– surgery_reference_ 
 
Clinical divisions and units 
– spine_ 
– trauma_ 
– cmf_ 
– vet_ 
– recon_ 
 
Institutes (shortened) 
– ei_ (Educational Institute) 
– ari_ (Research Institute Davos) 
–  itc_ (Innovation Translation  

 Center) 

Master brand regions 
– asia_pacific_ 
– europe_southern_africa_ 
– latin_america_ 
– middle_east_northern_africa_ 
– north_america_ 

Master brand countries (Example) 
– uk_ireland_ 

Endorsement labels 
– curriculum_stamp_ 
– approved_stamp_ 
– tc_approved_stamp_ 

4. 
Color 
 
– blue_ 
– black_ 
– white_ 
– blue_inversed_ 
– black_inversed_ 
– white_inversed_ 
 

5. 
Color space 

Digital applications  
– rgb_ 
 
Pantone® full color  
– solid_ 
 
Four-color process  
printing  
– cmyk_ 

6. 
Suffix 

Digital media, lucent  
– .png 
 
Digital media, vectorised  
– .svg 
 
Print, vectorised 
– .eps 
– .pdf 
 
Office, vectorised 
– .emf 
 
 
 

3. 
Third level (specific) 
 
Divisional regions  
– asia_pacific_ 
– europe_southern_africa_ 
– latin_america_ 
– middle_east_northern_africa_ 
– north_america_ 
 
Divisional countries (Examples)  
– deutschland_ 
– schweiz_ 
– new_zealand_ 
– uk_ireland_ 
– china_ 

Service/product offerings 
Division/unit offerings  
– knowledge_forum_ 
– knowledge_forum_deformity_ 
– knowledge_forum_sci_ 
– knowledge_forum_trauma_ 
– knowledge_forum_tumor_ 
– start_
– lighthouse_courses_ 
– study_clubs_ 
– circle_ 
 
Cross-divisional/unit offerings 
– approved_solutions_ 
– global_data_ 
– peer_ 

Example

Contact  
For detailed information please 
contact Communications & 
Events:  
communications@aofoundation.org
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Logo 
Logo sizes

Mind the size

The logo sizes vary depending on the 
medium.

Please note: For optical reasons, the 
AO master brand is always placed 
slightly larger than the brands with  
extension. The exact sizes per  
medium can be found in the list.

Format Dimensions AO logo size AO logo with extension size Clear space unit (Dot)* 
DIN, US width × height mm mm mm

Business cards 85 × 55 mm 7.5 6 3.75 3

A6 105 × 148 mm 9 7.5 4.5 3.75 

C6 162 × 114 mm 9 7.5 4.5 3.75 

A6/5 105 × 210 mm 9 7.5 4.5 3.75 

C6/5 229 × 114 mm 9 7.5 4.5 3.75 

A5 148 × 210 mm 9 7.5 4.5 3.75

C5 229 × 162 mm 9 7.5 4.5 3.75

A4 210 × 297 mm  9 7.5 4.5 3.75

US letter 8 ½ × 12‘‘ 9 7.5 4.5 3.75

Envelope No. 10 9 ½ × 6‘‘ 9 7.5 4.5 3.75

A3 297 × 420 mm 12 10 6 5 

Tabloid/ledger 11 × 17'' 12 10 6 5 

Certificates 297 × 201 mm 12 10 6 5 

Poster A0 841 × 1189 mm 27 24 13.5 12

Poster F4 895 × 1280 mm 32 28 16 14

Roll-ups 800 × 2000 mm 75 60 37.5 30

* The left entry refers to the size of the AO master brand, the right refers to the AO logos with extensions.

24 mm

Original logo file size = 24 mm height

Contact  
For detailed information please 
contact Communications & 
Events:  
communications@aofoundation.org
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Be consistent

The AO brand architecture regulates 
the handling of all brands within the 
AO organization.

In order to maintain the consistency  
and clarity of this structure, it is 
essential that the different brand 
levels are strictly adhered to and 
not linked or modified.

Logo 
Logo use: Get it right
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Logo 
Clear space

Space

The use of clear space is essential in 
preserving the logo‘s integrity.

It defines the minimum distance to the 
format edge and other design elements. 
The protection zone corresponds to 
one-half the height of the AO master 
brand (1). 

In exceptional applications, you can 
use the minimum amount of clear 
space. This is one-third of the height 
of the AO master brand (2).

1  Level: power brand/flagship brand/foundation brand 
Standard clear space: one-half of the logo height

2  Level: power brand/flagship brand/foundation brand 
Minimal clear space: one-third of the logo height
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Logo 
Logo placement

Where to place

The logo is placed asymmetrically. 
The distance between the logo and 
the top edge is never the same as the 
distance to the edge.

Usually, the logo is placed in the upper 
left corner because of the horizontal  
and vertical extension of the AO 
master brand logo. Depending on the 
communication medium, the logos 
can also be placed on the top right 
or bottom right. Especially when the 
master brand logo appears alone.

Exceptions: If the communication 
medium to be designed has specific 
characteristics, then the logo is placed 
in the appropriate context, eg, in digital 
media (smartwatch = centered) or  
labeling locations (facade = centered).

Please note: For optical reasons, 
the AO master brand is always 
placed slightly larger than the 
brands with extension. The exact 
sizes per medium can be found in 
the list on page 33.

Edge distance (asymmetrical principle)

Exception: Centred aligenment
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Linking tomorrow 
to today
Integrating Patent Care, 
Edacutation and Research

Smart formats: 
Horizontal logos will be 
centered.

Logo 
Logo placement, examples

Getting it right

The AO logos are subtle and should 
not be the main focus of an asset. It 
needs to be part of the design, and 
not the main focus. 

If possible, place the logo in the top 
left corner. If this placement poses
a risk to readibility or the layout,  
a different solution is permitted.

These examples show how logos  
are placed schematically in different 
media formats. Find guidance on  
logo placement for Microsoft Office  
documents in → Chapter 3:  
Applications

EVENT PROGRAM

Improving
patient care
across 
species

AO VET masters course—
Equine arthrodesis 
techniques and 
fracture fixation
December 8—11, 2019  
Davos, Switzerland

Lecture room:  
Seehorn

Welcome 
Joaquin

SURGERY 
REFERENCE

Contributors course certifi cate

Sergei Taggesell Fischer
Attended and completed
2018 AO Trauma Course – Basic Principles of Fracture Management, 
Davos, Switzerland

As
Chairperson

Date/location
December 5–10, 2019, Davos, Switzerland 

First name last name
Chairperson

Robert McGuire
AO Foundation President 

This certifi cate pertains only to the participant’s completion of the educational activity and does not 
in any way at est to the profi  ciency of the participant’s clinical or surgical expertise.

Certificate

News app
Community Development

AO Spine

aospine.org

Se
rv

ic
es

Login

Exceptions are possible (eg, 
envelopes, merchandise). They 
must always be coordinated with 
communications@aofoundation.org
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In living color

The AO logo comes in four colors: 
blue, white, black, and gray (in selected  
applications). Wherever possible, use 
the official AO blue tone. 

Make sure there is sufficient 
contrast when placing the logo 
on background images.

Logo 
Logo color
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Logo 
Logos on backgrounds

Staging and backdrops

The first thing to do when placing the 
logo is to ensure readability—a must.

The blue logo should be used wherever  
possible. The negative version of 
the logo is used on blue or dark 
backgrounds if readability cannot be 
guaranteed.
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Logo 
Clinical divsions: Regional descriptors

Regional descriptors

In order to distinguish the region at
logo level, it is possible to add regional
extensions to the individual power
brands.

The extension is 20 percent smaller  
than the word mark of the power 
brands.

All regional descriptor logos are 
available to download from the brand 
portal.

Structure

Overview of current regional descriptors

Fixed
Power brands

Variable
20 percent smaller than 
the word mark on power 

brand level

Download brand assets 
brand.aofoundation.org
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Logo 
Clinical divsions: Country descriptors

Country descriptors

In order to distinguish the country at
logo level, it is possible to add country
extensions to the individual power
brands.

The extension is 20 percent smaller  
than the word mark of the power 
brands.

All regional descriptor logos are 
available to download from the brand 
portal.

Structure

Overview of current country descriptors

Fixed
Power brands

Variable
20 percent smaller than 
the word mark on power 

brand level

Contact  
For inquiries about country logos, 
please contact:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Download brand assets 
brand.aofoundation.org
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Logo 
Service product offerings: Divison or unit

Structure

Examples

Modular system

All applications of divisional service  
offerings are built according to the 
same visual construction principle.

Depending on the complexity of  
service offerings, additional descriptors  
are possible (eg, AO Spine Knowledge 
Forum with five subcategories).

Fixed
Power brands 

and divider line

Variable
Two fixed lines are available for the names of the divisional 
service offerings. If the names are short (eg, AO CMF Circle), 
they only run over the top line.

Additional extensions:

Download brand assets 
brand.aofoundation.org
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Logo 
Service product offerings: Cross divisional or unit

Structure

Examples

Modular system

All application of cross divisional or 
unit offerings are built using the  
master brand according to the same 
visual construction principle as shown 
here.

Fixed
Power brands 

and devider line

Variable
Two fixed lines are available for the names of the  
cross-divisional or unit service offerings. If the 
names are short, they only run over the top line  
(eg, AO PEER).

Download brand assets 
brand.aofoundation.org
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AO Technical Commission

 
AO Technical Commission

 
AO Technical Commission

 
AO Technical Commission

AO Technical Commission

2  Minimal clear space1  The pillar descriptor (name) is not higher than 
one-third of the height of the master brand

3  Flexible positioning system

Logo 
Business and community pillars

The pillar descriptor (name) is placed 
individually and in a clear proportion 
to the AO master brand logo (1). There 
are no ready-made logo files.  
Specifications: Suisse Int‘l Regular, 
letter spacing +10, color black. 

Business and community pillars are 
exceptions when it comes to clear 
space, as the word mark can be positi-
oned flexibly by the AO master brand. 

The distance between the AO master 
brand and the edge remains the same 
as for the other logos (ie, one-half of 
the height of the master brand). What 
changes is the minimum distance to 
the bottom or to the right between the 
AO master brand and the word mark (2). 

The minimum distance to the bottom
is 75 percent of the height of the AO
master brand. If the word mark is
placed to the right of the AO master
brand, the minimum distance is 150
percent of the height of the master
brand (3).

The distance between the word mark 
and the edge is the height of the AO 
master brand (3). 

Here too, the logo is placed asym-
metrically. The distance between the 
logo and the top edge is never the 
same as the distance to the left edge.
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Examples AO Technical Commission

 
AO Technical Commission

Logo 
Business and community pillars, examples

The placement of the pillar descriptor 
(name) always depends on the medium.  
In most applications the pillars 
descriptor is aligned horizontally or 
vertically to the master brand logo.

In business communication such 
as business cards or stationery, the 
descriptor is integrated into the sender 
block.

Contact  
For layout options of business/
community pillars, contact  
Communications & Events:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Horizontal aligenment
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Logo 
Endorsement labels

Quality and reputation

AO endorsement labels are directly 
linked to AO‘s reputation for excellence 
and can only be applied if strict  
conditions are met.

These labels can be created according 
to context, but must play a consistent 
and organic role in the AO brand world.

Depending on the background, the blue or inversed version  
can be used.

The label is always placed on a bright, neutral background.

Overarching “approved label“ 
by AO

AO Technical Commission  
endorsement label exclusively  
used for DePuy Synthes  
products.

Minimum height: 5 mm Minimum height: 10 mm

Approved endorsement labels AO Competency-Based Curriculum endorsement label

approved

approved

Competency-Based
          Curriculum

approved

approved

Competency-Based
          Curriculum

Download brand assets 
brand.aofoundation.org
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Editors-in-Chief
Jeffrey Wang, MD
Jens R. Chapman, MD
Karsten Wiechert, MD

8/1
 Volume 8
 Issue 1

Winter 2019Global
Spine
Journal
Incorporating Evidence-Based 
Spine-Care Journal

SPINE

EVENT PROGRAM

Home to  
trauma and  
orthopedics

AO Trauma and 
AO Recon course—
Comprehensive 
periprosthetic fracture 
management of the 
hip and knee
December 5—7, 2019  
Davos, Switzerland

Lecture room:  
Sertig 

EVENT PROGRAM

Home to  
trauma and  
orthopedics

AO Trauma and 
AO Recon course—
Comprehensive 
periprosthetic fracture 
management of the 
hip and knee
December 5—7, 2019  
Davos, Switzerland

Lecture room:  
Sertig 

Logo 
Dual branding and co-branding

Editors-in-Chief
Jeffrey Wang, MD
Jens R. Chapman, MD
Karsten Wiechert, MD

8/1
 Volume 8
 Issue 1

Winter 2019Global
Spine
Journal
Incorporating Evidence-Based 
Spine-Care Journal

SPINE

Co-brandingDual brandingPartnership

Dual branding 
When two or more AO entities stand 
behind an offering or an activity, the 
AO master brand is the only logo.  
The names of the clinical divsions are 
written out in full.

Co-branding 
An AO entity decides to provide a  
service or sponsor an initiative or an 
event together with another external 
organization. The minimum space 
between one of the AO brands and 
co-branded logos is 150 percent of 
the height of the AO master brand.

←→
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2.3 
Colors
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Colors 
Corporate colors

AO blue

AO yellow

#042D98
RGB 4/45/152
CMYK 100/85/0/0
Pantone 286

#FFF500
RGB 255/245/0
CMYK 0/0/100/0
Pantone Yellow

AO active blue
#3B7FF6
RGB 59/127/246
CMYK 75/40/0/0
Pantone 2143 

AO dark  blue
#001B62
RGB 0/27/98
CMYK 100/90/35/18
Pantone 2767

AO light gray
#F2F2EE
RGB 220/212/203
CMYK 16/16/20/0
Pantone Warm Gray 1

25%50%75%100%

Into the blue

AO blue
AO blue is the leading color. It stands 
for clarity and progress. It is used  
for the logo, typography, and for  
backgrounds.

AO yellow
AO yellow is the emotional and  
self-confident activation color. Its 
brightness stands for the power  
of the sun, energy, and creativity.

AO active blue
AO active blue is an additional color for 
accentuation and activation.

AO dark blue
AO dark blue is an additional color for 
backgrounds.

AO light gray
AO light gray is an additional color for 
selected backgrounds and accentuation.
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Colors 
Color balance

The overall color use per medium is 
based on the scheme shown here. 
The aim is a consistent color impression 
across all media. AO blue is weighted 
so that it is immediately perceived as 
the primary color, but does not appear 
too dominant in the overall 
impression due to sufficient white 
space.

Primary color AO blue
AO blue is the main application color 
and is used in the color area, in the 
logo and in the typography, as well as 
in graphic forms such as icons. 
Together with white, this is the most 
common colour combination

Accent color AO yellow
AO yellow is used as a color accent 
to highlight actions and important 
information. Its use should be kept to 
the minimum in any medium. Yellow 
is used sparingly, with caution. The 
maximum use of AO yellow is five 
percent. 

All other colors can be used at a 
maximum of ten percent. Application 
examples can be found in → Chapter 3: 
Applications. 
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Dark backgrounds

Light backgrounds (only for digital media)

Notifications

EVENT PROGRAM

AO Recon course—
Complex total hip and 
knee arthroplasty
December 1—3, 2019  
Davos, Switzerland

Lecture room:  
Sertig 

Joint 
preservation 
and 
replacement

Best-in-class 
education in  
joint preservation  
and replacement

First additional information link  ›
Second additional information link  ›

First additional information link  ›
Second additional information link  ›

Colors 
Accent color yellow

Yellow highlights

AO yellow should be used as a color 
accent for special emphasis. It can 
be used to mark space in a graphic or 
highlight key words. In its digital uses 
it is important as a trigger to action. It 
should be used sparingly, with caution 
and for good (clear) reasons.

Use
AO yellow should be used depending 
on context and functionality:

Activating: For calls to action, key 
messages, or specific emphasis, or for 
interactions with distinct added value 
(such as menu buttons in digital media 
or guiding elements in brochures).

Emotion: To trigger an emotional  
response at an event or through  
merchandising.

Level Promenade

A  Aspen 1
B  Aspen 2
1  Foyer C2
C  Landwasser (Discussion groups)
2  Office 31

Level Mezzanine

D  Chamonix
3  Foyer B3
E  Grialetsch
F  Parsenn
G  Pischa

Level Kurpark

H  Dischma (Lecture Hall)
I  Flüela
4  Forum
5  Foyer B2
6  Foyer C1
J  Jakobshorn
K  Sanada 1
L  Sanada 2
M  Schwarzhorn
N  Seehorn
O  Sertig
P  Strela Rinerhorn
Q  Wisshorn (Faculty Support Center)

Level Talstrasse

R  Altein
S  Davos
T  Ducan
7  Foyer B1
8  Studio

HIM

WC

WC

WC

ONQ

6

7

8

4

i

5

1

2

3

J

P

C

B A

DE

F

G

K

R T

S

L

AO World

Main Entrance

Industry  
exhibition

Faculty Lounge

WC

WC

The AO Foundation’s flagship educational 
event, the Davos Courses, offer surgeons  
at all stages of their career outstanding edu-
cational and networking opportunities. Experi-
ence this pioneering spirit of peer- 
to-peer collaboration and skills that will help 
advance your career. This year the AO Foun-
dation celebrates it’s 60th anniversary and 
there will be several special events during the 
Davos Courses 2019 to mark 60 years of 
transforming surgery and changing lives. 

2 Mission | Purpose statement
The AO principles of fracture management

3 Welcome

6 Course structure
Goal of the course
Target participants
Learning objectives
Course description

7 Chairpersons | Faculty

8 Self-directed learning modules– 
Learning objectives

9 Self-directed learning modules– 
Chairpersons and faculty

14 Sunday, December 2, 2019
Monday, December 3, 2019

16 Tuesday, December 4, 2019

21 Wednesday, December 5, 2019

22 Thursday, December 6, 2019

26 Friday, December 7, 2019

27 Event organization
Event venue and opening times

28 Exhibitions | Sponsors

29 Business center | Wireless network

30 Event information

31 AO Foundation— 
Principles of AO Educational Events

32 AO Research Institute Davos (ARI)

33 Upcoming AO Courses—Davos 2019

Hello. 
We’re working on  
something new …
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Colors 
Secondary colors

Additional colors

The AO primary colors are 
complemented by secondary colors. 
The set contains an exciting triad 
of blue, red, and green tones. Each 
group of three contains a dark tone, 
a mid-range tone, and a bright tone. 
These tones can be combined or used 
monochromatically.

AO active blue
#3B7FF6
RGB 59/127/246
CMYK 75/40/0/0
Pantone 2143 

Dark purple
#3f0343
RGB 63/3/67
CMYK 83/100/36/37
Pantone 276

Bright red
#f92355
RGB 249/35/85
CMYK 0/100/55/0 
Pantone 206

Green
#00765c
RGB 0/118/92
CMYK 87/29/75/11 
Pantone 7727

Bright green
#00eb9b
RGB 0/235/155
CMYK 63/0/54/0 
Pantone 346

AO dark  blue
#001B62
RGB 0/27/98
CMYK 100/90/35/18
Pantone 2767

Bright  blue
#04f1fe
RGB 4/241/254
CMYK 58/0/6/0 
Pantone 305

Purple
#7b0067
RGB 123/0/103
CMYK 55/100/20/0 
Pantone 2356

Dark green
#00293a
RGB 0/41/58
CMYK 100/63/60/48 
Pantone 627
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For the sake of completeness 
and to show the concept in its full 
spectrum, AO active blue and AO 
dark blue are also shown. These 
are, of course, primary colors of 
the AO brand. 
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2.4 
Typography
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Davos  
Orthopedics 
Network 
Surgeons 
Connecting

Typography 
Corporate typeface

Corporate typeface: 
Suisse Int’l 

Suisse Int’l is a solid and neutral font
to underline the scientific approach
of AO.

Its classic shape is an homage to
Swiss typography culture and stands
in sharp contrast to the organic logo.
Clear and plain, it is designed for all of
today’s digital and print needs.
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Corporate typeface

Additional typeface for tables (eg, event programs)

Office typeface

AaOo
Suisse Int’l Semibold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 
0123456789 @&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ 
*  †  ‡  #  ** ø  √  Δ  ∑  Ω

Suisse Int’l Light 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 
0123456789 @&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ 
*  †  ‡  #  ** ø  √  Δ  ∑  Ω

AaOo
Suisse Int’l Condensed Semibold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 
0123456789 @&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ 
*  †  ‡  #  ** ø  √  Δ  ∑  Ω

Suisse Int’l Condended Light 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 
0123456789 @&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ 
*  †  ‡  #  ** ø  √  Δ  ∑  Ω

AaOo
Arial Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 
0123456789 @&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ 
*  †  ‡  #  ** ø  √  Δ  ∑  Ω

Arial Regular 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 
0123456789 @&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ  
*  †  ‡  #  ** ø  √  Δ  ∑  Ω

Typography 
Corporate typeface

Suisse Int’l Semibold
for headline
Spacing: -10 
Line spacing: 95 percent 
for accentuations in body copy 
Spacing: +5
Line spacing: 100 percent

Suisse Int’l Light
for body copy
Spacing: +20
Line spacing: 120 percent

Alternative: Arial 
Arial is the alternative typeface when 
Suisse Int’l is not installed (like 
PowerPoint presentations and other 
Microsoft Office applications).
Spacing: -10
Line spacing:  110 percent

Please note:
To get the whole range of the 
Greek characters, please  
use either Helvetica or Arial  
as replacement for Suisse Int’l.

Request your font license 
here
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Additional typeface Office typeface

Typography 
Additional typefaces

Suisse Works

Additional typeface for body text when  
readability has absolute priority (like 
reports, studies and long texts) 
Spacing: +10
Line spacing: 120 percent

Alternative: Times
Times is the alternative typeface  
when Suisse Works is not installed 
(like PowerPoint presentations 
and other Microsoft Office  
applications).
Spacing: 0
Line spacing: 120 percent

AaOo
Suisse Works Book 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 
0123456789 @&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ 
*   †   ‡   #   **   ø    √     Δ     ∑   Ω

Suisse Works Book italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 
0123456789 @&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ 
*   †   ‡   #   **   ø    √     Δ     ∑   Ω

Suisse Works Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 
0123456789 @&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ 
*   †   ‡   #   **   ø    √     Δ     ∑   Ω

AaOo
Times Regular 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 
0123456789 @&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ  
*   †   ‡   #   **   ø    √     Δ     ∑   Ω

Times Regular Italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 
0123456789 @&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ  
*   †   ‡   #   **   ø    √     Δ     ∑   Ω

Times Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz 
0123456789 @&€$¥§ÂÅĐĞŁÆ 
*   †   ‡   #   **   ø    √     Δ     ∑   Ω

Please note:
To get the whole range of the 
Greek characters, please  
use either Helvetica or Arial  
as replacement for Suisse Int’l.

Request your font license 
here

For getting the whole range of the greek 
characters please use the Times typeface as 
replace- ment for Suisse Works. 
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Typography 
Additional typefaces

Non-Latin typefaces

Noto Sans TC
Mandarin is laid out in the Google font 
Noto Sans TC for use in both regular 
and office applications. 大小大小 

 
 
Noto Sans TC Bold 
一二三四五六七八九十百千萬上中下左右大小春夏秋
冬東南西北金木水火土天地日月星黑白紅橙黃綠藍靛
紫食住衣行育樂忠孝仁愛信義和平子曰父母兄弟夫婦
君臣馬牛羊雞犬豕喜怒哀懼惡目耳口手足見聞聲貝車
雨赤青言語魚鳥羽電不乃之乎人以何俱倫儀先光入 
 
Noto Sans TC Light 
一二三四五六七八九十百千萬上中下左右大小春夏秋
冬東南西北金木水火土天地日月星黑白紅橙黃綠藍靛
紫食住衣行育樂忠孝仁愛信義和平子曰父母兄弟夫婦
君臣馬牛羊雞犬豕喜怒哀懼惡目耳口手足見聞聲貝車
雨赤青言語魚鳥羽電不乃之乎人以何俱倫儀先光入

大小大小 
 
 
Noto Sans TC Bold 
一二三四五六七八九十百千萬上中下左右大小春夏秋
冬東南西北金木水火土天地日月星黑白紅橙黃綠藍靛
紫食住衣行育樂忠孝仁愛信義和平子曰父母兄弟夫婦
君臣馬牛羊雞犬豕喜怒哀懼惡目耳口手足見聞聲貝車
雨赤青言語魚鳥羽電不乃之乎人以何俱倫儀先光入 
 
Noto Sans TC Regular 
一二三四五六七八九十百千萬上中下左右大小春夏秋
冬東南西北金木水火土天地日月星黑白紅橙黃綠藍靛
紫食住衣行育樂忠孝仁愛信義和平子曰父母兄弟夫婦
君臣馬牛羊雞犬豕喜怒哀懼惡目耳口手足見聞聲貝車
雨赤青言語魚鳥羽電不乃之乎人以何俱倫儀先光入

Main typeface family Office typeface

Request your font license 
here
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Corporate typeface

Application

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
0123456789

Typography 
Alternative numbers

Rules for tables and lists

The guiding principle here is optimizing 
readability and ensuring content is as 
appealing as possible.

Use Suisse Int’l alternative numbers 
whenever there are a large amount of 
numbers, for example, in the following 
cases:
– tables
– table of contents
– enumerations
– page numbers
– scientific formulas

How to get alternative numbers
Go to window “characters” →  choose 
the menu on the right and go to “open 
type” → select “versal digits for tables”

Level Promenade

A  Aspen 1
B  Aspen 2
1  Foyer C2
C  Landwasser (Discussion groups)
2  Office 31

Level Mezzanine

D  Chamonix
3  Foyer B3
E  Grialetsch
F  Parsenn
G  Pischa

Level Kurpark

H  Dischma (Lecture Hall)
I  Flüela
4  Forum
5  Foyer B2
6  Foyer C1
J  Jakobshorn
K  Sanada 1
L  Sanada 2
M  Schwarzhorn
N  Seehorn
O  Sertig
P  Strela Rinerhorn
Q  Wisshorn (Faculty Support Center)

Level Talstrasse

R  Altein
S  Davos
T  Ducan
7  Foyer B1
8  Studio

WC

WC

WC

AO World

Main Entrance

Industry  
exhibition

Faculty Lounge

WC

WC

The AO Foundation’s flagship educational 
event, the Davos Courses, offer surgeons at 
all stages of their career outstanding educa-
tional and networking opportunities. Experi-
ence this pioneering spirit of peer-to-peer 
collaboration and skills that will help advance 
your career. This year the AO Foundation 
celebrates it’s 60th anniversary and there will 
be several special events during the Davos 
Courses 2019 to mark 60 years of transform-
ing surgery and changing lives. 

2 Mission | Purpose statement
The AO principles of fracture management

3 Welcome

6 Course structure
Goal of the course
Target participants
Learning objectives
Course description

7 Chairpersons | Faculty

8 Self-directed learning modules– 
Learning objectives

9 Self-directed learning modules– 
Chairpersons and faculty

14 Sunday, December 2, 2019
Monday, December 3, 2019

16 Tuesday, December 4, 2019

21 Wednesday, December 5, 2019

22 Thursday, December 6, 2019

26 Friday, December 7, 2019

27 Event organization
Event venue and opening times

28 Exhibitions | Sponsors

29 Business center | Wireless network

30 Event information

31 AO Foundation— 
Principles of AO Educational Events

32 AO Research Institute Davos (ARI)

33 Upcoming AO Courses—Davos 2019

1

2

AB

C

E D

G

F

3

5

4

6

P

J

L K Q N M O I H

7

8

R T

S

3 AO Trauma Basic Principles of Fracture Management 4

Mission
The AO’s mission is promoting excellence in 
patient care and outcomes in trauma and 
musculoskeletal disorders.

Purpose statement
AO Trauma is committed to improve patient 
care outcomes through the highest quality 
education. We strive to combine the right 
knowledge and surgical skills that empower 
the orthopedic and trauma surgeons to put 
theory into practice and to improve fracture 
management for the benefi t of the patient. 

The AO principles of fracture management

1 2 3 4

Fracture reduction and 
fixation to restore  
anatomical relationships.

Fracture fixation providing 
absolute or relative stability, 
as required by the “per-
sonality” of the fracture,  
the patient, and the injury.

Preservation of the blood 
supply to soft-tissues and 
bone by gentle reduction 
techniques and careful 
handling.

Early and safe mobilization 
and rehabilitation of the 
injured part and the patient 
as a whole.

Welcome 
Dear AO Trauma course participant, 
We are honored to welcome you to the  
AO Trauma Europe Masters Course— 
Articular Fractures around the Shoulder 
and Elbow. We hope you will enjoy your 
course and the entire experience. 
What is AO Trauma? 
We are a ”clinical division“—a community for trauma and orthopedics within the AO Foundation. 
As a clinical division we aim to integrate and align applied and clinical research, education, 
and community development functions into one direction—AO Trauma for the benefit of our 
members, stakeholders, and patients. 

How AO Trauma benefits you?
By working as a single team we focus and leverage our resources, expertise, and skills to 
create and deliver new and greater value to our members. 

What does this mean in education?
AO Trauma is committed to providing you the best possible educational experience by con-
tinuously embracing and introducing new educational techniques to help you learn and more 
effectively implement your knowledge for the benefit of your patients. 

Why join AO Trauma?
Joining AO Trauma means you are part of the trauma and orthopedic community within the 
AO. AO Trauma will help you develop lifelong friendships and relationships. We will help you 
access our “knowledge network” and take part in new opportunities that advance trauma care. 

Yours sincerely, 

PS: Your experiences with us, over the next few days, will result in the realization of new and 
meaningful knowledge, skills, and understanding that we hope will translate into improved 
patient care.

Wa’el Taha 
Chairperson AO Trauma 
Education Commission 

Kodi Kojima
Chairperson AO Trauma
International Board

Jonathan Monk
Chairperson AO Trauma
EU Education Committee
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Module 2
Moderator: R Wilber
Evidence-based management of fixation techniques of distal femoral fractures
15:20–15:30 Biomechanical comparison between plating and nailing of distal 

femoral fractures
G Berry

15:30–15:45 Evidence-based clinical results in fixation of distal femoral fractures, 
including Hoffa

V Phiphobmongkol

15:45–16:05 Coffe break

Location: 1  Foyer C2
RED TEAM (two teams run parallel)

16:05–18:00 AO Skills Lab A
Note: participants spend 10 minutes at each station,  
then rotate 20 minutes. Coffee break after fifth run.

Station A: Torque measurement of bone screws M Abdalla

Station B: Soft-tissue penetration during drilling O Gonzalez Riveros

Station C: Heat generation during drilling K Dresing

Station D: Mechanics of bone fractures J Tabachnik

Station E: Techniques of reduction, part 1 Y Weil

Station F: Techniques of reduction, part 2 M Verhofstad, D Hahn

Station G: Mechanics of intramedullary fixation D Donegan

Station H: Mechanics of plate fixation N Kulachote, O Koch

Station J: Fracture healing and plate fixation U Ozkaya

Station K: Difficult implant removal R Christian

Location: 5  Foyer B2
GREEN TEAM (two teams run parallel)

16:05–18:00 AO Skills Lab B
Note: participants spend 10 minutes at each station,  
then rotate 20 minutes. Coffee break after fifth run.

Station A: Torque measurement of bone screws M Abdalla

Station B: Soft-tissue penetration during drilling O Gonzalez Riveros

Station C: Heat generation during drilling K Dresing

Station D: Mechanics of bone fractures J Tabachnik

Station E: Techniques of reduction, part 1 Y Weil

Station F: Techniques of reduction, part 2 M Verhofstad, D Hahn

Station G: Mechanics of intramedullary fixation D Donegan

Station H: Mechanics of plate fixation N Kulachote, O Koch

Station J: Fracture healing and plate fixation U Ozkaya

Station K: Difficult implant removal R Christian

Sunday
Dec 1, 2019

15:00 Opening of the Congress Center

15:00–17:00 Registration of participants

17:00–18:00 Opening ceremony

18:00–19:00 Founder’s Reception

Monday
Dec 2, 2019

Location: H  Dischma
Distal femur and patella
08:00–08:15 Welcome and introduction to the course and today’s module A Khoury

08:15–08:25 Learning objectives and failures to be avoided C Coles

08:25–08:30  Change to discussion groups

08:30–10:00 Discussion group 1 
Fixation techniques for challenging distal femoral fractures
Group 21 – Landwasser 21 
Group 22 – Landwasser 22 
Group 23 – Landwasser 23 
Group 34 – Dischma

M Abdel Karim, G Berry, 
MA Altamirano Cruz, R Wilber, 
C Cooke, C Coles, M Camuso, 
V Phiphobmongkol

10:00–10:05  Change to lecture hall

10:05–10:20 Reduction and fixation of distal femoral fractures, advanced reduction 
techniques, and tips

R Wilber

Module 1
Moderator: C Cooke
Surgical approaches to the distal femur
10:20–10:40 Lateral approach, and transarticular approach and retrograde plate 

osteosynthesis (TARPO)—indications and hazards
A Khoury

10:40–11:00 Medial approach—indications and hazards M Abdel Karim

11:00–11:45 Lunch break

11:45–12:05  Transfer to the hospital  
Meeting point 11:45 main entrance congress center

12:05–12:15 Preparation for anatomical specimen laboratory

12:15–15:00 Anatomical specimen laboratory— 
surgical approaches to the distal femur
Lateral approach variations like TARPO
Medial approach

All faculty

M Abdel Karim
A Khoury

15:00–15:20  Transfer to the congress center  
Meeting point 15:00 main entrance hospital
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Typography 
Typographic principles

Clear and bold

In order to make the self-confidence 
and liveliness of the brand tangible, 
the AO corporate typefaces are used 
to create interesting contrasts. 

This applies, for example, to the size 
of the headline in relation to the copy 
text or the positioning of the font in the 
layout. In addition, contrasts are created 
by always setting the headline in  
semibold and the copy text in regular. 

In most cases, the typography is  
left-justified; only in exceptional  
situations is it right-justified. It is 
never centered.

When information is set on AO blue, 
accents can be created by using 
yellow sparingly. It is important to 
make sure that this is done at the 
beginning of the headline. 

In headlines or tables, the numbers 
are shown in tabular format. 

Hello. 
We’re working on  
something new …
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13:50–14:05 Interactive case discussion—non-
union after nailing—revision
with another nail or plate

KC Park

14:05–14:20 Interactive case discussion—non-
union with a broken implant

Case-based discussion—how to 
manage this case?
Periarticular nonunion

D Elliott

Presenter:  
T Achor
Moderator:  
J Monk

14:20–14:30 Introduction of a case,basic 
information

14:30–15:00 Working in small groups:
• Develop a preoperative plan  

(15 mins)
• Several groups present their plan 

(15 mins)

15:00–15:10 What has been done for the patient? 
Outcome?

15:10–15:20 Plenary discussion

15:20–15:30 An evidence-based summary 
lecture—periarticular nonunion

15:30–15:50 Coffee break

Module 3
Moderator: Monk
Difficult areas and new advances
15:50–16:05 Bone grafting in nonunion—tips and 

pitfalls in the use of autograft and 
allograft

T Achor

16:05–16:20 Bone substitutes and advances for 
enhancing bone healing

M Stoddart

16:20–16:35 Use of reamer irrigator aspirator (RIA) 
systems—pitfalls and complications

J Monk

16:35–16:40 Discussion

Case-based discussion— how to 
manage this case? Nonunion with 
critical-size bone loss

J Monk

Presenter:  
S Velkes
Moderator: M 
Lee

16:40–16:50 Introduction of a case,basic 
information

16:50–17:20 Working in small groups:
• Develop a preoperative plan  

(15 mins)
• Several groups present their plan 

(15 mins)

17:20–17:30 What has been done for the patient? 
Outcome?

17:30–17:40 Plenary discussion

17:40–17:50 An evidence-based summary 
lecture—nonunion with critical bone 
defect

17:50–18:00 Summary, evaluation, and take-home 
messages

J Monk

17:45–20:30 AO WORLD NIGHT

08:00–08:10 Welcome and introduction  
to today’s module

JK Oh,  
J Monk

08:10–08:25 A unifi ed theory of bone healing  
and nonunion

D Elliott

08:25–08:35 Question and answer session All faculty

Module 1
Moderator: D Elliott
Types of nonunion
08:35–08:50 Case-based lecture—hypertrophic 

nonunion—why and what now?
S Velkes

08:50–09:05 Case-based lecture—oligotrophic and 
atrophic nonunion—diagnosis—how?

W Belangero

09:05–09:20 Case-based lecture with supporting 
evidence—nonunion after minimally 
invasive plate osteosynthesis 
(MIPO)—what can go wrong?

Case-based discussion— 
how to manage this case?  
Atrophic nonunion  
with malalignment

KC Park

Presenter:  
M Lee
Moderator:  
F Sadek

09:20–09:30 Introduction of a case,  
basic information

09:30–10:00 Working in small groups:
• Develop a preoperative plan  

(15 mins)
• Several groups present their plan 

(15 mins)

10:00–10:10 What has been done for the patient? 
Outcome?

10:10–10:20 Plenary discussion

10:20–10:30 An evidence-based summary 
lecture—atrophic nonunion  
with malalignment

10:30–10:50 Coffee break

Module 2
Moderator: W Belangero
Complicated nonunion with bone loss  
and complex problems
10:50–11:05 Evidence-based lecture—treatment 

options for severe bone loss
S Velkes

11:05–11:20 Evidence-based lecture—treatment 
strategies for periprosthetic nonunion

D Elliott

11:20–11:35 Evidence-based lecture—treatment 
strategies for infected nonunion

F Sadek

11:35–11:45 Discussion W Belangero

11:45–12:00 Case-based lecture—bone transport 
over plate / nail

JK Oh

12:00–12:20 Case-based lecture—Masquelet 
technique

JK Oh

12:20–12:30 Discussion W Belangero

12:30–13:50 Lunch break

Tuesday
Dec 3, 2019

Nonunion
Location: A  Flüela

EVENT PROGRAM

Home to  
trauma and  
orthopedics

AO Trauma course—
Basic principles 
of fracture management 
for Swiss surgeons
December 8—11, 2019  
Davos, Switzerland

Lecture room:  
Davos 1

Precourse online activities:  
November 10–December 6, 2019
Postcourse online activities:  
December 12–28, 2019

Competency-Based
          Curriculum

Attended and completed
AO Davos Courses

As
International faculty

Date/location
December 5–10, 2019, Davos, Switzerland 

Course chairperson(s)
First name last name; First name last name

Manabu Ito
Chairperson, AO Spine Asia Pacifi c

Shanmuganathan Rajasekaran
Chairperson, AO Spine International

Robert McGuire
AO Foundation President 

AO Spine member community certifi cate

  Dr Eve Miller

This certifi cate pertains only to the participant’s completion of the educational activity and does not 
in any way at est to the profi  ciency of the participant’s clinical or surgical expertise.

Membership
certificate
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KC Park
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Case-based discussion—how to 
manage this case?
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D Elliott

Presenter:  
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J Monk
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• Several groups present their plan 

(15 mins)
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Outcome?
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lecture—periarticular nonunion
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Module 3
Moderator: Monk
Difficult areas and new advances
15:50–16:05 Bone grafting in nonunion—tips and 

pitfalls in the use of autograft and 
allograft

T Achor

16:05–16:20 Bone substitutes and advances for 
enhancing bone healing

M Stoddart

16:20–16:35 Use of reamer irrigator aspirator (RIA) 
systems—pitfalls and complications

J Monk
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Case-based discussion— how to 
manage this case? Nonunion with 
critical-size bone loss

J Monk
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S Velkes
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(15 mins)
• Several groups present their plan 

(15 mins)

17:20–17:30 What has been done for the patient? 
Outcome?

17:30–17:40 Plenary discussion

17:40–17:50 An evidence-based summary 
lecture—nonunion with critical bone 
defect

17:50–18:00 Summary, evaluation, and take-home 
messages

J Monk

17:45–20:30 AO WORLD NIGHT

08:00–08:10 Welcome and introduction  
to today’s module

JK Oh,  
J Monk

08:10–08:25 A unifi ed theory of bone healing  
and nonunion

D Elliott

08:25–08:35 Question and answer session All faculty

Module 1
Moderator: D Elliott
Types of nonunion
08:35–08:50 Case-based lecture—hypertrophic 

nonunion—why and what now?
S Velkes

08:50–09:05 Case-based lecture—oligotrophic and 
atrophic nonunion—diagnosis—how?

W Belangero

09:05–09:20 Case-based lecture with supporting 
evidence—nonunion after minimally 
invasive plate osteosynthesis 
(MIPO)—what can go wrong?

Case-based discussion— 
how to manage this case?  
Atrophic nonunion  
with malalignment

KC Park

Presenter:  
M Lee
Moderator:  
F Sadek

09:20–09:30 Introduction of a case,  
basic information

09:30–10:00 Working in small groups:
• Develop a preoperative plan  

(15 mins)
• Several groups present their plan 

(15 mins)

10:00–10:10 What has been done for the patient? 
Outcome?

10:10–10:20 Plenary discussion

10:20–10:30 An evidence-based summary 
lecture—atrophic nonunion  
with malalignment

10:30–10:50 Coffee break

Module 2
Moderator: W Belangero
Complicated nonunion with bone loss  
and complex problems
10:50–11:05 Evidence-based lecture—treatment 

options for severe bone loss
S Velkes

11:05–11:20 Evidence-based lecture—treatment 
strategies for periprosthetic nonunion

D Elliott

11:20–11:35 Evidence-based lecture—treatment 
strategies for infected nonunion

F Sadek

11:35–11:45 Discussion W Belangero

11:45–12:00 Case-based lecture—bone transport 
over plate / nail

JK Oh

12:00–12:20 Case-based lecture—Masquelet 
technique

JK Oh

12:20–12:30 Discussion W Belangero

12:30–13:50 Lunch break

Tuesday
Dec 3, 2019

Nonunion
Location: A  Flüela
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2.5 
AO supersign
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Cropping principle in general

Cropping principle on flags

Color

Background
AO blue
CMYK 100/85/0/0

Logo 
AO blue
CMYK 100/85/0/0
Tint 75 percent

Background
AO light gray
CMYK 16/16/20/0
Tint 25 percent

Logo
White

80
 %

10
0 

%

A4 landscape

A4 portrait

AO supersign 
Principles

10
0 

%
15

0 
%

90
 %

10
0 

%

Clear, bold, unique

The supersign is always placed in 
the background of the layout, with a 
large increase.

Its organic, curved form contrasts 
with the clear, compact, Suisse Int‘l 
typeface.  

This tension gives a sense of  
continuous movement and  
communicates the energy behind  
the brand.

Cropping
When placing the supersign, it must 
be ensured that it is still shown as a 
whole piece. 

Color
The supersign is used as a kind of 
watermark in following color versions:

Blue: In the blue application, the
supersign stands on the AO blue 
(100 percent) with 75 percent ink 
application. On the screen, the ink 
application must be at least 90 
percent. 

Light gray: On the AO light gray tone 
(25 percent) the logo is white. 
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AO supersign 
Examples

The large-format placement of the 
supersign in the background lends 
the brand presence an additional level 
of value and emphasizes the fluid, 
constantly moving core of a lively 
community. 

Hello. 
We’re working on  
something new …
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2.6 
Photography
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Photography 
Introduction

Transforming Surgery— 
Changing Lives:
AO’s purpose is the basis 
for the new AO visual 
language concept. 

The concept reflects the attributes human,  
authentic, and engaged along with the  
overarching brand design idea: the power of  
our global community.  
 
This concept is reflected across all photography 
categories: The AO Foundation, people at the  
AO, scenes from events, studio photography,  
and teaching and practice scenarios.

Download additional  
guidelines: 
– Photography guidelines
 
brand.aofoundation.org
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Photography 
Categories
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PortraitsTeaching and  
practice situations

Surgeons at work, teaching, 
practicing, course scenes, detail 
shots

Courses, congresses,  
symposia

Internal, external, online Products, detail shots,  
instruments, research

Events and  
congresses

Development,  
innovation, and  
research

People and life  
at the AO

AO members, socializing,  
networking, visitors, group  
pictures



Our imagery captures the power of  
our global community in a meaningful 
way, evoking emotions. The authentic  
images are honest and respectful.
To capture these moments genuinely, it 
is important to be aware and involved.
Centering the content on humans, we 
achieve authenticity through unstaged 
image compositions and by showcasing 
passionate and engaged people. 

It’s all about  
catching the  
right moment.

Authentic
style

Engaged
expression

Human
content

Power of 
our global 

community

Photography 
Photography concept
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Photography 
Photography concept
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Human.
Engaged.
Authentic.

Community  
The AO’s imagery reflects professionalism 
of AO people communicating information 
in a spirit of camaraderie.

Innovative and inspirative  
We want to promote excellence in  
patient care and outcomes in trauma 
and musculoskeletal disorders.

Diverse  
We are proud and want to show our 
global network. We appreciate different 
views, new perspectives, and ideas.

Positive  
We want to show our passion and the 
joy of working in AO’s global network.

Respectful and appropriate  
We do not show anyone in bare or 
inhumane situations and ask ourselves 
whether each picture is ethically  
justifiable (ie, do not show dead  
bodies or excessive drinking).

Honest and realistic  
Our photos capture real situations and 
authentic human emotions. We depict 
people and situations as they truly are in 
everyday life. We don’t add people to 
the photos afterwards.



Photography 
Visual expression

• reduced color scheme 
(blue, white)

• warm expression
• balanced, well-composed
• clean, tidy
• neutral backgrounds
• groups of people
• interplay between clear and  

soft focus
• simple and minimalistic
• bright
• strong contrasts
• direct and bold
• exposing and vivid
• realistic

Natural  
Ideally, we use natural daylight or minimal 
artificial lighting for a natural, realistic, 
and positive look. Flash equipment is 
used only to simulate natural daylight.

Bright  
White space enhances the brightness 
and clarity of the images. If possible, try 
to find bright scenery.

Contrast  
Contrasts in light and colors emphasize 
the key details of a story. To keep images 
realistic, we make use of contrasts that 
are clear but not excessive.

Warm 
Use an aesthetically clean yet  
warm-toned color scheme.

Direct 
Check for good compositions: Soft  
foreground, focus on the area of  
interest, soft background. Find the  
right focus.

Simple 
Try to focus on the important object 
by creating a composition with calm 
backgrounds and few details.
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Natural, bright, contrasting

Clear, specific focus

Reduced color 
scheme with warm 
expression
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Photography 
Checklist

For general questions  
steffen.kruse@aofoundation.org

For legal questions
nina.roemer@aofoundation.org

For intellectual property questions
ulf.schaberg@aofoundation.org

Download additional  
guidelines: 
– Photography guidelines
brand.aofoundation.org
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Thinking in series.
Documentary-style also means shooting in 
series. Create a story, not just a picture. Try 
new things. Show interest in the way things 
really are. Be part of the story!

Does it look authentic, spontaneous and 
real (not staged)? 

Does it fit the visual expression (bright, 
natural light, contrasts, warm undertone)? 

Does it fit the intended application? 

Does it match the content briefing? 

Does it tell a unique story? 

Is the focus clear and specific? 

Does it look inviting and positive? 

Is the photo appropriate?  

Does it show the diversity of the  
foundation?

To verify the quality of your work, ask yourself the following questions:

mailto:steffen.kruse%40aofoundation.org%20?subject=
mailto:nina.roemer%40aofoundation.org%20?subject=
mailto:ulf.schaberg%40aofoundation.org?subject=
http://brand.aofoundation.org


2.7 
Illustrations and  
infographics
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Download additional  
guidelines: 
–  Illustrations and infographic 

guidelines
brand.aofoundation.org
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Illustrations are a powerful 
means of telling stories in their 
own unique, emotional way. 
Infographics can simplify  
complexities or make simple 
things visually exciting.

Independent disciplines, illustrations and  
infographics can be clearly differentiated  
from photography.
Following a human-centric design approach,  
illustrations and information graphics present 
sensitive or complex content in a vivid,  
comprehensible way. Illustrations are ideally  
used in situations where photography is not  
possible or suitable, such as abstract or  
metaphoric content.
Illustrations should never be used frequently  
or for solely decorative purposes.

Illustrations and infographics 
Main introduction

To request a toolkit of illustrations, 
please contact: 
communications@aofoundation.org

http://brand.aofoundation.org
mailto:communications%40aofoundation.org?subject=


2017
62 Fellowships
from 21 different
countries

3 Europe  and   
    Southern Africa

11 Middle East &  
    Northern Africa

20 Latin America

0 North America

28  Asia Pacific
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Illustrations and infographics 
An integrated concept

1

3

4
5

6 7

2

Charts

Icons

Illustrations

Infographics

Illustrations (editorial)
• Stories
• Portraits
• Scientific issues
• Projects/initiatives
• Hierarchy

Infographics (editorial)
• Charts
• Diagrams
• Processes
• Situations

Infographics (functional)
• Diagrams
• Processes
• Maps
• Values
• Overview
• Lists

Charts
• Diagrams
• Data
• Scientific results

Icons
• Pictograms
• Symbols
• Signage
• UX/UI design
• Multilingual 

audiences

functional, small scaleartistic, high potential for storytelling, large scale



Infographic
editorial

Infographic
functionalIllustration

Topic 
What to relay/content

Budget, time, visibility, relevance, 
potential for storytelling?

Context
Clarify context
and framework

Relative situation

Audience impact levels
Realistic estimates of the  
necessary impact towards  
target group

Output

Content:
Potential for visual

storytelling?

Media:
Channels (digital,

print etc.)?

Situation:
Event, annual report,
therapeutic area etc.?

1. High:
Exclusive execution

2. Middle:
Low-key execution

3. Low:
No exclusive execution

Chart/icon
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Decision tree 
Need for an artwork visual

Function of AO’s  
illustrations and  
infographics (editorial): 

• To visualize abstract or sensitive topics:  
Illustrations or infographics are ideal in  
situations where photography is either not  
possible or in some way not appropriate

• Illustrations and infographics present  
abstract or metaphoric content without  
being overly explicit

• Can be used for animations or explanatory 
movies

• Able to be used in all types of media, an  
illustration or infographic can be used in  
cover imagery in line with these guidelines  
so long as you are unable to find a photograph  
to communicate the main theme (as per the  
AO recommendations)

• Illustrations and infographics should never  
be used for beautification purposes, for  
example, to decorate a booth or event space
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Illustrations 
Visual expression

Simple: The focus is on the important object: Creating a  
composition with calm backgrounds and few details

Be unique.
AO’s illustration style works both as a whole  
composition and as cutout, which enables a more 
flexible use across all media. The grainy structure 
and its handmade appearance makes the the 
illustration style appear warmer and builds a good 
contrast to the mainly technically driven content.  
The illustration style is highly recognizable because 
of its surreal proportions of people and surroundings. 
In addition, this specific illustration style is very  
suitable for animations.

Main visual attributes are: 

• hand-drawn look
• grainy structure
• reduced color scheme  

(mainly primary colors)
• warm expression
• clean, tidy, simplified
• neutral backgrounds

• exposed and vivid
• creative and 

thought-provoking
• surreal proportions
• playful
• strong contrasts
• direct and bold
• diverse

For detailed information about  
illustrators please contact  
Communications & Events:  
communications@aofoundation.org

mailto:communications%40aofoundation.org?subject=


1
3

2
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Infographics 
Editorial style

Tell a story.
AO’s infographic style (editorial) uses single  
illustrative elements to present its often complex  
content in a human and accessible way. The grainy 
structure and its handmade style makes the overlook 
appear warmer and builds a good contrast to the  
mainly technically driven content. The infographic  
style is highly recognizable because of its surreal  
proportions of people and surroundings. 

Main visual attributes are: 

• hand-drawn look
• grainy structure
• reduced color scheme  

(mainly primary colors)
• warm expression
• clean, tidy, simplified
• neutral backgrounds
• exposed and vivid

• creative and 
thought-provoking

• surreal proportions
• playful
• strong contrasts
• direct and bold
• diverse

For detailed information about  
illustrators please contact  
Communications & Events:  
communications@aofoundation.org

mailto:communications%40aofoundation.org?subject=
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Infographics 
Functional style

Simple and clear.
AO's functional infographics are designed to  
present complex content in the simplest form  
possible. They are used for charts or diagrams,  
as maps or to depict ethically difficult images  
such as organs. The style is simple and clear  
and tries to question and reinterpret old forms  
of representation in a creative way, always with  
the aim of making the content easily accessible. 

Main visual attributes are: 

• full AO color scheme  
(primary colors, secondary colors)

• clean, tidy, simplified
• neutral backgrounds
• creative and thought-provoking
• playful
• strong contrasts
• direct and bold

Note: AO's infographics have round, dynamic shapes that  
compliment the movement (curvature) created by the logo.  
They can be displayed in both primary and secondary colors.



Infographics 
Checklist

Download additional  
guidelines: 
–  Illustrations and infographic 

guidelines
brand.aofoundation.org
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1. Make one big point
Ideally, you should have a single, coherent message 
that the entire infographic serves to deliver. Think of it 
as a story told with data and visual metaphors, but the 
structure is still the same. 

2. Use simple combinations 
of primary colors
If you add another color, make sure there’s a reason 
behind it, like if you find another piece of data that has 
to be separate from the others. 

3. Space it out
Whitespace–or negative space, if yours isn’t white– 
is a fundamental element of good design. Contrary 
to what you might think, a cluttered infographic isn’t a 
good infographic. You need to pick which information 
best suits your premise that you want to display and 
use negative space to guide your reader through the 
visual until the conclusion is clear.

What to keep an  
eye on.
To ensure that the infographics meet AO  
criteria for a successful visual, follow these  
six steps. 

Six essential rules for creating an AO infographic

4. Use the AO fonts  
and glyphs
To make the sender clear and to support a  
uniform style, use the official AO font  
Suisse Int’l and Suisse Works only. 

5. Come up with a solid, 
eye-catching design
Set up your storyline and how you want the  
infographic to flow from one topic to the next  
before you start laying it out. 

6. Decide what is and  
what isn't important
Define which elements are the most important  
and how best to draw attention to that. This  
applies mainly to text and any figures or parts  
of a graph that you want to highlight. In other  
words, those elements which best exemplify  
which figures or facts you find the most  
interesting or relevant.

http://brand.aofoundation.org


3 
Applications
3.1 Office
3.2 Brochures
3.3 Print ads
3.4 Books
3.5 Booth design
3.6 Course material
3.7 Giveaways
3.8 Workwear
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3.1 
Office
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Office 
Overview

Prof Paul Sample
Director 
paul.sample@aotrauma.org

AO Trauma
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 81 414 21 11
www.aotrauma.org

Henesto cus quiatur, quiandandit esti dolorem cus alique qui dolores 
es molupta tionem experit aturio. Et qui non conse vellorero.

Kind regards,
Prof Paul Sample

——

Prof Paul Sample
Director 

AO Clinical Investigation and Documentation
Stettbachstrasse 6 | 8600 Dübendorf | Switzerland
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 44 200 24 70
paul.sample@aofoundation.org | aofoundation.org

Prof Paul Sample
Director 
paul.sample@aospine.org

AO Spine
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 44 200 24 10
aospine.org

Prof Paul Sample
Director 
paul.sample@aofoundation.org

AO Foundation
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 81 414 21 11
aofoundation.org

AO Foundation | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland

Adressat Langname AG
Dr med Thomas Anton Meier
Stadelhofenpassage 14a
8001 Zürich

Letterhead

Business cards

Envelopes 

Subject

Salutation

Text Seditis aut offi cia quibus eos. Emo quam voluptaesvendus exerestore sa conseconet 
enessimoloumquas ne verferro cuptatiam hillaborero eos eum ra volentiaentoriam volore pe pli-
quis rescim haruptaque volum lant ex et accupitas et haritas pelitatiatur sit auta volenis elelup-
tatemos aut volori doluptatur volor sunt lam earum quiatur autemodi beaque volorpo saperspedi 
que quuntiam, consequo beaquides que volupti nveligent.

Ipsam, consed mod qui conet faci tem de destior empedignimin nusciis maior sim quam ate con 
eum ulparion perrumquae nis molecusteni doluptas pernati debisitetur, sania verum in nonsen-
totat quamet resedin unt porerchillut pliquat iamenim poreperum repeles tiberfere veroreicium 
denduciet apellam andel mi, omnis molupta tiossim harum eum re seditis aut offi cia quibus 
eos solessima quam autemet et eatus sedi aut iustiunt faccabor ma dolorun tibus.Itaturibusam 
doluptatur sed maximusam que quatios pero. 

Voluptas quamus remposam doluptatusa preperitae. Optament et ute dolorrum faccum sitio 
odit ut quossint eaquam rest quas ducia nullabore pos susti cor aut explita parum que ma 
dolorest molupic iatest ea voles parcillibus et eariatur, occatur am la qui as ex eum denihil 
isto berrum litaqui odist, offi cia musamendenis molum con expliquo mintotatium quas parum, 
inctota dunt aut aliberum dolestrum debit ped ulla voluptam voluptas rehene esti aut parum 
eatint.

Kind regards,

Name
Function

1/2

Legal entity name | Street name and number | Postcode and city | Country

Recipient name
Legal entity name 
Street name and number
Postcode and city
Country

Month day, year

Legal entity name 1 | Legal entity name 2
Street name and number | Postcode and city | Country
Phone: xxxxxx | E-mail: xxxxxxx | URL (eg, aofoundation.org) 

Subject

Salutation

Text Seditis aut offi cia quibus eos. Emo quam voluptaesvendus exerestore sa conse-
conet enessimoloumquas ne verferro cuptatiam hillaborero eos eum ra volentiaentoriam 
volore pe pliquis rescim haruptaque volum lant ex et accupitas et haritas pelitatiatur sit 
auta volenis eleluptatemos aut volori doluptatur volor sunt lam earum quiatur autemodi 
beaque volorpo saperspedi que quuntiam, consequo beaquides que volupti nveligent.

Ipsam, consed mod qui conet faci tem de destior empedignimin nusciis maior sim quam 
ate con eum ulparion perrumquae nis molecusteni doluptas pernati debisitetur, sania 
verum in nonsentotat quamet resedin unt porerchillut pliquat iamenim poreperum repeles 
tiberfere veroreicium denduciet apellam andel mi, omnis molupta tiossim harum eum re 
seditis aut offi cia quibus eos solessima quam autemet et eatus sedi aut iustiunt faccabor 
ma dolorun tibus.Itaturibusam doluptatur sed maximusam que quatios pero. 

Voluptas quamus remposam doluptatusa preperitae. Optament et ute dolorrum faccum 
que ma dolorest molupic iatest ea voles parcillibus et eariatur, occatur am la qui as 
ex eum denihil isto berrum litaqui odist, offi cia musamendenis molum con expliquo 
mintotatium quas parum, inctota dunt aut aliberum dolestrum debit ped ulla voluptam 
voluptas rehene esti aut parum eatint.

Kind regards,

Name
Function

Recipient name
Legal entity name 
Street name and number
City, State, ZIP code

Month day, year

1/2

Legal entity name 1 | Legal entity name 2
Street name and number | Postcode and city | Country
Phone: xxxxxx | E-mail: xxxxxxx | URL (eg, aofoundation.org) 

Compliment slip

PowerPoint  
presentation E-mail signature

Headline (32pt)

Subheadline (32pt)

Headline (32pt)

Subheadline (32pt)

Legal entity name | Street name and number | Postcode and city | Country
Phone: xxxxxx | E-mail: xxxxxxx | URL (eg, aofoundation.org) 

Henesto cus quiatur, quiandandit esti dolorem cus alique qui dolores 
es molupta tionem experit aturio. Et qui non conse vellorero.

Kind regards,
Prof Paul Sample

——

Prof Paul Sample
Director 

AO Spine
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 44 200 24 10
paul.sample@aofoundation.org | aospine.org

Henesto cus quiatur, quiandandit esti dolorem cus alique qui dolores 
es molupta tionem experit aturio. Et qui non conse vellorero.

Kind regards,
Prof Paul Sample

——

Prof Paul Sample
Director 

AO North America
435 Devon Park Drive | Building 800, Suite 820 | Wayne, PA 19087
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +1 610-993-5100
paul.sample@aona.org | aona.org
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Office 
Printed material

Printed material

For written, non-digital communication, 
AO uses predefined design templates 
on specified paper. These templates 
are only available for the master brand, 
the foundation brand, flagship brands 
or power brands. Any alternative  
requirements must be approved by 
Communications & Events.

Preprinted letterheads and envelopes 
are available at each business location. 
Templates are available for all sender 
formats and DIN sizes as well as for 
ANSI sizes. 

The recommended paper stock 
should be plain, bright white wove of 
80–115 grams per square meter (gsm). 
Forest Stewardship Council-certified 
paper is mandatory.

Application

Contact  
For detailed information please 
contact Communications & 
Events:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Legal entity name | Street name and number | Postcode and city | Country
Phone: xxxxxx | E-mail: xxxxxxx | URL (eg, aofoundation.org) 

AO Foundation | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland

Adressat Langname AG
Dr med Thomas Anton Meier
Stadelhofenpassage 14a
8001 Zürich

C5 envelopes  
with window

Compliment slip

Business cards, 
back

Business cards, 
back (options)

Business cards

Prof Paul Sample
Director 
paul.sample@aofoundation.org

AO Foundation
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 81 414 21 11
aofoundation.org

Prof Paul Sample
Director 
paul.sample@aocmf.org

AO CMF
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 81 414 25 55
www.aocmf.org

Headquarters: 

AO Foundation
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland

Prof Paul Sample
Director 
paul.sample@aovet.org

AO VET
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 81 414 25 55
www.aovet.org

Prof Paul Sample
Director 
paul.sample@aorecon.org

AO Recon
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 81 414 21 11
www.aorecon.org
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Office 
Templates

Already prepared

To simplify and unify the creation of 
documents, AO offers templates that 
were configured by external specialist 
and embedded in the internal  
systems. As a result, a large number  
of forms are available as practical 
tools for efficient work.

The templates are available to all AO 
employees through MS Office.

Application

How to use  
A short video explains how AO 
employees can access the Office 
templates:  
watch here (AO employees only)

Where to find 
All templates and forms can be 
found in one of the three Microsoft 
Office programs, Word, Excel, or 
PowerPoint under:
File New → Custom → Templates

PowerPoint presentation

Headline (32pt)

Subheadline (32pt)

Headline (32pt)

Subheadline (32pt)

2/2

Text Seditis aut offi cia quibus eos. Emo quam voluptaesvendus exerestore sa conseconet 
enessimoloumquas ne verferro cuptatiam hillaborero eos eum ra volentiaentoriam volore pe pli-
quis rescim haruptaque volum lant ex et accupitas et haritas pelitatiatur sit auta volenis elelup-
tatemos aut volori doluptatur volor sunt lam earum quiatur autemodi beaque volorpo saperspedi 
que quuntiam, consequo beaquides que volupti nveligent.

Ipsam, consed mod qui conet faci tem de destior empedignimin nusciis maior sim quam ate con 
eum ulparion perrumquae nis molecusteni doluptas pernati debisitetur, sania verum in nonsen-
totat quamet resedin unt porerchillut pliquat iamenim poreperum repeles tiberfere veroreicium 
denduciet apellam andel mi, omnis molupta tiossim harum eum re seditis aut offi cia quibus 
eos solessima quam autemet et eatus sedi aut iustiunt faccabor ma dolorun tibus.Itaturibusam 
doluptatur sed maximusam que quatios pero. 

Voluptas quamus remposam doluptatusa preperitae. Optament et ute dolorrum faccum sitio 
odit ut quossint eaquam rest quas ducia nullabore pos susti cor aut explita parum que ma 
dolorest molupic iatest ea voles parcillibus et eariatur, occatur am la qui as ex eum denihil 
isto berrum litaqui odist, offi cia musamendenis molum con expliquo mintotatium quas parum, 
inctota dunt aut aliberum dolestrum debit ped ulla voluptam voluptas rehene esti aut parum 
eatint.

Kind regards,

Name
Function

Legal entity name 1 | Legal entity name 2
Street name and number | Postcode and city | Country
Phone: xxxxxx | E-mail: xxxxxxx | URL (eg, aofoundation.org) 

Subject

Salutation

Text Seditis aut offi cia quibus eos. Emo quam voluptaesvendus exerestore sa conseconet 
enessimoloumquas ne verferro cuptatiam hillaborero eos eum ra volentiaentoriam volore pe pli-
quis rescim haruptaque volum lant ex et accupitas et haritas pelitatiatur sit auta volenis elelup-
tatemos aut volori doluptatur volor sunt lam earum quiatur autemodi beaque volorpo saperspedi 
que quuntiam, consequo beaquides que volupti nveligent.

Ipsam, consed mod qui conet faci tem de destior empedignimin nusciis maior sim quam ate con 
eum ulparion perrumquae nis molecusteni doluptas pernati debisitetur, sania verum in nonsen-
totat quamet resedin unt porerchillut pliquat iamenim poreperum repeles tiberfere veroreicium 
denduciet apellam andel mi, omnis molupta tiossim harum eum re seditis aut offi cia quibus 
eos solessima quam autemet et eatus sedi aut iustiunt faccabor ma dolorun tibus.Itaturibusam 
doluptatur sed maximusam que quatios pero. 

Voluptas quamus remposam doluptatusa preperitae. Optament et ute dolorrum faccum sitio 
odit ut quossint eaquam rest quas ducia nullabore pos susti cor aut explita parum que ma 
dolorest molupic iatest ea voles parcillibus et eariatur, occatur am la qui as ex eum denihil 
isto berrum litaqui odist, offi cia musamendenis molum con expliquo mintotatium quas parum, 
inctota dunt aut aliberum dolestrum debit ped ulla voluptam voluptas rehene esti aut parum 
eatint.

Kind regards,

Name
Function

1/2

Legal entity name | Street name and number | Postcode and city | Country

Recipient name
Legal entity name 
Street name and number
Postcode and city
Country

Month day, year

Legal entity name 1 | Legal entity name 2
Street name and number | Postcode and city | Country
Phone: xxxxxx | E-mail: xxxxxxx | URL (eg, aofoundation.org) 

Legal entity name | Street name and number | Postcode and city | Country

Recipient name
Legal entity name 
Street name and number
Postcode and city
Country

Invoice
Invoice No: xxxxxx
Order No: xxxxxx
Date: Month day, year
VAT No: xxxxxx
Payment terms:  30 days net
Currency:  CHF

Description     Quantity  Unit price  Amount

Product 1    xxx 0.00 0.00

Product 2    xxx 0.00 0.00

Product 3    xxx 0.00 0.00

Product 4    xxx 0.00 0.00

Product 5    xxx 0.00 0.00

     Total net  0.00

    Value added tax  0.00

     Total amount  0.00

Thank you for your business.

Legal entity name 1 | Legal entity name 2
Street name and number | Postcode and city | Country
Phone: xxxxxx | E-mail: xxxxxxx | URL (eg, aofoundation.org) 

Legal entity name | Street name and number | Postcode and city | Country

Recipient name
Legal entity name 
Street name and number
Postcode and city
Country

Delivery note
Delivery note No: xxxxxx
Order No:   xxxxxx
Order date:  Month day, year
Delivery date:  Month day, year

Description / article    Language Units  

Product 1           English  0.00

Product 2           English  0.00

Product 3           English  0.00

Product 4           English  0.00

Product 5           English  0.00

Thank you for your business.

Legal entity name 1 | Legal entity name 2
Street name and number | Postcode and city | Country
Phone: xxxxxx | E-mail: xxxxxxx | URL (eg, aofoundation.org) 

Minutes

Meeting title

Date and time:  Month day, year, time  
Location:   Location
Present:   Name, organization, position 
Apologies:   Name, organization, position 
Guests:    Name, organization, position 
Copies:    Copies

1 Title 1
 Copy Text 1

• Bullet points Seditis aut offi cia quibus eos. Emo auta quam voluptaesvendus exerestore sa  
  consec net enes simoloumquas ne verferro cuptatiam hillaborero

• Bullet points Seditis aut offi cia quibus eos. Emo auta quam voluptaesvendus exerestore sa  
  consec net enes simoloumquas ne verferro cuptatiam hillaborero

  
 1.1 Title 1.1
  Copy Text 2

• Bullet points Seditis aut offi cia quibus eos. Emo auta quam voluptaesvendus exerestore sa  
  consec net enessimoloumquas ne verferro cuptatiam hillaborero

2 Title 1
 Copy Text 1

• Bullet points Seditis aut offi cia quibus eos. Emo auta quam voluptaesvendus exerestore sa  
  consec net enes simoloumquas ne verferro cuptatiam hillaborero

• Bullet points Seditis aut offi cia quibus eos. Emo auta quam voluptaesvendus
 

Next meeting date: Month day, year

Chairperson       Meeting minutes

Date:   Month day, year
Enclosure(s):  Enclosures

1/2

Legal entity name 1 | Legal entity name 2
Street name and number | Postcode and city | Country
Phone: xxxxxx | E-mail: xxxxxxx | URL (eg, aofoundation.org) 

Invoice, delivery note, minutes

Letterhead A4
Pages 1 and 2
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Office 
Business cards

Direct contact

One basic template fits all AO entities.  
The sender block is fixed at the  
bottom line and rises to the top in  
accordance with the address  
information included.

Any alternative requirements must 
be approved by Communications & 
Events.

Standard

Application

33.867 mm

Contact  
For detailed information please 
contact Communications & 
Events:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Power brand (institute)Power brand (divisions)

Prof Paul Sample
Director 
paul.sample@aofoundation.org

AO Research Institute Davos
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 44 200 24 10
aofoundation.org

Prof Paul Sample
Director 
paul.sample@aotrauma.org

AO Trauma
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 81 414 21 11
www.aotrauma.org

Front

Prof Paul Sample
Director 
paul.sample@aofoundation.org

AO Foundation
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 81 414 21 11
aofoundation.org

Back with AO supersign
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Office 
Business cards, options

Special options

In case a second address is required, 
this is placed on the back of the card. 
The address is aligned with the grid 
area.

The QR code is optional. In case a 
QR code is required, this is placed in 
the top right corner on the back of the 
card. The ideal size is 20 x 20 mm.

Any alternative requirements must 
be approved by Communications & 
Events.

Version with two addresses

Version with QR code

Contact  
For detailed information please 
contact Communications & 
Events:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Back with QR code

Front with main address

Prof Paul Sample
Director 
paul.sample@aofoundation.org

AO Foundation
Stettbachstrasse 6 | 8600 Dübendorf | Switzerland
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 44 200 24 64
aofoundation.org

Back with second address

Headquarters: 

AO Foundation
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland
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Principles

Office 
E-mail signature

Digital signature

Your e-mail signature marks the end 
of every message. It must represent 
the excellence that is at the core of the 
AO. It is important all AO signatures 
are built and used in a coherent and 
careful way.

Templates  
E-mail signature template and 
instructions are available:  
InSite (AO employee access only)

Henesto cus quiatur, quiandandit esti dolorem cus 
alique qui dolores es molupta tionem experit aturio. 
Et qui non conse vellorero.

Kind regards,
Prof Paul Sample
 
—— 1

 
Prof Paul Sample 2  
Director 3
¶
AO Spine 4   8  
Clavadelerstrasse 8 | 7270 Davos | Switzerland 5  
Mobile: +41 76 391 50 43 | Phone: +41 44 200 24 10 6  
paul.sample@aofoundation.org | aospine.org 
¶ 
¶ 

1  Divider 
 Font: Arial Bold 

  Font size: 12 pt 
  Lentgh: Two Em Dashes 
  Shortcut: alt + shift + dash (-)
  Unicode: U+2014
  Color: #FFF500  
 
2  Name

 Font: Arial Bold 
  Font size: 8.5pt 
  Font color: #042d98
 
3  Function

 Arial Regular 
  Font size: 8 pt
 
4  Entity 

 Font: Arial Bold 
  Font size: 8 pt  
 
5  Address

 Arial Regular 
  Font size: 8 pt

6  Contact numbers
 Arial Regular 

  Font size: 8 pt

7  E-mail/URL
 Arial Regular 

  Font size: 8 pt
  Accentuation: underlined
  Font color: #042d98

8  Divider « | » 
 Vertical bar: alt + 7 (shortcut)

9  Teaser picture (optional) 
 Maximum size: 100 × 400 px

78

9
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Brochures
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AO Trauma course—
Pelvic and acetabular

fracture management
EVENT PROGRAMDecember 1—6, 2019

Davos, Switzerland
Lecture room:

Pischa/Parsenn

Home to 
trauma and 

orthopedics

Competency-Based
          Curriculum

Grid 
Flexible grid system

Logo 
Always on the top left

Headlines 
Bold headlines and 
subtitles, always in 
AO blue

Specific information 
Additional text elements, 
always in AO blue

Pictures 
Documentary pictures show 
the AO community at work in 
a direct and honest manner.

Labels and claims 
Additional graphic elements 
or contents 

Home to  
trauma and  

orthopedics

Brochures 
Cover principles

Consistency is key

The key to our corporate design is 
the correct combination of graphic 
elements to create a consistent yet 
flexible design system. 

The basic structure is clear and easy. 
Position the logo on the top left, set 
semi-bold headlines, place pictures 
in the grid, and add other content 
carefully.

Accurate, deliberate design plays with 
the white space and creates clear and 
convincing communication. The layout 
principle is simple; apply it consistently.

Templates  
For ready-made templates  
including grid and other  
specifications, please contact:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Event program

Download additional  
guidelines: 
– Brochure guidelines
brand.aofoundation.org
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Brochures 
Cover, examples

One family 

The way we approach AO  
brochures must reduce  
complexity by being:
– user-centred
– context-sensitive
– coherent, yet flexible.

We achieve this by using a clear 
and consistent, approach to 
type area, typography, stamps,  
and colors, that also involves 
dynamic principles.

A flexible grid, clearly defined 
typographic principles, and 
predefined color series make 
it possible to meet all these 
requirements.

The content owner decides 
whether to use sentence case 
or title case for brochure titles. 
Traditionally, title case is used  
to describe course titles, but  
not compulsory.

Consult the editorial style guide 
for editorial guidance:  
brand.aofoundation.org

EVENT PROGRAM

Home to  
trauma and  
orthopedics

AO Trauma course—
Pelvic and acetabular 
fracture management
December 1—6, 2019  
Davos, Switzerland

Lecture room:  
Pischa/Parsenn 

Competency-Based
          Curriculum

EVENT PROGRAM

Home to  
trauma and  
orthopedics

AO Trauma Course—
Pelvic and Acetabular 
Fracture Management
December 1—6, 2019  
Davos, Switzerland

Lecture room:  
Pischa/Parsenn 

Competency-Based
          Curriculum

EVENT PROGRAM

AO Spine courses

December 8—11, 2019  
Davos, Switzerland

Lecture room:  
Sanada 1

Introduction level 
course on endoscopy

Advanced level 
course on endoscopy

Advanced level course  
on micro-decompression  
and percutaneous  
fixation

Advanced level course  
on complex cervical 
problems

Advancing 
spine care 
worldwide

Innovations
2018

Excellence in 
facial surgery 
across the 
specialties

Discover 
the world of 
AO CMF Keep on learning—

Expand your experience

Improving 
patient care 
across 
species

Your guide to 
 understanding 
AO VET and 
sponsorship 
opportunities

Special Issue Global Spine Congress

Editors-in-Chief
Jeffrey Wang, MD
Jens R. Chapman, MD
Karsten Wiechert, MD

2019
Global
Spine
Journal
Global Andelit aut aut doluptaque do-
lorio ipsum anis es etum ipsaper istiore 
ptasitiis dolorum fugit aut poressin 
necabor aectam autecaboria si blabo

 Volume 4
 Supplement 2

Spring 2020

SPINE

Innovations magazine

Journal

Event program (example with lower case)

Membership brochure

Event program (example with title case)

Fellowship brochure

Event program

Sponsorship brochure
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Brochures 
Cover, examples

Membership brochure
We recommend a full-size cover  
image for this type of brochure. 
 
The generous use of images gives 
membership brochures a more  
magazine-like appearance. 

Promotional brochure
We recommend the incorporation  
of secondary colors as appropriate in 
promotional brochures. 
 
The basic layout is neat, clear, and  
is brought to life by the use of fonts 
and targeted color accents.

A4 membership brochure

A4 promotional brochure

Excellence in 
facial surgery 
across the 
specialties

Discover 
the world of 
AO CMF

Keep on learning—
Expand your experience

Excellence in 
facial surgery 
across the 
specialties

Education
Research & D

evelopm
ent

C
om

m
unity

Innovation

Discover 
the world of 
AO CMF

Keep on learning—
Expand your experience

Excellence in 
facial surgery 
across the 
specialties

Discover 
the world of 
AO CMF

Keep on learning—
Expand your experience

Color index code to point out  the 
content structure

Standard version Standard version

Standard version in AO blue Use of secondary colors Use of secondary colors
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Brochures 
Content pages, grid A4

4 columns standard grid

Variations

Flexible

A simple, four-column grid serves as 
an invisible structure for all text page 
designs.

The grid can be applied in a variety 
of ways, responding to text type and 
length.

Successful layout exploits the 
tension between bold headlines and 
calmly presented body text.

1 AO Entity Brochre title 2

3 AO Entity Brochre title 4 5 AO Entity Brochre title 6 7 AO Entity Brochre title 8
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Brochures 
Content pages, examples A4

Simplify to improve  
readability

Comprehensive or complex brochures 
should be made as easy to  
understand as possible for the  
audience.

The basic layout should be reduced 
and focused on an intuitive presentation 
of the content. 

The most important content should  
be clearly visible.

Level Promenade

A  Aspen 1
B  Aspen 2
1  Foyer C2
C  Landwasser (Discussion groups)
2  Office 31

Level Mezzanine

D  Chamonix
3  Foyer B3
E  Grialetsch
F  Parsenn
G  Pischa

Level Kurpark

H  Dischma (Lecture Hall)
I  Flüela
4  Forum
5  Foyer B2
6  Foyer C1
J  Jakobshorn
K  Sanada 1
L  Sanada 2
M  Schwarzhorn
N  Seehorn
O  Sertig
P  Strela Rinerhorn
Q  Wisshorn (Faculty Support Center)

Level Talstrasse

R  Altein
S  Davos
T  Ducan
7  Foyer B1
8  Studio

WC

WC

WC

AO World

Main Entrance

Industry  
exhibition

Faculty Lounge

WC

WC

The AO Foundation’s flagship educational 
event, the Davos Courses, offer surgeons at 
all stages of their career outstanding educa-
tional and networking opportunities. Experi-
ence this pioneering spirit of peer-to-peer 
collaboration and skills that will help advance 
your career. This year the AO Foundation 
celebrates it’s 60th anniversary and there will 
be several special events during the Davos 
Courses 2019 to mark 60 years of transform-
ing surgery and changing lives. 

2 Mission | Purpose statement
The AO principles of fracture management

3 Welcome

6 Course structure
Goal of the course
Target participants
Learning objectives
Course description

7 Chairpersons | Faculty

8 Self-directed learning modules– 
Learning objectives

9 Self-directed learning modules– 
Chairpersons and faculty

14 Sunday, December 2, 2019
Monday, December 3, 2019

16 Tuesday, December 4, 2019

21 Wednesday, December 5, 2019

22 Thursday, December 6, 2019

26 Friday, December 7, 2019

27 Event organization
Event venue and opening times

28 Exhibitions | Sponsors

29 Business center | Wireless network

30 Event information

31 AO Foundation— 
Principles of AO Educational Events

32 AO Research Institute Davos (ARI)

33 Upcoming AO Courses—Davos 2019

1

2

AB

C

E D

G

F

3

5

4

6

P

J

L K Q N M O I H

7

8

R T

S
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Module 2
Moderator: R Wilber
Evidence-based management of fixation techniques of distal femoral fractures
15:20–15:30 Biomechanical comparison between plating and nailing of distal 

femoral fractures
G Berry

15:30–15:45 Evidence-based clinical results in fixation of distal femoral fractures, 
including Hoffa

V Phiphobmongkol

15:45–16:05 Coffe break

Location: 1  Foyer C2
RED TEAM (two teams run parallel)

16:05–18:00 AO Skills Lab A
Note: participants spend 10 minutes at each station,  
then rotate 20 minutes. Coffee break after fifth run.

Station A: Torque measurement of bone screws M Abdalla

Station B: Soft-tissue penetration during drilling O Gonzalez Riveros

Station C: Heat generation during drilling K Dresing

Station D: Mechanics of bone fractures J Tabachnik

Station E: Techniques of reduction, part 1 Y Weil

Station F: Techniques of reduction, part 2 M Verhofstad, D Hahn

Station G: Mechanics of intramedullary fixation D Donegan

Station H: Mechanics of plate fixation N Kulachote, O Koch

Station J: Fracture healing and plate fixation U Ozkaya

Station K: Difficult implant removal R Christian

Location: 5  Foyer B2
GREEN TEAM (two teams run parallel)

16:05–18:00 AO Skills Lab B
Note: participants spend 10 minutes at each station,  
then rotate 20 minutes. Coffee break after fifth run.

Station A: Torque measurement of bone screws M Abdalla

Station B: Soft-tissue penetration during drilling O Gonzalez Riveros

Station C: Heat generation during drilling K Dresing

Station D: Mechanics of bone fractures J Tabachnik

Station E: Techniques of reduction, part 1 Y Weil

Station F: Techniques of reduction, part 2 M Verhofstad, D Hahn

Station G: Mechanics of intramedullary fixation D Donegan

Station H: Mechanics of plate fixation N Kulachote, O Koch

Station J: Fracture healing and plate fixation U Ozkaya

Station K: Difficult implant removal R Christian

Sunday
Dec 1, 2019

15:00 Opening of the Congress Center

15:00–17:00 Registration of participants

17:00–18:00 Opening ceremony

18:00–19:00 Founder’s Reception

Monday
Dec 2, 2019

Location: H  Dischma
Distal femur and patella
08:00–08:15 Welcome and introduction to the course and today’s module A Khoury

08:15–08:25 Learning objectives and failures to be avoided C Coles

08:25–08:30  Change to discussion groups

08:30–10:00 Discussion group 1 
Fixation techniques for challenging distal femoral fractures
Group 21 – Landwasser 21 
Group 22 – Landwasser 22 
Group 23 – Landwasser 23 
Group 34 – Dischma

M Abdel Karim, G Berry, 
MA Altamirano Cruz, R Wilber, 
C Cooke, C Coles, M Camuso, 
V Phiphobmongkol

10:00–10:05  Change to lecture hall

10:05–10:20 Reduction and fixation of distal femoral fractures, advanced reduction 
techniques, and tips

R Wilber

Module 1
Moderator: C Cooke
Surgical approaches to the distal femur
10:20–10:40 Lateral approach, and transarticular approach and retrograde plate 

osteosynthesis (TARPO)—indications and hazards
A Khoury

10:40–11:00 Medial approach—indications and hazards M Abdel Karim

11:00–11:45 Lunch break

11:45–12:05  Transfer to the hospital  
Meeting point 11:45 main entrance congress center

12:05–12:15 Preparation for anatomical specimen laboratory

12:15–15:00 Anatomical specimen laboratory— 
surgical approaches to the distal femur
Lateral approach variations like TARPO
Medial approach

All faculty

M Abdel Karim
A Khoury

15:00–15:20  Transfer to the congress center  
Meeting point 15:00 main entrance hospital

3 AO Trauma Basic Principles of Fracture Management 4

Mission
The AO’s mission is promoting excellence in 
patient care and outcomes in trauma and 
musculoskeletal disorders.

Purpose statement
AO Trauma is committed to improve patient 
care outcomes through the highest quality 
education. We strive to combine the right 
knowledge and surgical skills that empower 
the orthopedic and trauma surgeons to put 
theory into practice and to improve fracture 
management for the benefi t of the patient. 

The AO principles of fracture management

1 2 3 4

Fracture reduction and 
fixation to restore  
anatomical relationships.

Fracture fixation providing 
absolute or relative stability, 
as required by the “per-
sonality” of the fracture,  
the patient, and the injury.

Preservation of the blood 
supply to soft-tissues and 
bone by gentle reduction 
techniques and careful 
handling.

Early and safe mobilization 
and rehabilitation of the 
injured part and the patient 
as a whole.

Welcome 
Dear AO Trauma course participant, 
We are honored to welcome you to the  
AO Trauma Europe Masters Course— 
Articular Fractures around the Shoulder 
and Elbow. We hope you will enjoy your 
course and the entire experience. 
What is AO Trauma? 
We are a ”clinical division“—a community for trauma and orthopedics within the AO Foundation. 
As a clinical division we aim to integrate and align applied and clinical research, education, 
and community development functions into one direction—AO Trauma for the benefit of our 
members, stakeholders, and patients. 

How AO Trauma benefits you?
By working as a single team we focus and leverage our resources, expertise, and skills to 
create and deliver new and greater value to our members. 

What does this mean in education?
AO Trauma is committed to providing you the best possible educational experience by con-
tinuously embracing and introducing new educational techniques to help you learn and more 
effectively implement your knowledge for the benefit of your patients. 

Why join AO Trauma?
Joining AO Trauma means you are part of the trauma and orthopedic community within the 
AO. AO Trauma will help you develop lifelong friendships and relationships. We will help you 
access our “knowledge network” and take part in new opportunities that advance trauma care. 

Yours sincerely, 

PS: Your experiences with us, over the next few days, will result in the realization of new and 
meaningful knowledge, skills, and understanding that we hope will translate into improved 
patient care.

Wa’el Taha 
Chairperson AO Trauma 
Education Commission 

Kodi Kojima
Chairperson AO Trauma
International Board

Jonathan Monk
Chairperson AO Trauma
EU Education Committee

15 AO Trauma Basic Principles of Fracture Management 16

Sunday
Dec 1, 2019

Location: A  Aspen 1 and B  Aspen 2, House C
08:00—08:30 AO Spine opening session B Ashman

Moderator: A Parajon
Introduction to the microdecompression course module—part I
08:30–08:45 Welcome to course module—introduction to MISS microsurgical 

techniques
A Parajon

08:45–09:00 Integration of microscope into surgical flow A Parajon

09:00–09:15 How to use microsurgical tools N Taboada

09:15–09:30 Evidence for tubular techniques LG Dal Oglio da Rocha

09:30–09:45 Navigation and MISS J Timothy

09:45–10:00 Advantages and disadvantages of microsurgical tubular techniques K Foley

10:00–10:30 Coffee break

Moderator: K Foley
Introduction to the microdecompression course module—part II
10:30–10:45 Indirect microsurgical decompression—interspinous devices J Timothy

10:45–11:00 Step-by-step microsurgical discectomy M Scholz

11:00–11:15 Step-by-step over the top decompression A Parajon

11:15–11:30 Microsurgical tubular dural repair N Taboada

11:30–11:45 Step-by-step MISS tubular TLIF R Assaker

11:45–12:00 Step-by-step cervical tubular foraminotomy K Foley

12:00–13:00 Lunch break

Location: A  Aspen 1 and B  Aspen 2, House C
13:00–14:00 Case 1–Lumbar stenosis (without spondylolisthesis)

• Indication for surgery
• Indication for decompression only vs stabilization—advantages of 

MISS vs open surgery in terms of less postoperative instability
• Surgical approaches
• Complications management

M Scholz, P Tropiano

14:00–15:00 Case 2–Lumbar spondylolisthesis and stenosis
• Indication for surgery
• Indication for decompression only vs stabilization
• Surgical approaches: TLIF, XLIF, laminectomy
• Complications management

M Scholz, P Tropiano

15:00–15:30 Coffee break

15:30–16:30 Case 3–Cervical foraminal disc
• Surgical indications
• Anterior vs posterior approach
• Fusion vs decompression
• Tubular approach vs endoscopy
• Tips and tricks

M Scholz, P Tropiano

16:30–17:30 Case 4–Lumbar synovial cyst
• Physiopathology
• Surgical indication
• Complications cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leak
• Tubular contralateral approach
• The need for instrumentation and fusion vs excision only
• Other MISS options (punction)

M Scholz, P Tropiano

13:00–17:30

Coffee break
15:00–15:30

Practical exercises (parallel session)
• Over the top laminectomy, ipsilateral decompression
• Over the top laminectomy, contralateral decompression
• Microdiscectomy
• CSF leak repair

A Parajon, K Foley,
LG Dal Oglio da Rocha,
R Assaker, N Taboada,
J Timothy

Location: ↗  Hotel Ameron, Room Symondpark I
17:45–18:45 The good, the bad, and the ugly— 

a case that taught me a lesson in microdecompression
R Assaker, K Foley, J Timothy

Endoscopy and Percutaneous Fixation

Floor plan and contents Introduction pages

Course scheduleCourse schedule

Expample Davos Courses brochure
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Brochures 
Content pages, examples A4

5 6AO CMF MEMBERSHIP Discover the world of AO CMF

Innovations Educational 
Resources

We are always looking ahead, spotting new and 
evolving medical technologies before they  
become common practice. How can tomorrow’s 
technologies help us to improve patient care  
today? This question guides our approach in all  
innovation initiatives we engage in.

AO CMF is very active in producing a variety  
of educational resources

INSIGHTS CMF — a new way of  
getting customized information
Since its launch in September 2015, INSIGHTS CMF has 
fast become the go-to medical knowledge platform for CMF 
surgeons. Users can now get the full INSIGHTS experience 
on any device of their choosing. Apart from being universal, 
Medical Insights is now working towards an even higher de-
gree of personalization: CMF surgeons hungering for knowl-
edge can soon expect to get relevant information and news 
updates conveniently delivered to their inboxes. With IN-
SIGHTS CMF you get personalized digests, in-depth search 
capabilities, evolving source base, in-app translation and 
addition benefits for AO CMF members. Download INSIGHTS 
CMF and start simplifying your professional medical life—it’s 
free!

Virtual surgical simulation—a vision of the AO
High-tech simulation tools that are used to train pilots and 
ensure appropriate knowledge and skills to be truly safe, are 
now driving innovation in surgery and medical education. 

AO CMF has taken a lead in assessing virtual surgical simula-
tion as a means of helping junior surgeons to learn complex 
medical procedures before they undertake them on real life 
patients. AO CMF is collaboratively developing cognitive and 
high-fidelity surgical planning and simulator technologies. 

The focus lies on 
• Multipurpose virtual reality simulations for training
• Metrics development (wizard)
• Transferring simulations to various platforms

Apps for cognitive teaching—learning by doing
New technological advances offer learning outside of the tra-
ditional setting. Following the surgical mantra “the decision 
comes before the incision” AO CMF has participated in the 
development of an app that takes cognitive teaching of surgi-
cal skills to the next level. This surgery simulation app, called 
“Touch Surgery”, enables users to practice surgery anytime, 
anywhere. In the app’s training mode, surgeons can learn op-
erations in a step-by-step manner with 3D graphics simulating 
realistic surgical environments. In test mode, users can track 
their results and measure their progress, which can also be 
shared with classmates and work colleagues.

For further information, please visit our homepage:  
www.aocmf.org or contact  info@aocmf.org

The AO CMF Manual
“Principles of Internal Fixation of the 
Craniomaxillofacial Skeleton” – The 
AO CMF manual was launched in 
September 2012. Through its 
pioneering approach, the manual 
showcases the most recent surgical 
advances and latest developments in 
CMF surgery.

Publications
The “Journal of Craniomaxillofacial 
Trauma & Reconstruction” (JCMTR) 
covers the interests of specialists 
working in dentistry, facial plastic 
surgery, neurosurgery, ophthalmology, 
oral and maxillofacial surgery, otolaryn-
gology, plastic and reconstructive 
surgery, and trauma surgery.

NEW—CMTR Open
As companion journal to JCMTR, 
CMTR Open is our new open access 
journal publishing case reports and 
original articles covering all aspects of 
surgery of the head, face and jaw. It is 
targeted at specialists working in 
ophthalmology, oral and maxillofacial 
surgery, otolaryngology, plastic and 
reconstructive surgery, dentistry, facial 
plastic surgery and trauma surgery.
With ScienceDirect, AO CMF grants its 
members access to diverse journals, 
as well as current and archived issues.
AO Dialogue serves as the newsletter 
for the AO surgeon network, providing 
information from across the AO 
Foundation.
The TK System Innovations magazine 
compiles the latest AO-approved prod-
ucts and treatment techniques, in 
accordance with AO’s philosophy.

NEW—ARONJ Book
AO CMF is excited to announce the 
release of its latest research publica-
tion called Antiresorptive Drug-related 
Osteonecrosis of the Jaw (ARONJ)—a 
Guide to Research. Free download for 
AO CMF members.

CaseBase 
AO CMF offers a platform for members 
to post and discuss clinical cases. This 
tool improves outcomes through 
knowledge sharing and communica-
tion. Together with other AO CMF 
colleagues, solutions to problems can 
be proposed. 

Surgery Reference
This online reference tool is a huge 
repository of surgical knowledge, 
consisting of more than 7,000 pages, 
detailing hundreds of procedures and 
approaches, with illustrations, photos, 
videos, and clinical reports. It is highly 
popular among surgeons and the most 
used online educational tool. 

Videos 
In collaboration with the AO education 
and visual media team, AO CMF 
produces multimedia teaching and 
learning materials, live-webcasts, and 
event coverage for educational 
purposes worldwide.

AO CMF Classification System 
The new comprehensive AO CMF 
classification system for fractures in 
the adult craniomaxillofacial skeleton 
is organized into anatomic modules. 
This allows for a systematic fracture 
classification following a step-by-step 
hierarchical approach. Using this 
approach, the level of complexity is 
adjusted according to the user’s 
clinical needs and a classifier software 
supports the clinician. 

INSIGHTS CMF App
AO CMF and Medical Insights AG have 
teamed up to create INSIGHTS CMF, 
an app that keeps surgeons and 
clinical experts up-to-date on the 
latest CMF studies, scientific articles 
and publications, training programs, 
congresses and events. AO CMF 
members receive exclusive access to 
AO CMF line and full text articles. 
Download INSIGHTS CMF and start 
simplifying your professional medical 
life—it’s free!

3 4AO CMF MEMBERSHIP Discover the world of AO CMF

Sponsored 
Fellowships

Curricula

AO  CMF education applies a structured planning process  
to developing curricula.

Curriculum Development Education Taskforce (CDET)
The CDET is responsible for developing a new curriculum, 
which means building new competency based course content 
for a specific target audience. The CDET consists of four in-
ternational program editors, AO CMF surgeons from around 
the world mandated by the AO CMF international board. The 
chairperson of each AO CMF region acts as a regional program 
contributor and subsequently reviews the CDET’s work to en-
sure the curriculum can also be implemented in their region. 

Curriculum Implementation
After approval by the AO CMF international board, all resourc-
es required to implement the new program have to be defined  
or developed. Course and faculty support material are essen-
tial for launching the new curriculum. This may include:

• A specific course package for faculty and organizer with:  
implementation guide for course chairs, program 
templates, list of practical exercises, case library to run 
small group discussions, standardized lecture on the 
AO’s History, AO CMF and AO CMF membership, faculty 
guides and checklists.

• Learning resources for participants: AO Surgery Refer-
ence, prerecorded webinars, webcasts, online videos, 
books and book chapters.

Specific faculty training programs can support a smooth im-
plementation of the new curriculum. All parties involved in the 
organization of an educational event have to be informed and 
briefed, as their work may also be impacted by the new cur-
riculum.

A unique experience for surgeons 
The AO CMF fellowship program, under the  
guidance of AO experts, provides a gateway to  
the worldwide AO CMF network. It offers a  
unique opportunity for surgeons to advance their 
training and gain expertise in the entire scope  
of CMF surgical procedures. Cross-pollination  
and networking opportunities with other CMF  
specialties across the AO’s global community  
are fostered.

A framework for educational planning  
AO CMF’s high quality approach to educational  
offerings contributes significantly to the AO’s goal  
of improving patient care. In order to achieve the  
highest quality, and to have the greatest educational 
impact, AO CMF is in the process of designing  
and implementing curricula to ensure we deliver 
competency-based educational activities.

How is a new standardized program  
for an educational event developed?

1  Patient problems and a target audience are  
identified, and the competencies developed.

2  Learning objectives are defined, appropriate  
to the intended level of outcomes.

3  Appropriate educational methods  
(lectures, case discussions, practical exercises)  
are defined.

4  Modules are built and timings proposed.

5  The newly established program and support 
documents are finalized by the international 
program editors for review and feedback.

6  The CDET reviews existing resources and makes  
a recommendation for new educational resources 
(e.g. a new teaching video).

7  The AO CMF international board approves  
the new program and decides on new educational 
resources.

8  The new curriculum is piloted and then implemented 
in all regions.

AO CMF Host Clinics
AO CMF host clinics are located  
around the world:
Asia Pacific China, India, South Korea,  

Thailand, Taiwan

Europe &   
Southern Africa

Austria, France, Germany, Spain, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom

Middle East &  
Northern Africa

Iran

Latin America Chile, Mexico

North America USA

Eligibility
• Surgeons who have either completed one certified 

AO CMF facial trauma course or an AO CMF advanced 
course are eligible to apply.

• AO CMF membership is requested.
• Demand is high and spaces are limited. Unfortunately, 

not all applicants may be selected. The application 
window for the subsequent year always opens in April. 

Organization
AO CMF places approximately 60 fellows per year. All appli-
cants will receive a response. Accepted fellowship applicants 
will receive a confirmation by AO CMF, and be put into contact 
with the host clinic.

Duration
Applicants can select a fellowship program lasting between 4 
to 8 weeks.

Funding
Fellows will receive funding to cover their accommodation and 
meals. The fellow is responsible for all travel expenses.

For further information, please contact  
 fellowship@aocmf.org

2017
62 Fellowships
from 21 different
countries

3  Europe &   
Southern Africa

11  Middle East &  
Northern Africa

20 Latin America

0 North America

28 Asia

2017: the most fellows applied from India,
followed by the Philippines and Brazil.
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Sponsored 
Fellowships

A unique experience for surgeons 
The AO CMF fellowship program, under the  
guidance of AO experts, provides a gateway to  
the worldwide AO CMF network. It offers a  
unique opportunity for surgeons to advance their 
training and gain expertise in the entire scope  
of CMF surgical procedures. Cross-pollination  
and networking opportunities with other CMF  
specialties across the AO’s global community  
are fostered.

AO CMF Host Clinics
AO CMF host clinics are located  
around the world:
Asia Pacific China, India, South Korea,  

Thailand, Taiwan

Europe &   
Southern Africa

Austria, France, Germany, Spain, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom

Middle East &  
Northern Africa

Iran

Latin America Chile, Mexico

North America USA

Eligibility
• Surgeons who have either completed one certified 

AO CMF facial trauma course or an AO CMF advanced 
course are eligible to apply.

• AO CMF membership is requested.
• Demand is high and spaces are limited. Unfortunately, 

not all applicants may be selected. The application 
window for the subsequent year always opens in April. 

Organization
AO CMF places approximately 60 fellows per year. All appli-
cants will receive a response. Accepted fellowship applicants 
will receive a confirmation by AO CMF, and be put into contact 
with the host clinic.

Duration
Applicants can select a fellowship program lasting between 4 
to 8 weeks.

Funding
Fellows will receive funding to cover their accommodation and 
meals. The fellow is responsible for all travel expenses.

For further information, please contact  
 fellowship@aocmf.org

2017
62 Fellowships
from 21 different
countries

3  Europe &   
Southern Africa

11  Middle East &  
Northern Africa

20 Latin America

0 North America

28 Asia

2017: the most fellows applied from India,
followed by the Philippines and Brazil.
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Brochures 
Content pages, examples A4

Why do surgeons seek out AO events?
AO Trauma is renowned for its dedication to  
continuing professional development (CPD) for 
surgeons and operating room personnel (ORP) 
around the world: high-quality events delivered  
by exceptional faculty.

Investing resources into faculty development and manage-
ment has been critical in establishing our reputation. Through 
the Faculty Education Program (FEP), clinical experts are given 
the tools and skills to become better teachers, making them 
experts in education.

Progressing through the different faculty roles requires a deep 
interest in and commitment to education and learning. Facul-
ty and chairperson positions have a nomination or recommen-
dation element, followed by selection or approval and assess-
ment.

We are always looking for faculty with the following characteristics:

• Expertise in clinical care  
• Excellent communication and teaching skills
• High motivation 
• Proven teaching performance

It is no secret that faculty development for surgeons is a key 
to success in teaching roles, but it also provides opportunities 
for faculty to challenge themselves while advancing their  
careers and getting to know like-minded surgeons. 

This booklet contains the latest information about the  
AO Trauma faculty career path and will help you navigate 
through the requirements for your career progression in  
education.

Wa’el Taha 
Chairperson 
AO Trauma Education 
Commission

Michael Sirkin
Faculty Management
AO Trauma Education 
Commission

AO Trauma is committed to improving 
patient care outcomes through high- 
quality education. We strive to combine 
the right knowledge and surgical skills  
that empower orthopedic and trauma 
surgeons to put theory into practice,  
and to improve fracture management  
to improve patients’ lives.

Kodi Kojima
Chairperson 
AO Trauma International Board

Abbreviations
AO TEC AO Trauma Education Commission   
CEP Chairperson Education Program 
CoP  Community of Practice 
CP  Coaching Program 
FEP  Faculty Education Program  
LEP  Leader Education Program 
RETT Regional Education Teams Training

The AO’s mission is  
promoting excellence  
in patient care and  
outcomes in trauma  
and musculoskeletal  
disorders. 

“Faculty is the heart and  
 brain of any educational  
 activity.”

2 Why do surgeons seek out AO events?

5 How do I become a faculty member?

6 What do AO Trauma faculty and event 
chairpersons do?

7 AO Trauma faculty values

9 How do I become a chairperson?

10 Overview of AO Trauma criteria for guest speakers, 
faculty, chairpersons, and coaches

12 Faculty Education Program

13 Chairperson Education Program

14 Leader Education Program

15 Continuum of roles
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What do AO Trauma faculty and event  
chairpersons do? 

The various roles of AO Trauma faculty
AO Trauma faculty are responsible for delivering high-impact 
lectures, instructing participants at practical exercise tables, 
and facilitating discussions. Faculty set and communicate 
reasonable expectations and motivate learners by encourag-
ing interaction and providing appropriate feedback within their 
different roles. Faculty for AO Trauma educational events  
cover different roles and activities, such as:

• Lecturer: disseminates critical information, introduces 
concepts or ideas which will be developed through small 
group discussions and practical exercises. Lecturers 
connect with audiences, capture their attention and 
promote understanding by presenting state-of-the-art 
lessons

• Small group discussion facilitator: moderates and 
guides an interactive discussion of clinical cases, 
promoting discussions and keeping the session focused 
on learning objectives

• Table instructor: works with the practical director to 
ensure that individualized instruction and support are 
given to all participants 

• Practical director: sets up and introduces the practical 
exercises

• Moderator: supports the lecturers by introducing and 
linking the different presentations and by facilitating 
panel discussions, helps to answer participants’  
questions and summarizes the session

In addition to the individual roles, faculty also manage time and 
logistics for the different event activities. 

The responsibilities of an event  
chairperson
Chairpersons must successfully develop, plan and lead an 
educational event of the highest quality. Their responsibilities 
include various tasks, such as:

• Specifying the target group, and identifying overall goals 
and objectives for the event

• Compiling a competency-based program consisting of 
key learning outcomes and teaching methods

• Selecting the best-qualified faculty members in terms of 
their clinical experience and their teaching capabilities, 
according to the event rules

• Working in partnership and collaborating with industrial 
partners as necessary

• Leading, guiding and supporting all faculty members, 
ensuring complete alignment among all parties

• Using assessment data to adjust content and share data 
with faculty members

Practical 
director

Lecturer

Course 
chairperson

Small group 
discussion  
facilitator

Moderator

Table  
instructor

AO Trauma faculty values:
Educate, learn from friends and become a leader 

First and foremost, AO Trauma is a faculty organization. Our 
faculty has formed networks from the earliest days on, and we 
pride ourselves on the family spirit and the camaraderie that 
make the AO so special. 

Thus, when we speak about the value proposition AO Trauma 
holds for its current and potential faculty, the first core value 
that comes to mind is friendship, the camaraderie that is so 
tangible among our members, and the personal and profes-
sional networks that develop over the course of a faculty career, 
both locally and internationally.

The whole of our faculty edifice is built on opportunities for 
teaching. AO Trauma offers courses with local, international, 
and global participants and faculty, covering resident education 
topics all the way to master surgeon discussions. We try to 
organize our faculty pool in such a way that each member has 
ample opportunity for teaching in the formats at which they 
excel.

Personal and professional development is another of our core 
values. Next to the personal development that comes with 
teaching to large and specialized audiences, we have formal-
ized faculty development programs for each stage of the fac-
ulty career path, complemented by our coaching program that 
is designed to foster your growth as an educator. Our faculty 
and chairperson education programs are a key to AO Trauma’s 
successful courses, but they also provide opportunities for our 
faculty to challenge themselves while advancing their careers.

Finally, AO Trauma faculty have always been natural leaders. 
We select from the best educators to teach in our courses, 
and faculty development and international experience contin-
ue to propel our faculty on their professional trajectories.  
AO  Trauma consciously and purposefully invests in academic 
development and excellence to ensure that our educational 
offerings remain among the best available.

5AO Trauma FACULTY CAREER PATH

The path to becoming an AO Trauma faculty 
member entails the following six steps:

1

2
4

5
6

Enter the national pool  
of eligible candidates

Teach as faculty 
in one to two 
educational events

Be evaluated

Get approved by  
national council  
based on documented 
feedback

Attend the FEP

Faculty career pathway: progression  
of learning
Effective educators exemplify and promote lifelong learning. 
Through the evolution of teaching skills, faculty advance 
through different levels of educational responsibilities. Devel-
oped solely for this role, AO’s Faculty Education Program (FEP) 
offers the opportunity to refresh and energize your teaching 
know-how.

Requirements: minimum criteria 
Your faculty career starts by fulfilling the following minimum 
requirements:

• AO Trauma membership
• Completed AO Trauma Basic Principles and Advanced 

Principles of Fracture Management courses
• Minimum of 50 percent of practice in orthopedic trauma
• Application form for faculty completed  

(including current CV)
• Letters of recommendation from two members of  

AO Trauma faculty
• Additional regional criteria, where applicable

How do I become a faculty member?
Faculty are carefully selected and prepared  
for their educational responsibilities. The  
process to becoming faculty is defined by  
moving through predetermined steps, and  
gaining confidence through training and  
experience at face-to-face events.  
Assessment, feedback, and self-evaluation  
support faculty in their educational ambitions.

AO Trauma faculty career path

1 National pool of eligible candidates 
After selection, you will be part of a national 
faculty candidate pool.

2 Demand-based recruitment from pool
Recruitment of new faculty candidates from the 
pool will take place only when additional faculty 
are needed.
First-time faculty should teach in the AO Trauma 
Course—Basic Principles of Fracture Management 
before teaching any other course.

3 Teach as faculty in one to two educational events
After recruitment, you must teach at one to  
two educational events amongst experienced  
AO Trauma faculty.

4 Evaluation feedback
You will be evaluated during the first teaching 
assignments.

5 Approval by national council based on  
documented feedback
The national council recommends you for 
participation in the FEP if your continuous 
assessment is positive.

6 FEP
You participate in the FEP for further development 
of your teaching skills.

AO Trauma faculty member
After completion of the FEP, you become an 
official member of the AO Trauma faculty. The 
goal is to have another teaching assignment 
within one year after completion of the FEP. 
Regional and international assignments are by 
invitation only.

3
Get recruited  
from pool

Faculty career pathway
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Faculty Education Program (FEP)
Learning specific teaching skills: The FEP  
promotes effective learning by supporting the 
development of effective educators. Relevant  
evidence-based workshops give participants  
the opportunity to concentrate on improving  
educational skills, knowledge, and expertise.

Goals of the FEP
Designed to train AO faculty, the FEP provides the framework 
to explore a variety of teaching methods. This program  
concentrates on practical skills rather than on theory, guiding 
faculty through the specifics needed to deliver high-impact 
lectures, facilitate interactive discussion groups, and instruct 
effectively at practical exercise tables. After completing the 
FEP, participants will be able to apply the core educational 
competencies by assuming a faculty role on an AO Trauma 
event.

Program description

1 Online preperations: five weeks prior to the 
face-to-face event
In these five weeks, participants are required to 
complete a self-assessment, conduct online 
study and engage in online discussion. The 
intention is to give a foundation and reach a 
common understanding of how adults learn, 
giving a lecture, running practical exercises, and 
leading group discussions. Participants are 
encouraged to use the online platform to get to 
know their fellow participants and start interacting 
with each other.

2 Face-to-face event: one and a half days
The face-to-face event begins with an interactive 
morning session that establishes an understand-
ing of quality education at AO courses. In the 
following sessions each participant gives a 
seven-minute presentation, facilitates a ten-minute 
discussion group, and runs a practical exercise. 
After these presentations, discussion groups, and 
practicals, the participant receives detailed 
feedback from the group and the faculty/educator. 

3 Online follow-up: one week
These activities start with a self-assessment 
followed by contributions made to an ongoing 
online discussion.

Target audience and prerequisites
Participants are new or existing faculty  
who fulfill the following requirements:
• AO Trauma member
• Assignment as faculty to an AO Trauma 

event within 3-6 months of FEP  
completion

• Completion of the AO Trauma Course—
Basic Principles of Fracture Management 
and the AO Trauma Course— 
Advanced Principles of Fracture  
Management

• Recommendation by the AO Trauma  
national council

• Good working knowledge of the  
language in which the FEP is being  
taught

Chairperson Education Program (CEP)
Developing a new skill set: The CEP is targeted  
at experienced faculty members who have an  
upcoming chairperson assignment and have  
already completed the FEP.

Goals of the CEP
Upon program completion, participants can apply the key  
principles of curriculum design and management. They will 
base their instructional design on problem identification, 
needs assessment of target learners, learning objectives,  
educational methods, evaluation and feedback. The program 
encourages participants to work with their own course mate-
rial and implement their freshly acquired skills and knowledge 
in the areas of course development, assessment, and evalu-
ation. The program also includes topics like faculty manage-
ment, relationship with industry, and logistics.

Having learned educational principles and best practices,  
participants are positioned to succeed as chairpersons of  
AO Trauma educational events.

Target audience and prerequisites
• All course chairpersons assigned to an  

AO Trauma educational event
• Those who have completed the FEP or 

equivalent

Program description

1 Online preparations: five weeks prior to the 
face-to-face event
Preparations begin with self-assessment as well 
as online study and discussion. Program topics 
include chairperson role and tasks, addressing 
learners’ gaps, faculty management, and more. 
Interaction is encouraged via the online forums.

2 Face-to-face event: two days
This program is based on interactive sessions in 
plenary as well as small group exercises. 
Throughout the program, participants receive 
detailed feedback on their own program planning 
from their peers, the faculty and educator.

3 Online follow-up: one week
A follow up self-assessment is initiated and 
participants are encouraged to contribute to the 
ongoing online discussions.

editorial and content Illustration on entire page
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Brochures 
Cover, examples A5

Sponsorship brochures
Small brochures, including those 
about sponsorship, should be  
compact. 
 
You can play with basic design 
elements, but remember to select 
pictures carefully to make sure the 
brochure type is easy to recognize.

Classic use of basic elements Accentuated use of secondary colors No need for images and focus on typography 
and secondary colors

A5 sponsorship brochure

Improving 
patient care 
across 
species

Your guide to 
 understanding 
AO VET and 
sponsorship 
opportunities

Improving 
patient care 
across 
species

Your guide to 
 understanding 
AO VET and 
sponsorship 
opportunities

Improving 
patient care 
across 
species

Your guide 
to  under-
standing 
AO VET and 
sponsorship 
opportunities
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Brochures 
Content pages, examples A5

Set accents

Make sure small brochures contain 
easy to understand content sections. 
Use the following to guide the reader:
– clearly accentuated headlines
– structuring background colors
– prominently placed data.

Templates  
For ready-made templates  
including grid and other  
specifications, please contact:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Leaflet A5, front

Leaflet A5, back

Sponsoring opportunities
As a nonprofit organization, our success and outreach is dependent upon financial and 
product support of corporations and private sponsors. Consequently, an opportunity 
now exists for new Manufacturers and Service Providers, related directly or indirectly 
with the veterinary profession, to partner with AOVET as Education Sponsors for our 
educational events and aid in our mission of improving patient care across species. 

 
Education Sponsors may choose to provide non-specific financial or in-kind support 
for events, or they may elect to provide material goods (e.g. prosthesis, screws, and 
implants) of an appropriate design to satisfactorily teach the AO methods and deliver 
the educational content during one or more of our courses. For our sponsors, this is 
an outstanding opportunity to showcase your products, services, and latest innovations 
to an international, precisely targeted audience of skilled, knowledgeable profession-
als at AOVET educational events. Additionally, you will receive positive media attention 
from your association with the AO Foundation.

Founded in 1958 by  

13 visionary 
surgeons

More than  

16,000  
surgeons, operating  
room personnel,  
and scientists

Global  
network

Over 100 countries

Showcase to an  

precisely  
targeted  
audience

Educational events with  

huge  
audience

Improving 
patient care 
across 
species

Your guide to 
 understanding  
AO VET and  
sponsorship  
opportunities

 Technical Commission

AO VET has the following objectives:

Friendly exchange of experiences in the field of  
trauma and orthopedics, in close cooperation with 
colleagues working in the field of human medicine

Please see separate leaflet for price indications for sponsoring privileges  
or contact us: info@aovet.org or under +41 81 414 25 55

Establishment of principles for the operative  
and non-operative treatment of musculoskeletal 
disorders in animals

The worldwide promotion of, and assistance with, 
courses and other training, based on the principles  
and practice of the AO methods for veterinarians, 
veterinary students and nursing staff

Experimental and clinical research in the entire  
field of disorders of the musculoskeletal system

Maintenance of accurate case records for the  
purpose of studying outcomes

What we do 
AO VET’s mission is to advance the practice of veterinary 
surgery to improve patient outcomes. This is accomplished 
by building a network of professionals with this common 
goal and a love of orthopedics and teaching, to share their 
experiences, their knowledge, and their expertise in a more 
collegial and collaborative way.

These are privileges for sponsors  
for educational events:

Who we are 
AO VET is an independent nonprofit organization that 
 represents a global network of surgeons, scientists,  
and other professionals highly specialized in the field  
of veterinary surgery of the musculoskeletal system.

Alongside its strong focus on education, 
AO  VET key activities lie in the areas of 
community development, research and 
development, and the Technical Commis-
sion (TK system).

AO VET is one of the four Clinical Divisions 
of the AO Foundation, the world’s pre- 
eminent educator in orthopedics. Founded 
in 1958 by 13 visionary surgeons, AO today 
fosters one of the most extensive networks 
of currently more than 16,000 surgeons, 
operating room personnel, and scientists 
in over 100 countries.

 Community 

  Research & Development

 Education Privileges Individual 
selection

bronze 
package

silver 
package

gold 
package

diamond 
package

Recognized as an 
official partner in  
the AO VET program 
brochure

× × × × ×

Booth space in  
course exhibition area × × × × ×
Insert in the  
course bag × × × × ×
Advertisement in  
the course program 
(half page)

× × ×

Advertisement in  
the course program 
(full page)

× × ×

Promotional video 
exhibited during  
the event (in breaks)

× × × ×

Company logo on 
printed / digital course 
materials (hand out)

× × × ×

Lanyards for  
name badges × × ×
Sponsored 
coffee break × × ×
Sponsored lunch × × ×
Sponsored  
course dinner × ×

Download additional  
guidelines: 
– Brochure guidelines
brand.aofoundation.org
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Print ads 
Introduction

Targeted communication

Print ads are used in medical  
magazines or in course programs to 
promote a variety of AO benefits, such 
as a membership or a key service 
offering.

There are two main types of ads:

Membership ads
Membership ads refer to the  
advantages and benefits of being 
a member of the respective clinical 
division/unit.  
The strict grid defines the frame for 
the layout. The contents and key  
messages are adapted to target  
audiences.

Alternative promotions
Alternative promotion ads are used to 
clearly and concisely promote other 
benefits offered by the AO, such as 
courses, tools, and services. The strict 
grid defines the frame for the layout. 
The grid and the footer are predefined, 
the layout depends on the individual 
content.

Membership ads Alternative promotion category ads

AO Trauma membership
Driving excellence 
and empowering 
the next generation

Discover the advantages of joining the leading global trauma and orthopedic 
community, providing its members with education, research and networking 
opportunities worldwide. Join us and share your passion.

Apply
for membership 

www.aotrauma.org

AO Trauma | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | CH–7270 Davos
Phone +41 81 414 21 11 | Fax +41 81 414 22 80 | info@aotrauma.org

www.aotrauma.org

Events 2020
Courses & seminars 

AO Recon Course
Principles of Total Hip and 
Knee Arthroplasty
Asia Pacific

May 04–05 Yantai, China

Jun 29–30 Jakarta, Indonesia

Sep 07–08 Jaipur, India

Oct 19–20 Zhengzhou, China

Europe & Southern Africa

May 17–18 Athens, Greece

Sep 13–14 Targu-Mures, Romania

Sep 20–21 Ljubljana, Slovenia

Nov 08–09 Moscow, Russia

Latin America

Jun 12–13 Sao Paulo, Brazil

Aug 02–03 Bogota, Colombia

Aug 08–09 Santiago, Chile

Sep 06–07 Buenos Aires, Argentina

Middle East & Northern Africa

Jul 04–05 Beirut, Lebanon

Nov 02–03 Cairo, Egypt

AO Recon Seminar
Principles of 
Shoulder Arthroplasty
Europe & Southern Africa

Nov 30 Moscow, Russia

Latin America

Aug 30 Cartagena, Colombia

AO Recon Course
Complex Total Hip and 
Knee Arthroplasty
Asia Pacific

Jun 01–02 Taipeh, Taiwan

Aug 10–11 Hangzhou, China

Europe & Southern Africa

Oct 11–12 Prague, Czech Republic

Dec 02–03 Davos, Switzerland

Latin America

Jun 14–15 Sao Paulo, Brazil

Middle East & Northern Africa

Oct 15–16 Dubai, UAE

AO Trauma / 
AO Recon Course
Comprehensive 
Periprosthetic 
Fracture Management
Europe & Southern Africa

Apr 04–06 Rijeka, Croatia

Dec 05–07 Davos, Switzerland

Latin America

Aug 05–06 Bogota, Colombia

AO Recon Webinars
Online

Jun 25 Prothesis Infections

Nov 05 Hip Dislocation

Join
preservation and 

replacement 
by AO

www.aorecon.org

AO Recon | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | CH–7270 Davos
Phone +41 81 414 21 11 | Fax +41 81 414 22 80 | info@aorecon.org

www.aorecon.org

AO Trauma membership
Driving excellence 
and empowering 
the next generation
Discover the advantages of joining the leading global trauma and orthopedic 
community, providing its members with education, research and networking 
opportunities worldwide. Join us and share your passion.

Apply
for membership 

www.aotrauma.org

AO Trauma | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | CH–7270 Davos
Phone +41 81 414 21 11 | Fax +41 81 414 22 80 | info@aotrauma.org

www.aotrauma.org

Standard version Variation of layout Alternative promotion ads for events such as 
courses and seminars
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Print ads 
Basic structure

Flexible structure

The layout is based on a simple  
three-part grid and consists of a fixed 
and a variable part.

Fixed part
The fixed part includes all sender  
information. The structure and placement 
are always the same. Depending on 
the usage, the social media icons can 
be adapted or supplemented.

Variable part
The variable part covers all messaging 
needs. In addition to the central image 
window and the headline placed on 
the top, a copy text or call to action 
(CTA) button can be added (variable 
placement).

Membership ad

AO Trauma membership
Driving excellence 
and empowering 
the next generation

Discover the advantages of joining the leading global trauma and orthopedic 
community, providing its members with education, research and networking 
opportunities worldwide. Join us and share your passion.

Apply
for membership 

www.aotrauma.org

AO Trauma | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | CH–7270 Davos
Phone +41 81 414 21 11 | Fax +41 81 414 22 80 | info@aotrauma.org

www.aotrauma.org

Headline  
First line with topic ”membership” 
Accents in semibold and light fonts

Copy text 
Option for accents in semibold and 
light fonts

URL
Address

QR-code

Social media icons 
Individual selection of icons

CTA button (optional) 
Individual visual expression based on  
the AO color range

Imagery window 
Picture or illustration

Power brand logo 
The placement of the logo in the lower 
right corner underscores the viewing 
habits on an ad format
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Print ads 
Layout principle

To the point

The clear grid creates a tidy and  
competent overall appearance.
 
The layout relies on clear content 
that is quickly comprehensible. It is 
therefore particularly important that 
the headline is kept short and crisp, 
that the image or illustration is carefully 
selected and that the copy contains  
a clear statement with a call-to-action.

Membership ad

Templates  
For ready-made templates  
including grid and other  
specifications, please contact:  
communications@aofoundation.org

AO Trauma membership
Driving excellence 
and empowering 
the next generation

Discover the advantages of joining the leading global trauma and orthopedic 
community, providing its members with education, research and networking 
opportunities worldwide. Join us and share your passion.

Apply
for membership 

www.aotrauma.org

AO Trauma | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | CH–7270 Davos
Phone +41 81 414 21 11 | Fax +41 81 414 22 80 | info@aotrauma.org

www.aotrauma.org

⅓
⅓

⅓

Protected area 
This area is reserved for fixed elements 
as well as for CTA buttons.

Copy text 
The copy runs over a maximum of 
four lines and contains a maximum of 
250 characters. Accents or claims are 
possible.

CTA button 
The call-to-action button is a flexible 
element that can be used optionally. 
The colors can be freely selected from 
the secondary color palette but should 
always visually refer to the imagery 
window. The maximum size is 34 mm.

Headline 
The headline builds from 
the bottom up to the top.  
It comprises a maximum  
of four lines, including top 
line “membership”

11 mm
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Print ads 
Membership examples

Same but different

The basic grid leaves plenty of scope 
but also creates a high degree of 
coherence in perception.

Illustrations can be used instead of 
pictures. The meaning of illustrations 
must be easy to comprehend,  
comply with the basic visual principles 
of AO and adhere to the AO colour 
range.

AO Trauma AO CMF AO VET

AO Trauma membership
Driving excellence 
and empowering 
the next generation

Discover the advantages of joining the leading global trauma and orthopedic 
community, providing its members with education, research and networking 
opportunities worldwide. Join us and share your passion.

Apply
for membership 

www.aotrauma.org

AO Trauma | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | CH–7270 Davos
Phone +41 81 414 21 11 | Fax +41 81 414 22 80 | info@aotrauma.org

www.aotrauma.org

AO VET membership
Creating a vital link 
for veterinary specialists 
across the globe

AO VET | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | CH–7270 Davos
Phone +41 81 414 21 11 | Fax +41 81 414 22 80 | info@aovet.org

www.aovet.org

Join us
for membership
www.aovet.org

Fellow-
ships

Learn

Network Visibility

Voice Safe 
money

Fellowships

Learn

Network Visibility

Voice Safe 
money

AO CMF membership benefits

AO CMF | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | CH–7270 Davos
Phone +41 81 414 21 11 | Fax +41 81 414 22 80 | info@aocmf.org

www.aocmf.org

AO CMF membership 
Join the number one 
network for oral and 
craniomaxillofacial 
experts Sign up

for membership today 
and start saving! 

Up to 10 % member 
discount on course 

registration fees.

Version with picture, copy and CTA Version with illustration and CTA Version with picture and CTA
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Print ads 
Membership examples, layout variations

Same but different

Depending on the context and use 
of the print ads, the three-part grid 
can also be used to move the image 
window up or to extend an area to 
two-thirds. 

Always make sure that the typography  
and the AO color range are used 
carefully.

AO Trauma AO CMF AO VET

AO Trauma membership
Driving excellence 
and empowering 
the next generation
Discover the advantages of joining the leading global trauma and orthopedic 
community, providing its members with education, research and networking 
opportunities worldwide. Join us and share your passion.

Apply
for membership 

www.aotrauma.org

AO Trauma | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | CH–7270 Davos
Phone +41 81 414 21 11 | Fax +41 81 414 22 80 | info@aotrauma.org

www.aotrauma.org

AO VET membership
Creating a vital link 
for veterinary specialists 
across the globe

AO VET | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | CH–7270 Davos
Phone +41 81 414 21 11 | Fax +41 81 414 22 80 | info@aovet.org

www.aovet.org

Join us
for membership
www.aovet.org

Fellow-
ships

Learn

Network Visibility

Voice Safe 
money

Fellowships

Learn

Network Visibility

Voice Safe 
money

AO CMF membership 
Join the number one 
network for oral and 
craniomaxillofacial 
experts

Sign up
for membership today 

and start saving! 
Up to 10% member 
discount on course 

registration fees.

AO CMF | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | CH–7270 Davos
Phone +41 81 414 21 11 | Fax +41 81 414 22 80 | info@aocmf.org

www.aocmf.org

Six AO CMF membership benefits

Version with picture, copy and CTA Version with illustration and CTA Version with picture and CTA
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Print ads 
Alternative promotion ads, events

Be prepared

The alternative promotion ads for 
events such as courses and seminars 
are based on the same primary grid as 
the membership ads, using the same 
typographical principles and the AO 
color range.

The course contents are listed on a 
light gray color field and can be 
 supplemented with an illustration.

The CTA button is a variable element 
and is adapted in color and  
typography according to the context.

AO Trauma AO Recon

Sharing a world 
of knowledge
The pilot continues —
Join us in Madrid, Spain
April 28 — May 1, 2020

AO Trauma Course
Foot and Ankle Reconstruction
(Course with Anatomical Specimen Dissection)

Chairpersons: Xavier Martin Oliva (ES), Mandeep Dhillon (IN)

http://AOTRAUMA10009975.aotrauma.org

AO Trauma Course
Management of Fractures 
of the Hand and Wrist
(Course with Anatomical Specimen Dissection)

Chairpersons: Alex Lluch (ES), Fabio Suárez Romero (CO)

http://AOTRAUMA10009975.aotrauma.org

AO Trauma Masters Course
Elbow Trauma
(Course with Anatomical Specimen Dissection)

Chairpersons: Lars Adolfsson (SE), Samuel Antuña (ES)

http://AOTRAUMA10009975.aotrauma.org

AO Trauma Masters Course
Osteotomies of the Lower Extremity
(Course with Anatomical Specimen Dissection)

Chairpersons: Steffen Schröter (DE), 
Hans Philipp Lobenhoffer (DE)

http://AOTRAUMA10009975.aotrauma.org

AO Trauma Masters Course
Proximal Femoral Fractures
(Course with Anatomical Specimen Dissection)

Chairpersons: Filippo Randelli (IT), Josep Muñoz Vives (AD)

http://AOTRAUMA10009975.aotrauma.org

AO Trauma

World Meeting Madrid 2020 

Join
preservation and 

replacement 
by AO

www.aotrauma.org

AO Trauma | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | CH–7270 Davos
Phone +41 81 414 21 11 | Fax +41 81 414 22 80 | info@aotrauma.org

www.aotrauma.org

Events 2020
Courses & seminars 

AO Recon Course
Principles of Total Hip and 
Knee Arthroplasty
Asia Pacific

May 04–05 Yantai, China

Jun 29–30 Jakarta, Indonesia

Sep 07–08 Jaipur, India

Oct 19–20 Zhengzhou, China

Europe & Southern Africa

May 17–18 Athens, Greece

Sep 13–14 Targu-Mures, Romania

Sep 20–21 Ljubljana, Slovenia

Nov 08–09 Moscow, Russia

Latin America

Jun 12–13 Sao Paulo, Brazil

Aug 02–03 Bogota, Colombia

Aug 08–09 Santiago, Chile

Sep 06–07 Buenos Aires, Argentina

Middle East & Northern Africa

Jul 04–05 Beirut, Lebanon

Nov 02–03 Cairo, Egypt

AO Recon Seminar
Principles of 
Shoulder Arthroplasty
Europe & Southern Africa

Nov 30 Moscow, Russia

Latin America

Aug 30 Cartagena, Colombia

AO Recon Course
Complex Total Hip and 
Knee Arthroplasty
Asia Pacific

Jun 01–02 Taipeh, Taiwan

Aug 10–11 Hangzhou, China

Europe & Southern Africa

Oct 11–12 Prague, Czech Republic

Dec 02–03 Davos, Switzerland

Latin America

Jun 14–15 Sao Paulo, Brazil

Middle East & Northern Africa

Oct 15–16 Dubai, UAE

AO Trauma / 
AO Recon Course
Comprehensive 
Periprosthetic 
Fracture Management
Europe & Southern Africa

Apr 04–06 Rijeka, Croatia

Dec 05–07 Davos, Switzerland

Latin America

Aug 05–06 Bogota, Colombia

AO Recon Webinars
Online

Jun 25 Prothesis Infections

Nov 05 Hip Dislocation

Join
preservation and 

replacement 
by AO

www.aorecon.org

AO Recon | Clavadelerstrasse 8 | CH–7270 Davos
Phone +41 81 414 21 11 | Fax +41 81 414 22 80 | info@aorecon.org

www.aorecon.org

Version with picture, copy and CTA Version with illustration and CTA
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3.4 
Books
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Logo 
Always on the top left

Grid 
Flexible grid system

Headlines 
Bold headlines and 
subtitles, always in 
AO blue

Top line “authors” 
Above the headline, 
always in the AO blue

Specific information 
Additional text elements, 
always in AO blue

Pictures 
Documentary pictures show 
the AO community at work in 
a direct and honest manner

Labels and claims 
Additional graphic elements 
or contents 

Advanced 
Craniomaxillofacial 

Surgery
Tumor, Corrective Bone 

Surgery and Trauma

Michael Ehrenfeld | Neal D Futran | Paul N Manson | Joachim Prein

Includes a  
complimentary ebook.

Books 
Cover principles

Uniform appearance

The key to our corporate design is 
the correct combination of graphic 
elements to create a consistent yet 
flexible design system. 

The basic structure is clear and easy: 
Position the logo on the top left, set 
semi-bold headlines, place pictures 
in the grid and add other content 
carefully.

Accurate, deliberate design plays with 
the white space and creates clear and 
convincing communication. The layout 
principle is simple; apply it consistently.

Book cover designTemplates  
For ready-made templates  
including grid and other  
specifications, please contact:  
communications@aofoundation.org
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Example AO CMF book cover

Templates  
For ready-made templates  
including grid and other  
specifications, please contact:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Includes a  
complimentary ebook.

Advanced 
Craniomaxillofacial 
Surgery
Tumor, Corrective Bone 
Surgery and Trauma

Michael Ehrenfeld | Neal D Futran | Paul N Manson | Joachim PreinFeaturing more than 1,100 expertly drawn illustra-
tions and images, the Advanced Craniomaxillofacial 
Surgery book is the comprehensive, highly anticipated 
follow-up to the original work on Principles of Internal 
Fixation of the Craniomaxillofacial Skeleton that was 
published in 2012. 

With detailed contributions from more than 80 re-
nowned international authors, Advanced Cranioma-
xillofacial Surgery significantly builds on the solid 
foundation laid by the previous textbook. The new 
book comprises sophisticated techniques in skeletal 
and soft-tissue analysis for the disciplines of cranio-
maxillofacial, trauma, tumor, orthognathic surgery, 
as well as facial and esthetic surgery.

The focused expertise of seven disciplines is synthe-
sized together to offer comprehensive and unique 

interdisciplinary perspectives, necessary to create 
the “team” approach fundamental to achieving the 
progress required and expected in high-level medical 
centers: oral and maxillofacial surgery, plastic and 
reconstructive surgery, otolaryngology, neurosurge-
ry, ophthalmology, oculoplastic surgery, and head 
and neck surgery. Nowhere else has there been such a 
thorough and comprehensive multispecialty approach 
presented in the head and neck region.

The advent of microvascular surgery, skeletal ana-
lysis, computerized surgical planning, personalized 
implant creation, and comprehensive radiographic 
analysis have given rise to new principles, techniques 
and possibilities, which are explored extensively in this 
new textbook. Advanced Craniomaxillofacial Surgery 
should be part of every surgeon‘s library.

Advanced Craniomaxillofacial Surgery 
Tumor, Corrective Bone Surgery and Trauma

Michael Ehrenfeld  |  Neal D Futran  |  Paul N Manson  |  Joachim Prein
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Image area 
This area is reserved for fixed picture 
elements as well as for notice buttons

Title 
The headline builds from 
the top down to the bottom.  
It comprises a maximum  
of six lines, including top 
line “authors”

46 mm

To the point

The clear grid creates a tidy and  
professional overall appearance.
 
The layout should ensure the topic is 
quickly accessed, with image and text 
coordinated harmoniously. The layout 
comes to life through a clear headline 
and carefully chosen image. 

Books 
Cover principles

½
½
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Books 
Cover examples

Educating for excellence 

AO book design offers you the option 
of using Suisse Works serif typeface in 
combination with the primary corporate 
typeface Suisse Int’l.

This helps achieve an effortless but 
unmistakably scientific and literary 
feel.

The layout of the cover is clean and 
user-oriented and adapts easily and 
intuitively to different types of content.

Includes a  
complimentary ebook.

Advanced 
Craniomaxillofacial 
Surgery
Tumor, Corrective Bone 
Surgery and Trauma

Michael Ehrenfeld | Neal D Futran | Paul N Manson | Joachim PreinFeaturing more than 1,100 expertly drawn illustra-
tions and images, the Advanced Craniomaxillofacial 
Surgery book is the comprehensive, highly anticipated 
follow-up to the original work on Principles of Internal 
Fixation of the Craniomaxillofacial Skeleton that was 
published in 2012. 

With detailed contributions from more than 80 re-
nowned international authors, Advanced Cranioma-
xillofacial Surgery significantly builds on the solid 
foundation laid by the previous textbook. The new 
book comprises sophisticated techniques in skeletal 
and soft-tissue analysis for the disciplines of cranio-
maxillofacial, trauma, tumor, orthognathic surgery, 
as well as facial and esthetic surgery.

The focused expertise of seven disciplines is synthe-
sized together to offer comprehensive and unique 

interdisciplinary perspectives, necessary to create 
the “team” approach fundamental to achieving the 
progress required and expected in high-level medical 
centers: oral and maxillofacial surgery, plastic and 
reconstructive surgery, otolaryngology, neurosurge-
ry, ophthalmology, oculoplastic surgery, and head 
and neck surgery. Nowhere else has there been such a 
thorough and comprehensive multispecialty approach 
presented in the head and neck region.

The advent of microvascular surgery, skeletal ana-
lysis, computerized surgical planning, personalized 
implant creation, and comprehensive radiographic 
analysis have given rise to new principles, techniques 
and possibilities, which are explored extensively in this 
new textbook. Advanced Craniomaxillofacial Surgery 
should be part of every surgeon‘s library.

Advanced Craniomaxillofacial Surgery 
Tumor, Corrective Bone Surgery and Trauma

Michael Ehrenfeld  |  Neal D Futran  |  Paul N Manson  |  Joachim Prein
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Includes a  
complimentary ebook.

Advanced 
Craniomaxillofacial 
Surgery
Tumor, Corrective Bone 
Surgery and Trauma

Michael Ehrenfeld
Neal D Futran
Paul N Manson
Joachim Prein

Featuring more than 1,100 expertly drawn illustra-
tions and images, the Advanced Craniomaxillofacial 
Surgery book is the comprehensive, highly anticipated 
follow-up to the original work on Principles of Internal 
Fixation of the Craniomaxillofacial Skeleton that was 
published in 2012. 

With detailed contributions from more than 80 re-
nowned international authors, Advanced Cranioma-
xillofacial Surgery significantly builds on the solid 
foundation laid by the previous textbook. The new 
book comprises sophisticated techniques in skeletal 
and soft-tissue analysis for the disciplines of cranio-
maxillofacial, trauma, tumor, orthognathic surgery, 
as well as facial and esthetic surgery.

The focused expertise of seven disciplines is synthe-
sized together to offer comprehensive and unique 

interdisciplinary perspectives, necessary to create 
the “team” approach fundamental to achieving the 
progress required and expected in high-level medical 
centers: oral and maxillofacial surgery, plastic and 
reconstructive surgery, otolaryngology, neurosurge-
ry, ophthalmology, oculoplastic surgery, and head 
and neck surgery. Nowhere else has there been such a 
thorough and comprehensive multispecialty approach 
presented in the head and neck region.

The advent of microvascular surgery, skeletal ana-
lysis, computerized surgical planning, personalized 
implant creation, and comprehensive radiographic 
analysis have given rise to new principles, techniques 
and possibilities, which are explored extensively in this 
new textbook. Advanced Craniomaxillofacial Surgery 
should be part of every surgeon‘s library.

Advanced Craniomaxillofacial Surgery 
Tumor, Corrective Bone Surgery and Trauma

Michael Ehrenfeld  |  Neal D Futran  |  Paul N Manson  |  Joachim Prein
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Standard version with picture: front, back, and spine

Alternative version with illustration
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Books 
Text pages, grid A4

six-column standard grid

Variations

Flexible

A simple, six-column grid serves as 
an invisible structure for all text page 
designs.

The grid can be applied in a variety of 
ways, responding to text type, overall 
length and pictures.

Successful layout exploits the tension 
between bold headlines and calmly 
presented body text.

1  chapter authors

book title19 AO Entity 20

1  chapter authors

book title21 AO Entity 22

1  chapter authors

book title23 AO Entity 24

1  chapter authors

book title25 AO Entity 26

1  chapter authors

book title27 AO Entity 28
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Books 
Text pages, examples

Educating for excellence 

The flexible, six-column grid organizes 
the page composition and allows  
various layout options for all needs.

P

AS

F

Gerdy tubercle

Tibialis anterior muscle

of the incision depends on the volume of the harvest required. 
In general, a 2–6 cm incision is made parallel to the iliac crest 
either over or slightly lateral to the crest. The length of the 
incision depends on the volume of the harvest required. In ge-
neral, a 2–6 cm incision is made parallel to the iliac crest either 
over or slightly lateral to the crest. The length of the incision 
depends on the volume of the harvest required. In general, a 
2–6 cm incision is made parallel to the iliac crest either over 
or slightly lateral to the crest.

The incision should be no closer than 1 cm to the ASIS to mini-
mize injury to the lateral cutaneous femoral nerve. Incision is 
made through the skin and subcutaneous tissue, then through 
Scarpa fascia. Dissection is continued to the aponeurosis over-
lying the iliac crest (Fig 1.1-2).

Being careful to incise the aponeurosis minimizes bleeding 
and facilitates reapproximation. Careful subperiosteal dissec-
tion allows excellent exposure. Avoid overzealous soft-tissue 
retraction, as this is the likely cause of injury to the lateral 
femoral cutaneous nerve in most cases. For the harvest of 
cancellous material only, the crest may be split with chisels 
and the cancellous material removed with gouges and/or cu-
rettes (Fig 1.1-3).

In pediatric patients the iliac crest is still covered with car-
tilage. The cartilage can be easily separated from the bone 
with a scalpel and reflected medially pedicled on the adjacent 
soft tissues to allow access to the bone. The cartilage can be 
easily separated from the bone with a scalpel and reflected 

medially pedicled on the adjacent soft tissues to allow access 
to the bone. The collected cancellous bone can be placed in a 
30 cc syringe and compressed to better delineate the volume 
harvested (Fig 1.1-4).

The syringe can then be placed in a lap sponge moistened with 
chilled saline solution and set aside. 
This simplifies the collection of the bone, reveals the actual 
volume obtained, and facilitates the delivery of the bone to 
the recipient site. 
However, it must be noted that cancellous bone and marrow 
should never be placed in saline solution or similar or washed 
out with saline solution to avoid loss of cells and proteins.
Placement of a resorbable hemostatic agent in the harvest 
site often controls hemorrhage such that there is no need for 
a closed suction drain. The wound is then closed in layers.

2.1.1.2  Ilium—posterior technique
The patient is positioned prone. Extreme care in positioning 
with placement of appropriate lateral chest support and careful 
rotation of the arms is important to avoid elevated ventilation 
pressures and nerve injury. The bed is flexed, and reverse 
Trendelenburg applied to keep the upper body parallel to the 
floor (Fig 1.1-5).

The surgical anatomical landmarks are then outlined with a 
marker to include the iliac crest, sacrum, and the insertion 
of the gluteus maximus muscle. Next, the operative field is 
scrubbed and then prepared and draped excluding the anal 
region from the field.

A curvilinear incision inferior to and parallel to the posterior 
iliac crest is then created. The incision should be placed 1–2 cm 
lateral to the sacroiliac joint to avoid the cluneal nerve. The 
dissection is deepened through fascia to the insertion of the 
gluteus maximus muscle. The periosteum is then incised and 
elevated exposing a triangular protuberance at the site of the 
muscle insertion (Fig 1.1-6). It is recommended that the location of 
the sciatic notch be determined by manual palpation to assure 
that no retractor is placed in its vicinity. A retractor is then 
placed to facilitate harvest. The lateral iliac cortex is removed 
with a saw and/or chisel and the underlying cancellous material 
collected with gouges and/or curettes (Fig 1.1-7).

2.1.2 Tibia
The proximal tibial metaphysis has reemerged in recent years 
as an alternative site for the harvest of cancellous bone. After 
description of the harvest procedure and its applications in 
CMF surgery, the tibia has become an accepted and frequent 
alternative to the anterior ilium for defects requiring only small 
amounts of bone. The major reported advantage is decreased 
morbidity. Reports of tibial bone harvest with local anesthesia 
and deep sedation demonstrate the simplicity of the procedure 
and the utility of the technique in CMF surgery. Cancellous har-
vests of 15–25 mL uncompressed bone have been reported. This 
volume is perfectly suited for dentoalveolar reconstructions in 
preparation for implant placement (sinus augmentation, etc) 
and management of fracture nonunion where only cancellous 
material is needed [Herford et al, 2003].

2.1.2.1 Harvest technique
Approaches lateral or medial to the patellar tendon are possi-
ble. The anatomy of the proximal lower leg should be outlined 
with a surgical marker to include the insertion of the patellar 
tendon and the tibial plateau (Fig 1.1-8).

The incision length depends on the harvest technique. A small 
stab is required if a trocar is used. Otherwise the incision is 
carried down to the periosteum which is incised and reflected. 
A bone window is then created with a sagittal saw or piezotome 
and removed.

The cancellous bone is harvested with a curette, placed in a 
small container, and set aside. Operative site hemostasis is 
facilitated by the placement of a topical hemostatic agent. 
The wound is then closed in layers. After application of a 
wound dressing, the leg is covered in a soft roll and a gently 
compressive elastic bandage is applied. 

2.2 Cortical bone
Cortical bone grafts are used in CMF reconstruction for struc-
tural support and onlay augmentation.

Fig 1.1-2  After incision of the skin and subcutaneous tissue, the fascia is 
exposed.

Fig 1.1-3  Harvesting of cancellous bone and marrow with a curette.

Fig 1.1-4  The cancellous bone graft material has been placed in a 30 cc 
syringe and compacted.

Fig 1.1-5  Proper positioning for harvest of bone from the posterior ilium is 
critical. Note the lateral padding.

Fig 1.1-6  Upper border, iliac crest, sacrum, and tubercle where musculus 
gluteus maximus inserts. Incision line (4). 1 = upper border, 2 = sacrum, 3 = 
tubercle, 4 = incision line

Fig 1.1-7  After removal of a portion of the lateral cortex, excellent access to 
the cancellous bone and marrow is provided.

Fig 1.1-8a–b  Planning for a lateral bone harvest from the tibial head. The 
incision line (red) is obliquely orientated to the joint plane and is placed just 
above and over Gerdy tubercle. P indicates patella; AS, articulation surface, 
plane of the femoral tibial joint; and F, fibular head.

1  chapter authors

book title15 AO Entity 16

The costochondral graft has been inserted. 
Segments of a bone plate have been used 
as washers to help distribute the forces of 
the lag screw over the weak bone.

1 Introduction 3

2 Nonvascularized bone grafts
Indications for nonvascularized bone gaft

3

2.1 Cancellous bone marrow 4

2.1.1 Ilium 4

2.1.1.1 Ilium – anterior technique (medial harvest) 4

2.1.1.2 Ilium – posterior technique 5

2.1.2 Tibia 6

2.1.2.1 Harvest Technique 7

2.2 Cortical bone 8
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2.2.3 Cranial Bone 10
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2.3 Corticancellous bone grafts 11
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2.3.2 Rib 12

2.4 Bone dust 14

3 Microvascular bone flaps 16

3.1 Ilium 16

3.2 Fibula 23

3.3 Scapula 31

3.4 Radial forearm osteocutaneous free flap 39

4 Summary 43

5 References and suggested reading 44
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Fig 1.1-1  Approach to the anterior ilium.

2 Nonvascularized bone grafts
Nonvascularized bone grafts are typically harvested from 
certain preferred donor sites. In the recipient site the bone 
must be revitalized mainly via tissue ingrowth. Therefore, the 
recipient site must be of good biological quality, especially 
well perfused, and allow for complete 360° coverage of the 
bone graft(s) to avoid exposure, contamination, and healing 
disturbances [Axhausen, 1962; Schweiberer, 1970; Axhausen, 1951; Ax-
hausen, 1952; Chalmers, 1959; Williams, 1962; Heiple et al,1963; Ray, et 
al, 1963; Burwell, 1965]. Revitalization of a nonvascularized bone 
graft goes along with a process of resorption, remodeling, and 
maturation, which is typically associated with a loss of bone 
volume. The amount of resorption depends on many factors, 
such as the dimensions and the density of the grafted material 
(it takes longer to revitalize large and more dense bone grafts, 
and therefore they show a greater percentage of bone loss), the 
type of the bone (cortical, cancellous, corticocancellous, bone 
dust), tissue qualities at the recipient site (vascularization), 
biomechanical properties (functional loading), and fixation 
of the bone graft to surrounding bone [Lexer, 1908; Lentrodt et 
al, 1976; Eitel et al, 1980; Schweiberer et al, 1981; Lentrodt et al, 1987]. 
The amount of bone loss after nonvascularized bone trans-
plantation is unpredictable.

Indications for nonvascularized bone grafts
Nonvascularized bone grafts are indicated for filling bone de-
fects, for example, after extirpation of large cysts (see chapter 
2.3). Another widespread indication is for ridge augmentation 
procedures in preprosthetic surgery and dental implantology 
(see chapter 4.4). Small mandibular or maxillary continuity 
defects can be treated with nonvascularized bone grafts; other 
indications include osteotomy gaps in orthognathic surgery, 
defect zones in fractures, and facial clefts (see chapters 4.6 and 
4.7) [Steinhäuser, 1968]. Nonvascularized bone grafts have been 
used for augmentation procedures in esthetic surgery (malar 
augmentation, chin augmentation), but because of the poten-
tial loss of bone volume nonresorbable grafting materials like 
ceramic implants or porous polyethylene should be considered 
instead [Reuther, 1979; Bell, 1992].

2.1  Cancellous bone and marrow
Cancellous bone and marrow is commonly used in CMF recons-
truction of small defect areas. It may be harvested from either 
the ilium or tibia using a trocar, when only small amounts of 
bone graft are needed, or via open techniques. Grafts obtained 
by trocar may be suitable for small defects, such as in a fracture 
nonunion or for sinus floor elevation procedures. Harvest of 
the bone graft is generally simple; however, proper selection 
of the most appropriate donor site and careful execution of 
the harvest are required to minimize donor site morbidity and 
potential complications. Harvest of the bone graft is generally 
simple; however, proper selection of the most appropriate 
donor site and careful execution of the harvest are required 
to minimize donor site morbidity and potential complicati-
ons. Development of a well-vascularized, appropriately sized 
pocket of soft tissue is critical to containment of the graft 

and a prerequisite for revascularization. Cancellous bone and 
marrow is commonly used in CMF reconstruction of small de-
fect areas. Avoidance of oral exposure and therefore bacterial 
contamination is also vital. 

2.1.1  Ilium
The ilium is a common donor site for autogenous cancellous 
bone used in craniomaxillofacial reconstruction. Bone can 
be harvested from either the anterior or posterior ilium. The 
anterior site is most often used because of its ease of access 
in comparison with the posterior ilium that requires the pa-
tient to be placed in a prone position. However, when large 
amounts of cancellous bone (> 35 cc compressed) are requi-
red, the posterior ilium is a more suitable donor site and a 
viable alternative to bilateral anterior harvests. The character 
of the bone is different from these two locations, which is, 
however, more important for the harvest of corticocancellous 
grafts. Major craniomaxillofacial reconstruction procedures 
typically require open techniques for harvest of appropriate 
and adequate amounts of bone. The posterior ilium provides 
a thin monocortical element and cancellous material, which 
often contains visible fat in adult patients. The anterior ilium 
may be harvested as either cancellous bone and marrow, or 
as a monocortical or bicortical graft. It has a much thicker 
cortical component and a less fatty appearing cancellous bone 
and marrow component (Fig 1.1-1).

2.1.1.1  Ilium—anterior technique (medial harvest)
The patient is positioned supine. In some cases, a folded sheet 
under the ipsilateral hip may make medial visualization ea-
sier. The ilium should be outlined on the skin with a surgical 
marker from the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) to the iliac 
tubercle. The site should be widely prepared and draped. The 
length of the incision depends on the volume of the harvest 
required. In general, a 2–6 cm incision is made parallel to the 
iliac crest either over or slightly lateral to the crest. The length 
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Types and harvest of bone 
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1 Introduction
In craniomaxillofacial (CMF) surgery bone grafts and bone flaps are used to replace 
missing bone. Bone deficits or defects may result from congenital malformations and 
developmental disorders, or originate from tumor surgery, trauma, medication-re-
lated bone diseases, irradiation or infections. Bone grafts may also be indicated in 
esthetic surgery.

Today fresh autogenous bone is still the gold standard among all available bone 
replacement materials [Axhausen, 1962; Schweiberer, 1970; Tessier et al, 2005]. Howe-
ver, nonresorbable alloplastic materials (eg, porous polyethylene, silastic, ceramic 
materials) are preferred for contour augmentation procedures because they do not 
undergo the unpredictable initial remodeling and resorption seen with nonvascu-
larized autogenous bone grafts. Bone graft harvest itself may be associated with 
complications and undesired adverse effects [Tessier et al, 2005].

Fresh autogenous bone in principle can be harvested as nonvascularized bone grafts, 
pedicled bone grafts, and microvascular bone flaps [Bardenheuer, 1892; Sykoff, 1900; 
Krause, 1907; Axhausen, 1908; Lexer, 1908; Rydygier, 1908; Lindemann, 1916; Matti, 1932; 
Converse, 1945; Conley, 1972; Boyne, 1973; Taylor et al, 1975; O’Brien, 1977; Taylor et al, 1979; 
Quillen, 1979; Ariyan, 1980; Swartz et al, 1986]. Pedicled bone grafts today are rarely used 
in CMF reconstructive surgery; thus they are not further discussed in this chapter. 
Nonvascularized autogenous bone can be harvested as cancellous bone and mar-
row, cortical bone, corticocancellous bone, and so-called bone dust, which is small 
particles of cortical bone.

In the preoperative planning phase, the surgeon must assess the patient carefully 
to determine the needed type of bone based on the characteristics of the defect, the 
quality and quantity of the surrounding soft tissues, and the specific clinical indica-
tion for surgery. Potential donor sites must then be considered and a surgical plan 
developed that balances the risk-benefit ratio of each of the suitable donor sites and 
graft/flap types. This chapter reviews the most commonly used bone graft and bone 
flap donor sites used in CMF reconstruction. The intent is to provide the surgeon 
with a review of the potential donor sites and an outline of the techniques used for 
bone graft/flap harvest and donor site management.
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Fig 1.1-1  Approach to the anterior ilium.

2 Nonvascularized bone grafts
Nonvascularized bone grafts are typically harvested from cer-
tain preferred donor sites. In the recipient site the bone must 
be revitalized mainly via tissue ingrowth. Therefore, the reci-
pient site must be of good biological quality, especially well 
perfused, and allow for complete 360° coverage of the bone 
graft(s) to avoid exposure, contamination, and healing distur-
bances [Axhausen, 1962; Schweiberer, 1970; Axhausen, 1951; Axhau-
sen, 1952; Chalmers, 1959; Williams, 1962; Heiple et al,1963; Ray, et al, 
1963; Burwell, 1965]. Revitalization of a nonvascularized bone 
graft goes along with a process of resorption, remodeling, and 
maturation, which is typically associated with a loss of bone 
volume. The amount of resorption depends on many factors, 
such as the dimensions and the density of the grafted material 
(it takes longer to revitalize large and more dense bone grafts, 
and therefore they show a greater percentage of bone loss), the 
type of the bone (cortical, cancellous, corticocancellous, bone 
dust), tissue qualities at the recipient site (vascularization), 
biomechanical properties (functional loading), and fixation of 
the bone graft to surrounding bone [Lexer, 1908; Lentrodt et al, 
1976; Eitel et al, 1980; Schweiberer et al, 1981; Lentrodt et al, 1987]. The 
amount of bone loss after nonvascularized bone transplanta-
tion is unpredictable.

Indications for nonvascularized bone grafts
Nonvascularized bone grafts are indicated for filling bone 
defects, for example, after extirpation of large cysts (see chap-
ter 2.3). Another widespread indication is for ridge augmenta-
tion procedures in preprosthetic surgery and dental implanto-
logy (see chapter 4.4). Small mandibular or maxillary 
continuity defects can be treated with nonvascularized bone 
grafts; other indications include osteotomy gaps in orthognat-
hic surgery, defect zones in fractures, and facial clefts (see 
chapters 4.6 and 4.7) [Steinhäuser, 1968]. Nonvascularized bone 
grafts have been used for augmentation procedures in esthetic 
surgery (malar augmentation, chin augmentation), but becau-
se of the potential loss of bone volume nonresorbable grafting 
materials like ceramic implants or porous polyethylene should 
be considered instead [Reuther, 1979; Bell, 1992].

2.1  Cancellous bone and marrow
Cancellous bone and marrow is commonly used in CMF re-
construction of small defect areas. It may be harvested from 
either the ilium or tibia using a trocar, when only small amounts 
of bone graft are needed, or via open techniques. Grafts ob-
tained by trocar may be suitable for small defects, such as in 
a fracture nonunion or for sinus floor elevation procedures. 
Harvest of the bone graft is generally simple; however, proper 
selection of the most appropriate donor site and careful exe-
cution of the harvest are required to minimize donor site mor-
bidity and potential complications. Harvest of the bone graft 
is generally simple; however, proper selection of the most 
appropriate donor site and careful execution of the harvest are 
required to minimize donor site morbidity and potential com-
plications. Development of a well-vascularized, appropriately 
sized pocket of soft tissue is critical to containment of the graft 

and a prerequisite for revascularization. Cancellous bone and 
marrow is commonly used in CMF reconstruction of small 
defect areas. Avoidance of oral exposure and therefore bacte-
rial contamination is also vital. 

2.1.1  Ilium
The ilium is a common donor site for autogenous cancellous 
bone used in craniomaxillofacial reconstruction. Bone can be 
harvested from either the anterior or posterior ilium. The 
anterior site is most often used because of its ease of access 
in comparison with the posterior ilium that requires the patient 
to be placed in a prone position. However, when large amounts 
of cancellous bone (> 35 cc compressed) are required, the pos-
terior ilium is a more suitable donor site and a viable alter-
native to bilateral anterior harvests. The character of the bone 
is different from these two locations, which is, however, more 
important for the harvest of corticocancellous grafts. Major 
craniomaxillofacial reconstruction procedures typically re-
quire open techniques for harvest of appropriate and adequa-
te amounts of bone. The posterior ilium provides a thin mono-
cortical element and cancellous material, which often contains 
visible fat in adult patients. The anterior ilium may be harvested 
as either cancellous bone and marrow, or as a monocortical or 
bicortical graft. It has a much thicker cortical component and 
a less fatty appearing cancellous bone and marrow component 
(Fig 1.1-1).

2.1.1.1  Ilium—anterior technique (medial harvest)
The patient is positioned supine. In some cases, a folded sheet 
under the ipsilateral hip may make medial visualization easier. 
The ilium should be outlined on the skin with a surgical mar-
ker from the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) to the iliac 
tubercle. The site should be widely prepared and draped. The 
length of the incision depends on the volume of the harvest 
required. In general, a 2–6 cm incision is made parallel to the 
iliac crest either over or slightly lateral to the crest. The length 

1.1 
Types and harvest of bone 
grafts and bone flaps

1 Introduction
In craniomaxillofacial (CMF) surgery bone grafts and bone flaps are used to replace 
missing bone. Bone deficits or defects may result from congenital malformations 
and developmental disorders, or originate from tumor surgery, trauma, medicati-
on-related bone diseases, irradiation or infections. Bone grafts may also be indica-
ted in esthetic surgery.

Today fresh autogenous bone is still the gold standard among all available bone 
replacement materials [Axhausen, 1962; Schweiberer, 1970; Tessier et al, 2005]. However, 
nonresorbable alloplastic materials (eg, porous polyethylene, silastic, ceramic ma-
terials) are preferred for contour augmentation procedures because they do not 
undergo the unpredictable initial remodeling and resorption seen with nonvascula-
rized autogenous bone grafts. Bone graft harvest itself may be associated with 
complications and undesired adverse effects [Tessier et al, 2005].

Fresh autogenous bone in principle can be harvested as nonvascularized bone grafts, 
pedicled bone grafts, and microvascular bone flaps [Bardenheuer, 1892; Sykoff, 1900; 
Krause, 1907; Axhausen, 1908; Lexer, 1908; Rydygier, 1908; Lindemann, 1916; Matti, 1932; 
Converse, 1945; Conley, 1972; Boyne, 1973; Taylor et al, 1975; O’Brien, 1977; Taylor et al, 1979; 
Quillen, 1979; Ariyan, 1980; Swartz et al, 1986]. Pedicled bone grafts today are rarely used 
in CMF reconstructive surgery; thus they are not further discussed in this chapter. 
Nonvascularized autogenous bone can be harvested as cancellous bone and marrow, 
cortical bone, corticocancellous bone, and so-called bone dust, which is small par-
ticles of cortical bone.

In the preoperative planning phase, the surgeon must assess the patient carefully to 
determine the needed type of bone based on the characteristics of the defect, the 
quality and quantity of the surrounding soft tissues, and the specific clinical indica-
tion for surgery. Potential donor sites must then be considered and a surgical plan 
developed that balances the risk-benefit ratio of each of the suitable donor sites and 
graft/flap types. This chapter reviews the most commonly used bone graft and bone 
flap donor sites used in CMF reconstruction. The intent is to provide the surgeon 
with a review of the potential donor sites and an outline of the techniques used for 
bone graft/flap harvest and donor site management.
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Fig 1.1-1  Approach to the anterior ilium.

2 Nonvascularized bone grafts
Nonvascularized bone grafts are typically harvested from cer-
tain preferred donor sites. In the recipient site the bone must 
be revitalized mainly via tissue ingrowth. Therefore, the reci-
pient site must be of good biological quality, especially well 
perfused, and allow for complete 360° coverage of the bone 
graft(s) to avoid exposure, contamination, and healing distur-
bances [Axhausen, 1962; Schweiberer, 1970; Axhausen, 1951; Axhau-
sen, 1952; Chalmers, 1959; Williams, 1962; Heiple et al,1963; Ray, et al, 
1963; Burwell, 1965]. Revitalization of a nonvascularized bone 
graft goes along with a process of resorption, remodeling, and 
maturation, which is typically associated with a loss of bone 
volume. The amount of resorption depends on many factors, 
such as the dimensions and the density of the grafted material 
(it takes longer to revitalize large and more dense bone grafts, 
and therefore they show a greater percentage of bone loss), the 
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dust), tissue qualities at the recipient site (vascularization), 
biomechanical properties (functional loading), and fixation of 
the bone graft to surrounding bone [Lexer, 1908; Lentrodt et al, 
1976; Eitel et al, 1980; Schweiberer et al, 1981; Lentrodt et al, 1987]. The 
amount of bone loss after nonvascularized bone transplanta-
tion is unpredictable.

Indications for nonvascularized bone grafts
Nonvascularized bone grafts are indicated for filling bone 
defects, for example, after extirpation of large cysts (see chap-
ter 2.3). Another widespread indication is for ridge augmenta-
tion procedures in preprosthetic surgery and dental implanto-
logy (see chapter 4.4). Small mandibular or maxillary 
continuity defects can be treated with nonvascularized bone 
grafts; other indications include osteotomy gaps in orthognat-
hic surgery, defect zones in fractures, and facial clefts (see 
chapters 4.6 and 4.7) [Steinhäuser, 1968]. Nonvascularized bone 
grafts have been used for augmentation procedures in esthetic 
surgery (malar augmentation, chin augmentation), but becau-
se of the potential loss of bone volume nonresorbable grafting 
materials like ceramic implants or porous polyethylene should 
be considered instead [Reuther, 1979; Bell, 1992].

2.1  Cancellous bone and marrow
Cancellous bone and marrow is commonly used in CMF re-
construction of small defect areas. It may be harvested from 
either the ilium or tibia using a trocar, when only small amounts 
of bone graft are needed, or via open techniques. Grafts ob-
tained by trocar may be suitable for small defects, such as in 
a fracture nonunion or for sinus floor elevation procedures. 
Harvest of the bone graft is generally simple; however, proper 
selection of the most appropriate donor site and careful exe-
cution of the harvest are required to minimize donor site mor-
bidity and potential complications. Harvest of the bone graft 
is generally simple; however, proper selection of the most 
appropriate donor site and careful execution of the harvest are 
required to minimize donor site morbidity and potential com-
plications. Development of a well-vascularized, appropriately 
sized pocket of soft tissue is critical to containment of the graft 

and a prerequisite for revascularization. Cancellous bone and 
marrow is commonly used in CMF reconstruction of small 
defect areas. Avoidance of oral exposure and therefore bacte-
rial contamination is also vital. 

2.1.1  Ilium
The ilium is a common donor site for autogenous cancellous 
bone used in craniomaxillofacial reconstruction. Bone can be 
harvested from either the anterior or posterior ilium. The 
anterior site is most often used because of its ease of access 
in comparison with the posterior ilium that requires the patient 
to be placed in a prone position. However, when large amounts 
of cancellous bone (> 35 cc compressed) are required, the pos-
terior ilium is a more suitable donor site and a viable alter-
native to bilateral anterior harvests. The character of the bone 
is different from these two locations, which is, however, more 
important for the harvest of corticocancellous grafts. Major 
craniomaxillofacial reconstruction procedures typically re-
quire open techniques for harvest of appropriate and adequa-
te amounts of bone. The posterior ilium provides a thin mono-
cortical element and cancellous material, which often contains 
visible fat in adult patients. The anterior ilium may be harvested 
as either cancellous bone and marrow, or as a monocortical or 
bicortical graft. It has a much thicker cortical component and 
a less fatty appearing cancellous bone and marrow component 
(Fig 1.1-1).

2.1.1.1  Ilium—anterior technique (medial harvest)
The patient is positioned supine. In some cases, a folded sheet 
under the ipsilateral hip may make medial visualization easier. 
The ilium should be outlined on the skin with a surgical mar-
ker from the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) to the iliac 
tubercle. The site should be widely prepared and draped. The 
length of the incision depends on the volume of the harvest 
required. In general, a 2–6 cm incision is made parallel to the 
iliac crest either over or slightly lateral to the crest. The length 
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and therefore they show a greater percentage of bone loss), the 
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biomechanical properties (functional loading), and fixation of 
the bone graft to surrounding bone [Lexer, 1908; Lentrodt et al, 
1976; Eitel et al, 1980; Schweiberer et al, 1981; Lentrodt et al, 1987]. The 
amount of bone loss after nonvascularized bone transplanta-
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continuity defects can be treated with nonvascularized bone 
grafts; other indications include osteotomy gaps in orthognat-
hic surgery, defect zones in fractures, and facial clefts (see 
chapters 4.6 and 4.7) [Steinhäuser, 1968]. Nonvascularized bone 
grafts have been used for augmentation procedures in esthetic 
surgery (malar augmentation, chin augmentation), but becau-
se of the potential loss of bone volume nonresorbable grafting 
materials like ceramic implants or porous polyethylene should 
be considered instead [Reuther, 1979; Bell, 1992].
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either the ilium or tibia using a trocar, when only small amounts 
of bone graft are needed, or via open techniques. Grafts ob-
tained by trocar may be suitable for small defects, such as in 
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way between the individual chapters. 

Headline first level: Suisse Int’l semibold, 12 pt

Headline second level: Suisse Int’l semibold, 10 pt

Headline third level: Suisse Int’l semibold, 10 pt

Headline fourth level: Suisse Int’l semibold, 8.75 pt

Bodytext with accentuations and subheadline
Bodytext: Suisse Works regular, 8 pt

Accentuations: Suisse Int’l semibold, 8 pt
Subheadline: Suisse Int’l semibold, 8.75 pt

2 Lorem ipsum

2.1   Lorem ipsum dolor

2.1.1   Lorem ipsum dolor sit

2.1.1.1  Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. 
Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum 
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient mon-
tes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies 
nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla consequat 
massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet 
nec, vulputate eget, arcu. 

Indications for nonvascularized bone grafts
In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, 
justo. Nullam dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. Integer 
tincidunt. Cras dapibus. Vivamus elementum semper nisi. 
Aenean vulputate eleifend tellus.

Text hierarchy
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Templates  
For ready-made templates  
including grid and other  
specifications, please contact:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Books 
Text pages, text hierarchy

One after another

Scientific texts need a clear structure 
so that readers can quickly navigate 
way between the individual chapters. 

Headline first level: Suisse Int’l semibold, 12 pt

Headline second level: Suisse Int’l semibold, 10 pt

Headline third level: Suisse Int’l semibold, 10 pt

Headline fourth level: Suisse Int’l semibold, 8.75 pt

Bodytext with accentuations and subheadline
Bodytext: Suisse Works regular, 8 pt

Accentuations: Suisse Int’l semibold, 8 pt
Subheadline: Suisse Int’l semibold, 8.75 pt

2 Lorem ipsum

2.1   Lorem ipsum dolor

2.1.1   Lorem ipsum dolor sit

2.1.1.1  Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. 
Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum 
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient mon-
tes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies 
nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla consequat 
massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet 
nec, vulputate eget, arcu. 

Indications for nonvascularized bone grafts
In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, 
justo. Nullam dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. Integer 
tincidunt. Cras dapibus. Vivamus elementum semper nisi. 
Aenean vulputate eleifend tellus.

Text hierarchy
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3.5 
Booth design
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Images 
All images and claims are exam-
ples and must be determined 
individually and matching each 
other for each booth. 

AO booth design  
Principle

A clear hierarchy

Booths must follow the hierarchy of 
the brand architecture. If more than 
one clinical division appears on the 
booth, the divisions have to be clearly  
subordinate to the master brand. Each 
division should take up about the 
same amount of space and the same 
number of graphic designs. 

Promoting  
excellence in fa-
cial surgery and 
education

Share your  
passion for 
Trauma &
Orthopaedics Discover  

our global  

spine care  

community

Discover  

our global  

spine care  

community
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Images 
All images and claims are exam-
ples and must be determined 
individually and matching each 
other for each booth. 

AO booth design  
Backwalls

A uniform design on  
all large formats

The design of the backwalls is based 
on a layout subdivided into seven 
parts. It‘s a system which is also used 
for other large-size items (eg, roll-up  
banners) to achieve a consistent  
visual presentation on large formats. 

The background can be an image or 
the AO supersign. The arrangement 
of images and claims should only be 
used on walls without doors or other 
elements that could potentially cover 
or interrupt parts of the typography 
or images. The vertically-flipped AO 
supersign can be used on such walls.  
It should also be noted that the text 
should not be placed too high up on 
walls of large booths, so that reada-
bility is ensured at all times.

1/7

1/7

1/7

1/7

1/7

1/7

1/7

1/7

1/7

1/7

1/7

1/7

1/7

1/7

Master brand walls

Power brand and  
other walls
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Join the leading  
global community 
of spine surgeonsDiscover  

our global  
spine care  
community

Option 1: wall-covering AO supersign

Power brand walls: wall-covering images.  
Text placement depending on the wall height

Other walls: wall-covering AO supersign.  
Text placement depending on the wall height and obstacles

Option 2: wall-covering images

Our mission:  
promoting excellence  
in patient care and  
outcomes in trauma  
and musculoskeletal  
disorders

Follow us on Twitter 
@AOFoundation 
#AODavosCourses2020
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Images 
All images and claims are exam-
ples and must be determined 
individually and matching each 
other for each booth. 

AO booth design  
98m2

A good balance between  
eye-catchers and white space

Up to three power brands can be 
presented on large format walls at 
98m2 booths. There should always be 
enough white space left between  
these visuals. Large furniture, show-
case displays, screens, posters, etc, 
can be placed on or in front of these 
white walls. 

At large booths, there should always 
be several networking areas. In addi- 
tion, room dividers can be used  
between different power brands or 
usage areas.

Share your  
passion for 
Trauma &
Orthopaedics

Promoting  
excellence in fa-
cial surgery and 
education

Example of a 98m2 booth

Arrangement of walls

Share your  
passion for 
Trauma &
Orthopaedics

Discover  
our global  
spine care  
community

Promoting  
excellence in fa-
cial surgery and 
education

Discover  

our global  

spine care  

community
Discover  

our global  

spine care  

community

Our mission:  
promoting excellence  
in patient care and  
outcomes in trauma  
and musculoskeletal  
disorders

Space for  
large furniture,  
showcase  
displays, screens, 
posters, etc,
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Images 
All images and claims are exam-
ples and must be determined 
individually and matching each 
other for each booth. 

AO booth design  
18m2

The ideal use of limited space

Small, more simply constructed boo-
ths offer less space for the large-scale 
presentation of the power brands. 
Therefore, other items such as show-
case displays can also be used.
 

Example of an 18m2 booth

Arrangement of walls

Join the leading  
global community of 
spine surgeons

Join the leading  
global community of 
spine surgeons
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Images 
All images and claims are exam-
ples and must be determined 
individually and matching each 
other for each booth. 

AO booth design  
9m2

Do not overload

As with large booths, there should 
always be enough white walls  where 
large furniture, showcase displays, 
screens, posters, etc, can be placed.
 

Two examples of 9m2 booths

Arrangement of walls

Follow us on Twitter 
@AOFoundation 
#AODavosCour-

Promoting excellence  

in facial surgery and 

education

Promoting excellence 
in facial surgery and 
education

Space for  
large furniture,  
showcase  
displays, screens,  
posters, etc,
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Images 
All images and claims are exam-
ples and must be determined 
individually and matching each 
other for each booth. 

AO booth design  
Furniture

Meet and network

Every booth should provide enough 
display space for flyers, brochures, 
books, etc, and contain a networking 
area (eg, a corner with sofas, a couple  
of standing tables) for surgeons to 
meet at the booth, network and get to 
know each other.

The design of booth furniture such as 
tables, standing tables, tablecloths, 
etc, has to follow the known design 
guidelines. Depending on the appli-
cation, it‘s possible to display only a 
logo, to use the seven-part layout with 
images and text or to use the AO-
supersign for wide format areas. 

Discover the leading global  
community of spine surgeons

Join our global 
spine care 
community

Tablecloths

Logos are to be placed centered at the 
front. The AO blue makes the flyers, 
brochures and books, etc, stand out 
more.

Tables and standing tables 

Logos are to be placed centered at 
the front. 

Standing tables with text and images 
or with AO supersign

Such applications must follow the 
known design guidelines.
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3.6 
Course material
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Course material 
Overview

Well prepared

AO course material plays an important 
role in supporting the quality of AO 
educational activities.

AO core values are immediately on 
view at the well-prepared courses and 
events (eg, AO Davos Courses).

Contact  
For detailed information please 
contact Communications & 
Events:  
communications@aofoundation.org

EVENT PROGRAM

Home to  
trauma and  
orthopedics

AO Trauma and 
AO Recon course—
Comprehensive 
periprosthetic fracture 
management of the 
hip and knee
December 5—7, 2019  
Davos, Switzerland

Lecture room:  
Sertig 

EVENT PROGRAM

Home to  
trauma and  
orthopedics

AO Trauma course—
Basic principles 
of fracture management 
for Swiss surgeons
December 8—11, 2019  
Davos, Switzerland

Lecture room:  
Davos 1

Precourse online activities:  
November 10–December 6, 2019
Postcourse online activities:  
December 12–28, 2019

Competency-Based
          Curriculum

Faculty development certifi cate

  Dr Paul Taylor
Attended and completed
AO Davos Courses

As
International faculty

Date/location
December 5–10, 2019, Davos, Switzerland 

Course chairperson(s)
First name last name; First name last name

First name last name
Chairperson

Robert McGuire
AO Foundation President 

This certifi cate pertains only to the participant’s completion of the educational activity and does not 
in any way at est to the profi  ciency of the participant’s clinical or surgical expertise.

Certificate

Attended and completed
AO Davos Courses

As
International faculty

Date/location
December 5–10, 2019, Davos, Switzerland 

Course chairperson(s)
First name last name; First name last name

Manabu Ito
Chairperson, AO Spine Asia Pacifi c

Shanmuganathan Rajasekaran
Chairperson, AO Spine International

Robert McGuire
AO Foundation President 

AO Spine member community certifi cate

  Dr Eve Miller

This certifi cate pertains only to the participant’s completion of the educational activity and does not 
in any way at est to the profi  ciency of the participant’s clinical or surgical expertise.

Membership
certificate
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Certificate

Course material 
Certificates, production workflow

Example standard certificate version AO

Easy to handle

Two types of certificates are available 
for educational courses and  
membership.

Pre-printed forms and templates  
simplify the three-step-workflow.  
Depending on the type of certificate 
and sender, the workflow can be 
adapted.

First name last name
Chairperson

Robert McGuire
AO Foundation President 

AO member community certifi cate

  Dr Paul Taylor
Attended and completed
AO Davos Courses

As
International faculty

Date/location
December 5–10, 2019, Davos, Switzerland 

Course chairperson(s)
First name last name; First name last name

This certifi cate pertains only to the participant’s completion of the educational activity and does not 
in any way at est to the profi  ciency of the participant’s clinical or surgical expertise.

3. Personalized template 
–  The individual and personalized contents are 

generated from a database

2. Overarching PDF (optional)
–  AO, clinical divisions, unit, and institutes   

will create PDF with individual logo and  
signatures

–  Depending on the situation, you can omit this 
step and integrate the information directly 
into the IT system (CMM).

1. Pre-printed 
–  Two versions of certificates will be pre-printed  

(course certificate and membership certificate)
–  Color: Pantone®

–  Paper: High quality paper (300gm2)

Templates  
For ready-made templates  
including grid and other  
specifications, please contact:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Download additional  
content: 
– Course material
brand.aofoundation.org
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Course material 
Certificates, examples

AO member community certifi cate

  Dr Paul Taylor
Attended and completed
AO Davos Courses

As
International faculty

Date/location
December 5–10, 2019, Davos, Switzerland 

Course chairperson(s)
First name last name; First name last name

First name last name
Chairperson

Robert McGuire
AO Foundation President 

This certifi cate pertains only to the participant’s completion of the educational activity and does not 
in any way at est to the profi  ciency of the participant’s clinical or surgical expertise.

Certificate

Contributors course certifi cate

Sergei Taggesell Fischer
Attended and completed
2018 AO Trauma Course – Basic Principles of Fracture Management, 
Davos, Switzerland

As
Chairperson

Date/location
December 5–10, 2019, Davos, Switzerland 

First name last name
Chairperson

Robert McGuire
AO Foundation President 

This certifi cate pertains only to the participant’s completion of the educational activity and does not 
in any way at est to the profi  ciency of the participant’s clinical or surgical expertise.

Certificate

Attended and completed
AO Davos Courses

As
International faculty

Date/location
December 5–10, 2019, Davos, Switzerland 

Course chairperson(s)
First name last name; First name last name

Manabu Ito
Chairperson, AO Spine Asia Pacifi c

Shanmuganathan Rajasekaran
Chairperson, AO Spine International

Robert McGuire
AO Foundation President 

AO Spine member community certifi cate

  Dr Eve Miller

This certifi cate pertains only to the participant’s completion of the educational activity and does not 
in any way at est to the profi  ciency of the participant’s clinical or surgical expertise.

Membership
certificate

Contributors course certifi cate

Alexandre Leme Godoy-Santos

First name last name
Chairperson

Robert McGuire
AO Foundation President 

Attended and completed
2019 AO Trauma Masters Course – Foot and Ankle, 
Davos, Switzerland

As
International faculty

Date/location
December 5–10, 2019, Davos, Switzerland 

Course chairperson(s)
Marcos Sakaki – Michael Swords

This certifi cate pertains only to the participant’s completion of the educational activity and does not 
in any way at est to the profi  ciency of the participant’s clinical or surgical expertise.

Certificate
Course participant certifi cate

Attended and completed
AO Trauma Masters Course – Foot and Ankle, 
Davos, Switzerland

Date/location
December 5–10, 2019, Davos, Switzerland 

Course chairperson(s)
Marcos Sakaki – Michael Swords

First name last name
Chairperson

Robert McGuire
AO Foundation President 

This certifi cate pertains only to the participant’s completion of the educational activity and does not 
in any way at est to the profi  ciency of the participant’s clinical or surgical expertise.

Certificate

Standard version AO, clinical divisions, unit, and institutes  
Content variable

Contributers course certificate

Membership version (example AO Spine)  
Fixed content

Contributers course certificate 
Long participant name 

Course participant certificate
Example with no latin font

Course certificates, types

Course certificates, example AO Trauma
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Course material 
Badges, production workflow

Easy to handle

Badges are produced individually for 
all types of courses and seminars. 
Most badges are used within the  
AO Davos Courses and have the 
appropriate sender. These badges are 
produced in a two-step workflow:  
A high-quality pre-printed with a  
template generated from a database.

For courses or seminars held directly 
by AO, the clinical divisions, unit, and 
institutes, templates are also available 
(without pre-print). 

AO CD

First name last name
Country

Specifi cation of focus themes

Focus 1: A6/Focus 2: B2

 
AO CD

First name last name
Country

Specifi cation of focus themes

Focus 1: A6/Focus 2: B2

 

Member

Member

 

AO CD

First name last name
Country

Specifi cation of focus themes

Focus 1: A6/Focus 2: B2

AO CD

First name last name
Country

Specifi cation of focus themes

Focus 1: A6/Focus 2: B2

Member

Member

Example standard badge for AO Davos Courses

1. Personalized template (Office) 
–  The individual and personalized contents are 

generated from a database

2. Pre-printed
–  Color: Pantone®

–  Paper: Special paper adjusted to printing  
process (on rolls)

3. Final result
The final print is torn off the roll, folded,  
and clipped to the lanyard

Contact  
For detailed information please 
contact Communications & 
Events:  
communications@aofoundation.org
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Course material 
Badges, examples

Paula Sample
South Africa

Endoscopy and percutaneous fi xation

Endo: A6/Percu: B2

Paula Sample
South Africa

Endoscopy and percutaneous fi xation

Endo: A6/Percu: B2

Member

Member

Carl Johannsson
Denmark

Endoscopy and percutaneous fi xation

Endo: A6/Percu: B2

Carl Johannsson
Denmark

Endoscopy and percutaneous fi xation

Endo: A6/Percu: B2

Member

Member

Joaquim Mendez
Switzerland

Specifi cation of focus themes

Focus 1: A6/Focus 2: B2

Joaquim Mendez
Switzerland

Specifi cation of focus themes

Focus 1: A6/Focus 2: B2

Member

Member

AO Spine

Abhay Nene
India

Endoscopy and percutaneous fi xation

Endo: A6/Percu: B2

Sunday 8:00 am – 8:30 am AO Spine opening session, Aspen I
 8:30 am – 10:00 am Endo Percu Course, Aspen I
 10:30 am – 12:00 pm Endo Percu Course, Aspen I
 1:00 pm – 3:00 pm Endo Percu Course, Aspen I
 3:30 am – 5:30 pm Endo Percu Course, Aspen I

Monday 8:00 am – 8:30 am AO Spine opening session, Aspen I
 8:30 am –10:00 am Endo Percu Course, Aspen I
 10:30 am – 12:00 pm Micro Endo Course, Aspen I
 1:00 pm – 3:00 pm Micro Endo  Course, Aspen I
 3:30 am – 5:30 pm GBU Endo, Ameron, Campanello

Tuesday 8:00 am – 8:30 am Micro Endo Course, Aspen I
 8:30 am –10:00 am Micro Endo Course, Aspen I
 10:30 am – 12:00 pm Micro Endo Course, Aspen I
 1:00 pm – 3:00 pm Micro Endo Course, Aspen I

 

 

Member

Member

AO VET

Urs Ramseyer
Switzerland

Endoscopy and percutaneous fi xation

Endo: A6/Percu: B2

AO VET

Urs Ramseyer
Switzerland

Endoscopy and percutaneous fi xation

Endo: A6/Percu: B2

 

 

Member

Member

Example AO VET Example AO Spine 
Special version with schedule on back

Example AO master brand Clinical divisions and unit Example institutes

AO Davos Courses badges AO badges for master brand and power brands (templates)
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3.7 
Giveaways
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Giveaways 
Principles

Responsibility matters

Giveaway and merchandise articles 
reflect the AO’s social engagement 
and its attitude.

By consciously selecting appropriate 
items as giveaways or for sales  
in the shop, the AO shows its sense of  
responsibility.

To improve the impact of the master 
brand and to reduce the number of 
articles, it is recommended to use 
the master brand only. Giveaways are 
only available for the master brand, the 
foundation brand, flagship brands or 
power brands.

All items are functional, with appropriate 
quality and provide real added value  
to the user.

Contact  
For detailed information please 
contact Communications & 
Events:  
communications@aofoundation.org
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3.8 
Workwear
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Workwear 
Principles

Representing the AO brand

Branded wear such as uniforms and 
corporate clothing are the physical 
representation of our organization. 
The workwear creates a impression of 
the AO brand and what it stands for: 
our values.

Basic application (AO master brand)

Power brand example: AO Research Institute Davos

Front: Power brand logo Back: Only key message

Contact  
For detailed information please 
contact Communications & 
Events:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Fellow 2019

Size (height) 

Master brand 15 mm

Power brand 12 mm
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3.9 
Event material
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Event material 
Flags and roll-ups: Overview 

Examples

Roll-ups

Wingflags

Flags

Large-format brand  
representation

Events bring the new AO brand to life 
and allow visitors to experience the 
brand in person. The combination of 
different flags and roll-ups used at 
events always has to be coherent and 
exciting.

A versatile and adaptable system 
is necessary to respond to differing 
requirements and a need for  
temporary solutions. Modular, flexible 
and scalable, the system enables 
event teams to find quick and  
appropriate solutions.

Sharing talents 
and opportunities 
to connect people

Home to 
trauma and 
orthopedics

www.aotrauma.org
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Event material 
Roll-ups: Principles

Principles

Templates  
For ready-made templates  
including grid and other  
specifications, please contact:  
communications@aofoundation.org

1/7
1/7

1/7
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Variation 1
Suitable for small landscape 
format pictures and a few lines 
of text

Variation 3
Suitable for small portrait  
format pictures and a few lines 
of text

Variation 2
Suitable for small landscape 
format pictures and several 
lines of text

Variation 4
Suitable for large portrait  
format pictures and a few lines 
of text

A variable layout 

The AO roll-ups’ flexible seven-part 
design grid allow for the use of  
different image formats and text 
lengths. This ensures that the effect 
desired according to the event and 
purpose can be achieved. 

The use of the claim box (example AO 
Trauma) at the bottom (above the URL 
field) is optional.

Download additional  
guidelines: 
–  Roll-ups guidelines
brand.aofoundation.org

www.aofoundation.org

Sharing 
your passion 
for quality 
education

www.aospine.org

Sharing talents 
and opportunities 
to connect people

www.aotrauma.org

Home to 
trauma and 
orthopedics

Sharing talents 
and opportunities 
to connect people
Accum repel idellor 
ectemquam ut 
as num, soluptat.

www.aofoundation.org

Sharing 
your passion 
for quality 
education
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Event material 
Roll-ups: Examples

Examples AO Trauma

ca. 160 cm

Use of images 

If images are used that cover the  
entire surface, be sure to guarantee 
the readability of the headlines and 
logos.

Variation 1
Suitable for small landscape 
format pictures and a few lines 
of text

Variation 3
Suitable for small portrait  
format pictures and a few lines 
of text

Variation 2
Suitable for small landscape 
format pictures and several 
lines of text

Variation 4
Suitable for large portrait  
format pictures and a few lines 
of text

Sharing 
your passion 
for quality 
education

www.aotrauma.org

Home to 
trauma and 
orthopedics

www.aotrauma.org

Home to 
trauma and 
orthopedics

Sharing 
your passion 
for quality 
education

Sharing talents 
and opportunities 
to connect people

Home to 
trauma and 
orthopedics

www.aotrauma.org

Sharing talents 
and opportunities 
to connect people
Accum repel idellor 
ectemquam ut 
as num, soluptat.

www.aotrauma.org

Home to 
trauma and 
orthopedics
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Event material 
Roll-ups: Examples

Examples AO

ca. 160 cm

Variation 1
Suitable for small landscape 
format pictures and a few lines 
of text

Variation 3
Suitable for small portrait  
format pictures and a few lines 
of text

Variation 2
Suitable for small landscape 
format pictures and several 
lines of text

Blue backgrounds

When using blue backgrounds, make 
sure that the images are bright and 
have sufficient contrast.

On blue backgrounds, single words in 
the headlines can be marked in yellow. 

Sharing 
your passion 
for quality 
education

www.aofoundation.org

Sharing talents 
and opportunities 
to connect people

www.aofoundation.org

Sharing talents 
and opportunities 
to connect people
Accum repel idellor 
ectemquam ut 
as num, soluptat.

www.aofoundation.org
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Event material 
Wingflags

Examples

Templates  
For ready-made templates  
including grid and other  
specifications, please contact:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Principle for logo placement and croppingThe first choice for events

The attention-grabbing wingflag can 
be used everywhere, whether indoors 
or outdoors. WIngflags are the primary 
choice for events with high customer 
traffic and are easy to install, remove 
and reuse.

Wingflags with the AO master brand 
logo and all clinical divisions’ logos are 
available in three sizes.

90
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0 

%
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Event material 
Flags

Templates  
For ready-made templates  
including grid and other  
specifications, please contact:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Examples Principle for logo placement and croppingA real eye-catcher

Large format flags provide a dynamic 
and effective branding solution.  
They are used at events or in front of  
AO buildings and enable the new AO 
brand to literally stand out from the 
crowd.
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3.10 
Facility branding
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Facility branding 
Overall experience 

AO center Davos

Templates  
For ready-made templates for 
flags, please contact: 
communications@aofoundation.org

Immediate brand presence

Facility branding includes the entire 
range of three-dimensional brand 
presence: From outdoor signage,  
including flags and orientation  
systems to close-range signage and 
indoor wayfinding systems. 

The outdoor signage is directly linked 
to the building and the location.  
These local conditions, in terms of 
perception and appropriateness, are 
taken into account during planning. 
When planning the signage elements, 
it is essential to ensure that the local 
legal regulations are observed.

In the case of close-range and indoor 
signage, the design principles  
(including the AO supersign for  
backgrounds and walls) can be  
transferred to all locations.
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Facility branding 
Outdoor 

Entrance Specifications entrance doors

AO center
Öffnungszeiten:
Montag – Freitag 
08.00 – 12.00 
13.00 – 17.00

Opening hours:
Monday – Friday 
08.00 – 12.00 
13.00 – 17.00

13
5

12
2

28
.7

210 pt

lower edge of the 
window

Left door Right door

upper edge of the window

All measurements in cm

100 pt

30,6

356 6

4747

8.28.2

White: 3M™ Scotchcal™ 
Series 100 SC 100-10  
White Opaque

Illuminated signage
Illuminated AO logo on top 
(long-distance view).

Check the condition of the 
facade (weathering and quality 
of the wood).

Check building permit  
clarifications.

Entrance doors
AO logo on glass, white, foiled.

Opening hours: Letters on 
glass, white, foiled.
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AO center 
 
 
Öffnungszeiten:
Montag – Freitag 
08.00 – 12.00 
13.00 – 17.00

Opening hours:
Monday – Friday 
08.00 – 12.00 
13.00 – 17.00



Facility branding 
Indoor 

Reception Specifications reception (example USM Haller)

Reception
AO logo on the counter, white, 
foiled.

The logo is placed  
asymmetrically to support the 
overall dynamic impression.

29 cm15 cm

74 cm

34
 c

m

11.
3 

cm

30 cm

11.
3 

cm
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4 
Digital experience
4.1 E-blasts
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4.1 
E-blasts
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Event 1 lorem ipusm dolor metus

Event 2 lorem ipusm dolor metus

Event 3 lorem ipusm dolor metus

Event 4 lorem ipusm dolor metus

Oct 30, 2019

Upcoming events Date

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con sectetur adipiscing elit. Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amt amet, cadon sectt ipsum, con sectet.

Donec commodo quis mas sa condi mentum faucibus. Praesent vitae lu ctus 
metus. Cras nibh mi, pellen tes que ut egestas. Donec commodo quis … 

Read more ›

Title comes here

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
conse ctetur adipiscing elit. 

Lorem ipsu sit amet consecte. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons 
ectetur adipiscing elit. Lorem ips 

um dolor sit amet. 
Donec commodo quis mas sa con 

dimentum faucibus. Praesent vitae 
luctus metus. Cras pellen tesque ut 

egestas. Donec commodo quis mas 
sa condimentum…

Donec commodo quis mas sa con 
dimentum faucibus. Praesent vitae 

luctus metus. Cras nibh mi, pellen 
tesque ut egestas. Donec commodo 

quis mas sa condimentum…
Read more › Read more ›

See all events

Title comes here

Jan 07, 2020

Dec 14, 2019

Nov 25, 2019

Lorem ipsum title
News, tools, and projects from AO Spine

Hyperlink

We want to connect you with the happenings at AOSpine. Topic suggestions and 
feedback are encouraged. Please write to info@aospine.org with your input.

Copyright © 2019 AO Foundation | AO Spine. All rights reserved.
www.aospine.com | info@aospine.org

If you’d like to, you can unsubscribe now but you’ll miss our future updates!

AO Spine, Clavadelerstrasse 8, CH-7270 Davos, Switzerland

Header 
Choose between a regular 
header, alternative header, 
or a plain header depending 
on your needs

Images 
All images follow standard ratios

Body 
Modular sections for multiple subjects

Call to actions
Inviting buttons for more information

Footer 
A clear and consistent conclusion

E-blasts 
Layout principles

Digital consistency

The e-blast harmonizes with the  
corporate design and the right  
combination of graphic elements to 
create a consistent yet flexible design 
system.

The structure is modular and flexible. 
Various header possibilities allow the 
search for a suitable visual teaser to 
implement.

The different sections can be adapted 
as needed, however, an easily  
comprehensible combination should 
be chosen, eg, avoid starting the body 
contents with a list. 

Always close the e-blast with a footer 
section.

The font sizes follow the rules in the 
“Digital style guide”, which can be 
downloaded separately. 

Download additional  
guidelines: 
– E-blast guidelines
brand.aofoundation.org
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Templates  
For ready-made templates  
including grid and other  
specifications, please contact:  
communications@aofoundation.org We want to connect you with the happenings at AOSpine. Topic suggestions and 

feedback are encouraged. Please write to info@aospine.org with your input.

Copyright © 2019 AO Foundation | AO Spine. All rights reserved.
www.aospine.com | info@aospine.org

If you’d like to, you can unsubscribe now but you’ll miss our future updates!

AO Spine, Clavadelerstrasse 8, CH-7270 Davos, Switzerland

Dear Jon Doe,

Donec commodo quis mas sa condi mentum faucibus. Praesent vitae lu 
ctus metus. Lor ipsum dolor set pellen tesanota que ut metus Crasanibe 
mi, pellen tes que font faucibus. Praesent vitae lu ctus metus. Lor ipsum 
dolor set pellen tesanota que ut metus Crasanibe. Praesent vitaut egestas. 
Donec commodo quis mas sa.

Lor ipsum dolor set pellen tesanota que ut metus Crasanibe mi, pellen tes 
que font faucibus. Praesent vitae lu ctus metus. Lor ipsum dolor set pellen 
tesanota que ut metus Crasanibe. Praesent vitaut egestas.

Thank you for helping us make My AO better,
The My AO team

Call to action

Hyperlink

E-blast 
Body content guidance 

Examples of different e-blast options

Dear colleagues,

Donec commodo quis mas sa condi mentum 
faucibus. Praesent vitae lu ctus metus. Lor ipsum 
dolor set pellen tesanota que ut metus Crasanibe 
mi, pellen tes que font faucibus. Praesent vitae lu 
ctus metus. Lor ipsum dolor set pellen tesanota 
que ut metus Crasanibe. Praesent vitaut egestas. 
Donec commodo quis mas sa.
Read more ›

FacultyFocus
News, tools, and projects from AO Trauma

October 1, 2019

Event 1 lorem ipusm dolor metus

Event 2 lorem ipusm dolor metus

Event 3 lorem ipusm dolor metus

Event 4 lorem ipusm dolor metus

Oct 30, 2019

Upcoming events Date

We want to connect you with the happenings at AOSpine. Topic suggestions and 
feedback are encouraged. Please write to info@aospine.org with your input.

Copyright © 2019 AO Foundation | AO Spine. All rights reserved.
www.aospine.com | info@aospine.org

If you’d like to, you can unsubscribe now but you’ll miss our future updates!

AO Spine, Clavadelerstrasse 8, CH-7270 Davos, Switzerland

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con sectetur adipiscing elit. Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amt amet, cadon sectt ipsum, con sectet.
Donec commodo quis mas sa condi mentum faucibus. Praesent vitae lu ctus 
metus. Cras nibh mi, pellen tes que ut egestas. Donec commodo quis … 
Read more ›

Title comes here

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
conse ctetur adipiscing elit. 
Lorem ipsu sit amet consecte. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons 
ectetur adipiscing elit. Lorem ips 
um dolor sit amet. 

Donec commodo quis mas sa con 
dimentum faucibus. Praesent vitae 
luctus metus. Cras pellen tesque ut 
egestas. Donec commodo quis mas 
sa condimentum…

Donec commodo quis mas sa con 
dimentum faucibus. Praesent vitae 
luctus metus. Cras nibh mi, pellen 
tesque ut egestas. Donec commodo 
quis mas sa condimentum…

Read more › Read more ›

See all events

Title comes here

Jan 07, 2020

Dec 14, 2019

Nov 25, 2019

One family

The modular sections allow different 
layouts while remaining consistent in 
design. This:
– reduces complexity;
– is user-centered;
– proves coherent yet flexible.

This is achieved through a consistent 
approach to typography, color,  
opening and completion.

Download additional  
guidelines: 
– E-blast guidelines
brand.aofoundation.org
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4.2 
Digital style guide
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Digital style guide 
Introduction

Create a holistic digital 
ecosystem 

As a basic reference for all interactive AO channels, it will  
advance brand stability and visibility through consistency 
and ease of use.
In particular, this digital style guide explains the basis for all 
digital AO channels. It documents AO corporate design and 
design elements, the visual language of the AO brand, the 
user interface language and key applications.
This guide includes several defined rules, templates and 
design elements that should be used, reused, and recycled 
across all digital touch points.

Download additional  
guidelines: 
– Digital style guidelines
brand.aofoundation.org
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5 
Video
5.1 Video guidelines
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5.1 
Video guidelines
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Introduction 
Media and applications

Every video production is unique. 
We respect and encourage 
creativity with room for flexibility. 
Our goal: To achieve a unified 
brand experience, including in 
video.  

Whether creating short videos for social media or longer 
videos for use on the AO platform, you can refer to these 
guidelines for the appropriate design framework.
Included here are also best practices for filming educational 
videos, interviews, or speeches.
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Introduction 
Tone of voice

Transforming Surgery—  
Changing Lives.  
This is the key message  
connecting everything  
we do, think, and say.  

The AO tone of voice reflects the expertise and 
professionalism of AO people, communicating information  
in a spirit of camaraderie.
Inspiring, diverse, and inclusive, the AO community works 
together to enhance their surgical skills and advance the 
treatment of trauma and musculoskeletal disorders.
Authentic video footage and information provided in an 
understandable way captures our community and relays this 
message.

For further information  
please download additional 
guidelines: 
– Tone of voice guides 
– Editorial style 
– Hints and tips for writers 
– AO scientific terms 
– Writing for the web 
– Photography guidelines 
– Illustrations guidelines

https://brand.aofoundation.org/
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Logo animation 
Master brand

All motion patterns are expressed 
in the animation of the master 
brand logo.

1. Three strong pulses start the 
animation in the middle of the  
screen. 

2. After the third pulse the line 
emerges from the dot.

3. The 3D transforming process ends 
by showing the AO logo, evoking a 
solid brand.

4. The line of the AO logo gradually 
decreases and disappears while 
giving the impression of a continuous 
movement. This concludes the 
transformation.

5. Towards the last second of the  
transformation the AO slogan begins  
to fade in.

6. The animation concludes with  
the AO slogan.

1

2

3 4

65

View the animation: 

https://brand.aofoundation.org/
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Video structure
General structure 

Video opening

Transforming the pulse into  
the AO logo makes for a  
strong opening with high  
branding impact. 

1. AO master brand fading in film
All promotional videos open with the 
AO logo animation (eg, AO Spine 
congress highlights).

2. Separate AO master brand 
animation
If you want to separate the logo 
animation from the film, you can 
use a distinct file, eg, for a logo 
animation used to open a symposium 
presentation.

3. No branding
Only in short social media videos and 
educational videos may the AO master 
brand animation be skipped.

Video closing

The second part of the AO logo 
animation is used to conclude all 
videos, offering solid branding 
and clearly identifying the 
producer.

Each video ends with the AO logo  
and slogan.

Video content

AO logo opening 
animation:  
AO master brand 
animation fading 
into the film

1

AO logo opening 
animation: 
separate AO 
master brand 
animation

2

Film begins without 
branding

AO logo closing  
animation:  
AO master brand to 
slogan

3

AO logo closing  
animation:  
AO master brand to 
slogan

AO logo closing 
animation:  
AO master brand to 
slogan

Note on timing: The length of the bars shows only a rough temporal indication. The timing is explained in detail in each chapter.

Video closingVideo opening
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Video opening and closing 
Version one: AO master brand fading into a film

Video opening

1. Three pulses start the film: The first 
two on the AO blue background. 

2. The third pulse opens the 
viewfinder. The AO logo begins to 
evolve from the middle of the second 
pulse, along with the film’s content. 
The video content in the initial frames 
should be as calm as possible in order 
to make the logo stand out.

3. The AO logo fades out.

Video closing

4. As the video content dissolves, 
the AO logo fades in, staying on 
screen for two seconds (equalling two 
heartbeats).

5. The line of the AO logo contracts  
again.

6. The video concludes with the  
AO slogan.

Video opening

Video closing

2

3

4 5

6

1

View the animation: 

https://brand.aofoundation.org/video
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Video opening and closing  
Version two: separate AO logo animation

Video opening

1. The AO logo is building up 
completely on the AO blue 
background. 

2. The video content will be displayed 
by a smooth dissolving transition of 
roughly 300ms.

Video closing

3. Video content is dissolving. The 
AO logo is fading in over a length of 
300ms. The AO logo stays on screen 
for two seconds.

4. The line of the AO logo gradually 
decreases and disappears while 
giving the impression of a continuous 
movement. This concludes the 
transformation.

5. The video concludes with the  
AO slogan.

2

3 4

5

1

Video opening

Video closing

Video content

View the animation: 

https://brand.aofoundation.org/
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For any questions or requests about
the production of marketing videos  
please contact:

Christian Stark
Video Producer,
Digital Marketing Communications

AO Foundation
Communications & Events

Phone: +41 81 414 21 11
Mobile: +41 81 414 24 08
christian.stark@aofoundation.org
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Logo: 
Master brand regions

February 2020  



Logo 
Master brand regions

Structure

Examples

Regional extensions

All applications of master brand  
regions are built according to the 
same visual construction principle.

The regional extensions are docked 
to the right of the master brand logo. 
Depending on the length of the region, 
one or two lines of text are used.

All regional descriptor logos are 
available to download from the brand 
portal.

Fixed
Master brand 

logo

Variable
Two fixed lines are available for the names of the regions.  
If the names are short, they only run over the base line.

Download brand assets 
brand.aofoundation.org
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Examples AO North America

Logo 
Master brand regions, examples

Regional extensions

The rules for the logo sizes, the  
placement and the clear space  
correspond to those of the power 
brands.

Prof Paul Sample
Director 
paul.sample@aona.org

AO North America
435 Devon Park Drive | Building 800
Suite 820 | Wayne, PA 19087
Mobile: +1 610-993-5100 | Phone: +1 610-695-2420
aona.org

Download brand assets 
brand.aofoundation.org
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Contact  
For detailed information please 
contact Communications & 
Events:  
communications@aofoundation.org

Download brand assets 
brand.aofoundation.org

Where to find: 
– Tone of voice
– Editorial style guide
– Hints and tips for writers
– AO scientific terms
– Writing for the web 
 
communications@aofoundation.org

Download additional  
guidelines: 
–  Illustrations and inforgraphic 

guidelines
brand.aofoundation.org

Download additional  
guidelines: 
– Brochure guidelines
brand.aofoundation.org
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To request a toolkit of illustrations, 
please contact 
communications@aofoundation.org

mailto:communications%40aofoundation.org?subject=
http://brand.aofoundation.org
mailto:communications%40aofoundation.org?subject=
http://brand.aofoundation.org
http://brand.aofoundation.org
mailto:communications%40aofoundation.org?subject=


Thank you 
for bringing the AO  
to life.


